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Egypt’s Sisi eying
GCC ‘membership’

Sisi turns Islam on the Islamists
KUWAIT: Field Marshal Abdel Fattah El-Sisi
plans to negotiate with the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) on the possibility of exempting
Egyptian workers from the sponsorship provi-
sions, in addition to boosting military and eco-
nomic cooperation, a Kuwaiti newspaper
reported yesterday. Sisi’s priorities include giv-
ing Egypt an observer position into the six-
member GCC and allowing Egyptians to work
in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, United
Arab Emirates and Oman (without sponsors).

Egypt also hopes to increase the trade and
tourism activity with Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait
and Bahrain by eliminating visa requirements if
Egypt becomes an observer-member of the
GCC according to a ‘high level sources’ in the
Field Marshal’s elections campaign. “Helping
Egypt economically is the main objective
behind Sisi’s proposal,” said the sources.

Sisi is considered the favorite ahead of this
month’s Egyptian presidential elections. If
elected, Sisi plans to visits UAE, Bahrain, Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia in order to discuss the idea of
establishing a Gulf-Egyptian lobby that guar-
antees investments. “The lobby would be eco-
nomic and military oriented and includes acti-
vating the joint defense treaty between Egypt
and the Arab states,” the sources added. 

Showing religious side
As the Egyptian state presses its crackdown

on the Muslim Brotherhood, the man expected
to become president has deployed a new
weapon in the battle with the Islamists: his
own vision of Islam. Sisi, the former army chief
who deposed the Brotherhood’s Mohamed
Morsi and is expected to be elected president

later this month, has cast himself as a defender
of religion and taken aim at the doctrinal foun-
dations of Islamist groups the state is seeking
to crush.

Striking a pious tone that sets him apart
from former president Hosni Mubarak, Sisi also
appears to be taking on the mantle of a reli-
gious reformer. He has blamed outdated “reli-
gious discourse” for holding back Egypt. “I see
that the religious discourse in the entire Islamic
world has cost Islam its humanity,” Sisi said in
an interview televised on May 5. “This requires
us, and for that matter all leaders, to review
their positions.” With references to God and
morality, Sisi may turn out to be the most out-
wardly pious of any of the military men to have
governed Egypt since the republic was found-
ed in 1953.

This does not mean he will inject more
Islam into the government of a state whose
laws and culture have long been shaped by
religion. Sisi has said there is no such thing as a
“religious state” - challenging a central Islamist
concept. But he seems certain to encourage
the role played by religion in the public life of
this conservative society. And as the authori-
ties try to curb Islamist influence by tightening
control over mosques, Sisi’s presidency could
bring a sustained effort to reinforce state-
backed, apolitical Islam, providing clerical cov-
er for destroying his Islamist foes.

“He is trying to replace the Islamists and
counter the Muslim Brotherhood’s argument
that he is anti-Islam,” said Khalil Al-Anani, an
expert on Islamic movements based at Johns
Hopkins University in the United States. 

Continued on Page 9

ALEXANDRIA: Egyptian protesters hold a portrait of Egyptís former army chief and lead-
ing presidential candidate Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi during a rally in support of his decision to
run for president yesterday. — AFP 

SEOUL: After bombarding South Korea’s female
president with sexist invectives, North Korea’s
state news agency has fired off racist insults
against President Barack Obama that US officials
condemn as “disgusting.” North Korea is notori-
ous for inflammatory, warlike rhetoric against its
rivals South Korea and the US but had rarely
used racial slurs in its verbal attacks. Pyongyang’s
tone has grown angrier in recent weeks as it
threatens to conduct a fourth nuclear test.

In a lengthy May 2 dispatch released only in
Korean, Pyongyang’s Korean Central News
Agency published comments from a factory
worker who said Obama has the “shape of a
monkey” and made many other crude insults. “It
would be better for him to live with other mon-
keys at a wild animal park in Africa ... and licking
bread crumbs thrown by onlookers,” worker
Kang Hyok at Chollima Steel Complex was quot-
ed as saying.

Marie Harf, a State Department spokes-
woman, said that the North Korean dispatch was
“offensive, ridiculous and absurd.” “I don’t know
how many words I can use up here to describe

the rhetoric ... It’s disgusting,” she told reporters
at the Foreign Press Center in Washington. Yoo
Ho-yeol, professor of North Korea studies at
Korea University in South Korea, said North
Korea is trying to get attention by publishing
such comments through its state-run news
agency. But he added that it tried to distance the
government from the remarks by attributing
them to a citizen.

“If it was to publish such a report in the voice
of the authorities it would entrap them, whereas
reporting the story under some ordinary citi-
zen’s name will give them leeway,” Yoo said.
The North’s rhetoric against Obama and South
Korean President Park Geun-hye intensified
after they held a summit in Seoul late last
month. During his visit, Obama said at a joint
news conference with Park that it may be time
to consider further sanctions against North
Korea, and that the US will not hesitate to use its
military might to defend its allies. Recent state
media dispatches criticizing Park are full of sex-
ist tirades such as “old prostitute coquetting
with outside force.” — AP 

North Korea rains 
insults on Obama

MAKKAH: Vehicles are submerged in water following flash floods in the holy city of
Makkah yesterday. Heavy rainfall flooded the road to Makkah, causing traffic jams
and leaving cars abandoned in the streets. — AFP 
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Woman injured while 
escaping rapist in Nugra

Suicide probe in maid’s death
KUWAIT: A woman was severely injured
after she fell from an apartment’s win-
dow while escaping from a rapist,
according to her statements.
Paramedics and police rushed to a build-
ing in Nugra in response to an emer-
gency call, and found the woman lying
motionless on the ground. She was tak-
en to the Mubarak Hospital and admit-
ted inside the intensive care unit with
severe broken bones. The Filipina
national explained during preliminary
investigations that she accompanied her
boyfriend, a Kuwaiti man, to his friend’s
apartment. There, she discovered that
she was lured to a trap, as the apart-
ment’s owner tried to persuade her to
have sex. The woman refused, then
locked herself inside a room after the
suspect tried to rape her, according to
her statements. She then tied bed
sheets together as a rope and tried to
descent down the window, but lost bal-
ance on the way and fell to the ground.
A case was filed for investigations as
detectives are looking to locate and
arrest the two men for questioning. 

US citizen’s death
Investigations are ongoing to reveal

the mystery behind a middle-aged
man’s death discovered Thursday. The
48-year-old American national was

rushed to the Adan Hospital after para-
medics and police responded to an
emergency call, reporting the discovery
of a man motionless inside his car. He
was pronounced dead inside the hospi-
tal after several attempts to revive his
heart beat failed. The body was taken for
an autopsy to determine whether the
man died of natural causes or foul play is
involved. 

Maid’s death
Hawally prosecutor classified a

domestic worker’s death reported last
October as suicide following extensive
investigations in the case. The decision
was based on statements of eyewitness-
es, including the Indian woman’s friend.
The Nepalese national said that the vic-
tim applied pesticides on her body, then
used bakhour (incense) matches to set
herself on fire inside the bathroom. The
victim had died of severe burn injuries
according to the forensic department’s
report. Investigations are still ongoing in
the case. 

Teen killed 
A teenager died after he was

involved in a traffic accidents that hap-
pened weeks after he got his driver’s
license. The 18-year-old Kuwaiti boy was
driving his father’s car towards Ahmadi

when he lost his balance over his vehicle
which ran into a sign and flipped over
several times, according to preliminary
investigations. The man was pro-
nounced dead on the scene before crim-
inal investigators took his body to the
forensic department. A case was filed. 

Drug offender 
A drug offender returned to jail short-

ly after the court acquitted him of previ-
ous charges, after police found narcotics
hidden in his underwear. The discovery
came during routine check as the man
was being prepared to be set free after
the court found him not guilty of drug
possession charges. He was placed
under arrest and taken to the proper
authorities for questioning. 

Officer detained 
A policeman was arrested for selling

weapons online. The man was arrested
after he was lured to a trap in which sold
a firearm to an undercover agent. The
trap was set up following investigations
which confirmed information the
Criminal Investigations Department had
received, about the police officer’s activ-
ity of selling firearms through social net-
works. He was detained in Ahmadi and
taken to the Public Prosecution to face
charges. 

By Hanan Al Saadoun

KUWAIT: Ahmadi prosecution asked detectives to identify a
person who threw a child into the sea. The coroner will deter-
mine whether the child was killed or thrown alive. The child’s
body was spotted by a Syrian while swimming near Abu Al-
Hasaniya area.

Asians robbed
Detectives are working hard to arrest unknown persons

who were riding a Range Rover who robbed an Indian expat
of KD 850 after beating him, and a soft drink delivery man of
KD 560. A security source said that a Bangladeshi expat was
told by the Range Rover people while changing a tire, that
they were detectives, and took the money from him.
Meanwhile, in south Surra an Indian said two men in a Range
Rover told him they were detectives and robbed of KD 850.
The Indian said that when he attempted to call police he was
beaten, before the suspects escaped.

Body of child 
found in sea

KUWAIT: Body of the child which was found near
Abu Al-Hasaniya area.

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank recently held its yearly gathering event at the
Salwa Sabah Al Ahmad Al Sabah Hall to acknowledge the overall efforts of
its employees and reward them for contributing to the bank’s success over

the years. The event was attended by Burgan
Bank’s Chairman, Majed Essa Al-Ajeel, Group CEO,
Eduardo Eguren, staff members, senior executive
management, as well as representatives from the
bank’s regional subsidiaries.

Burgan Bank’s Chairman had commended the
employees on transforming the youngest local
commercial bank to an active overseas operator. Al-
Ajeel added that the Burgan Bank Group’s success
has definitely left noticeable international foot-

prints, with Kuwait still positioned as the center of excellence. Burgan Bank
Group boasts of a wide network that spans over eight countries with 233
branches, all of which are the driving force of the bank’s business. During
the event, employees received the latest updates on the bank’s perform-
ance from the Group CEO along with key highlights on the way forward.
This year’s theme celebrated the important role that employees play in the
bank. Employee communications is a core component of Burgan Bank’s

overall approach. The bank has taken a number of measures that highlight
the importance of engaging with its internal audiences, which aim to nur-
ture a culture of open dialogue, harness skills and create proud brand
ambassadors. 

Established in 1977, Burgan Bank is the youngest commercial Bank and
third largest by assets in Kuwait, with a significant focus on the corporate
and financial institutions sectors, as well as having a growing retail and pri-
vate bank customer base. Burgan Bank has five majority owned sub-
sidiaries, which include Gulf Bank Algeria - AGB (Algeria), Bank of Baghdad
- BOB (Iraq & Lebanon), Jordan Kuwait Bank - JKB (Jordan) Tunis
International Bank - TIB (Tunisia), and fully owned Burgan Bank - Turkey,
(collectively known as the “Burgan Bank Group”).  The Bank has continu-
ously improved its performance over the years through an expanded rev-
enue structure, diversified funding sources, and a strong capital base. The
adoption of state-of-the-art services and technology has positioned it as a
trendsetter in the domestic market and within the MENA region. Burgan
Bank’s brand has been created on a foundation of real values - of trust,
commitment, excellence and progression, to remind us of the high stan-
dards to which we aspire. ‘People come first’ is the foundation on which its
products and services are developed. Earlier this year, ‘Brand Finance’ - the

international brand valuation company- rated Burgan Bank brand as AA
with positive outlook.  The rating places Burgan Bank Brand at 2nd
amongst the most valuable banking brands in Kuwait. Excellence is one of
the Bank’s four key values and Burgan Bank continually strives to maintain
the highest standards in the industry. The Bank was re-certified in 2010
with the ISO 9001:2008 certification in all its banking businesses, making it
the first bank in the GCC, and the only bank in Kuwait to receive such
accreditation. The Bank also has to its credit the distinction of being the
only Bank in Kuwait to have won the JP Morgan Chase Quality Recognition
Award for twelve consecutive years. 

Burgan Bank won the prestigious “Banking Web Awards” prize in the
commercial and corporate Category for Kuwait. In 2010 Burgan Bank was
awarded with the “Best Internet Banking Service award” from Banker
Middle East Awards. Burgan Bank was recognized in 2011 as Kuwait’s “Best
Private Bank”, by World Finance. The bank also won, in 2011, the coveted
“International Platinum Star for Quality” award from Business Initiative
Directions, and “The Best Technical Award” from Banking Web Awards. In
2012, Global Banking and Finance Review online magazine recognized
Burgan Bank as the “Best Banking Group in the MENA” as well as the “Best
Corporate Bank in Kuwait”. 

Burgan Bank applauds its employees
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KUWAIT: The 12th Egyptian Real Estate Exhibition was opened at Crowne Plaza Hotel on Wednesday under the patronage of Egyptian Ambassador to Kuwait
Abdelkareem Suleiman. —Photos by Joseph Shagra

KUWAIT: The government looks to dis-
cuss foreign investment and the state’s
general reserves with the parliament,
National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-
Ghanem said. Ghanim told reporters
Thursday that he received a request
from the Cabinet to allocate two hours
of Tuesday’s session to have that discus-
sion, adding that the topic could likely
be discussed on Wednesday instead.

The parliament is scheduled on
Tuesday to vote on resignations of three
of its members; MPs Riyadh Al-Adasani,
Hussein Al-Quwai’an and Abdulkareem
Al-Kandari. Resignations of MPs Ali Al-
Rashid and Safa Al-Hashem are sched-
uled to be discussed the following week.

Housing projects
On whether discussion of foreign

investments could take place behind
closed doors, Ghanim clarified that the
parliament has the ‘final say’ on that
regard, but pointed out that similar dis-
cussions are usually held in secret ses-
sions.

In other news, Al-Rai reported yester-
day that the government proposed an

amendment to the housing welfare law,
to allow investment sectors and private
companies to build 50,000 houses on
state-owned lands.

The amendment requires the Kuwait
Municipality to provide the Public
Authority for Housing Welfare with
lands within a year, in order to carry the
projects as smoothly as possible, accord-
ing to a letter on that regard that
Housing Minister Yasser Abul submitted
recently to the parliament’s housing
committee.

The PAHW would promote the proj-
ects to the private sector within six
months and sign the contracts directly
with contracting companies, according
to the letter.

Jaber stadium
Former member of parliament

Musallam Al-Barrak said the youth sit-in
in front of Jaber Stadium is a stand
against all types of corruption in front of
one of corruption strongholds, which
carries the name of the late Amir Sheikh
Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.

Al-Barrak was speaking during the

sit-in organized by the “one-hand” cam-
paign in front of Jaber Stadium. He said
the corruption that we see today is a
natural result of the authority’s alliance
with the business and described it as the
“opportunist alliance”, and found it
strange for the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak to make his first field
visit after his oath in front of the Amir to
Jaber Stadium to prove that it is safe. Al-
Barrak considered that as a major proof
on the alliance between the authority
and business. He said it was better for
the prime minister to visit schools, uni-
versities and hospitals instead of Jaber
stadium to justify the contractor’s fail-
ure.

He said the National Assembly speak-
er says that Jaber stadium is ready but
the government is the hesitant party
and he says that in defence of his uncle,
and wondered why the hesitant govern-
ment is not held to account while he is
the speaker! He said the statements and
actions towards Jaber Stadium is just to
deceive the people but they will not be
able to do so because the people are
aware and the youth will face it.

Govt, parliament set to 
discuss foreign investment

Secret sessions expected

No MERS cases in
Jahra Hospital

KUWAIT: Jahra Hospital did not record any new infection cases with
the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) virus, Dr. Shehab Al-
Muhannadi said recently. His statements published by Al-Rai yester-
day, came in response to rumors which hinted that six new cases were
discovered there.

Meanwhile, Dr Fahad Al-Azmi, Head of the Primary Health Care Unit
at the Ahmadi Medical Zone, reiterated assurances that no new MERS
infection cases were discovered in Kuwait as of late. His statement,
published by Al-Qabas daily, came on the sidelines of the Health
Ministry’s announcement to launch MERS awareness campaigns at the
Ahmadi and Jahra medical zones. In other news, the Public Authority
for Agricultural Affairs and Fish Resources announced that veterinary
quarantines were opened at border checkpoints in order to inspect
imported livestock, mainly camels, for the MERS virus, said General
Director Jassem Al-Bader. Bader further told Al-Jarida daily that the
PAAAFR is waiting for response from the World Organization for
Animal Health before taking a decision on whether to ban importing
camel or other livestock from nearby countries.

Banks to finance 30%
of clean fuel project

KUWAIT: Kuwait National Petroleum Corporation is studying options  to
finance the Clean fuel project through local, regional or international banks, offi-
cial spokesman Khalid Al-Asousy said Thursday. The KNPC signed the contracts
for the KD 3.4 billion deal last month with three consortia led by Japan’s JGC
Corp, Britain’s Petrofac and US-based Fluor Corp. Since then, the KNPC has been
studying several scenarios to finance the deal through banks, including a mech-
anism to finance 30 percent of the deal, or around KD 2 billion, according to
Asousy. “A consultant will be hired to study offers from banks in order to identi-
fy the interest percentage, loan value and financing,” said As’ousy, who is the
Executive Vice President for Support Services and Information Technology.
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KUWAIT: Zain, the leading telecommunications
company in Kuwait, announced yesterday its partici-
pation in the 15th GUST Job Fair, which was held at
Gulf University for Science and Technology’s main
campus, on May 7 and 8, 2014. The event was organ-
ized by GUST Center for Business Development and
Corporate Relations. 

Zain’s participation in the job fair is in line with
the company’s core belief that education and educa-
tional development are essential for individuals to
then go-on to be successful and contributing mem-
bers of society. 

This particular event plays a big role in exposing

bright and optimistic youth who are looking for job
opportunities.  Zain is committed to playing an
active role in the investment in the human capital of
Kuwait. 

The company seeks to provide young and eager
Kuwaitis with suitable job opportunities that allow
them to apply their practical skills, achieve their
potential, and fully develop their capabilities.  

Zain was present at the job fair and its represen-
tatives highlighted to visitors the available job
vacancies in addition to providing a detailed expla-
nation of the nature of work at various departments
and divisions. 

Zain participates in GUST Job Fair

GPFA chief inspects 
Police College project

KUWAIT: Head of Government Performance Follow-Up Agency (GPFA)
Sheikh Ahmad Al-Meshaal Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah and members of the
agency yesterday made a field visit to Police College project in Al-Ruqie
area.

Sheikh Meshaal was briefed in detail on the stages of the project and
its implementation by officials of the Ministry of Public Works, who pro-
vided a comprehensive visual presentation on the buildings and con-
structions of various educational and training activities and sports areas
at the college, a press release from the agency said.

The statement added Sheikh Ahmad later toured the interior and
exterior facilities of the project, and expressed admiration for the archi-
tectural designs and engineering works of the facilities.

Sheikh Ahmad urged officials in charge of the project to speed up the
work process and complete the facilities, stressing readiness by the
apparatus to assist the ministry in overcoming any obstacles they may
encounter.

Upon arrival, Sheikh Ahmad was welcomed by Undersecretary of the
Ministry of Public Works Awatif Al-Ghnaim and high ranking officials in
the ministry. —  KUNA

TUNIS: Omar Yousef Al-Shaalan receiving the Quran Recitation and
Memorization prize.

Kuwaiti wins Quran 
recitation contest

TUNIS: Kuwaiti Omar Yousef Al-Shaalan has come first in the fourth
International Tunisia’s Quran Recitation and Memorization Contest
whose results were announced yesterday.

The honoring of Al-Shaaln took place in a ceremony that was attend-
ed the interim Tunisian President, Moncef Marzouki, Minister of Religious
Affairs Muneer Al-Talili, Kuwait’s Ambassador Fahad Al-Awadhi and other
state officials.

Al-Shaalan expressed pride of his honoring in Tunisia.
For his part, member of the competition’s jury, Sheikh Abdul Aziz Al-

Enezi, said in a similar statement to KUNA that the contest was “fierce.”
He added that Al-Shaalan’s win was well-deserved, noting that this

win came as a result of hard work and preparation. He extolled the good
organization of the contest by Tunisian officials.  — KUNA



GENEVA: The Kuwaiti delegation of lawmakers were successful in
their interlocution with UNCHR experts here over the establishment
of a national human rights commission in Kuwait, said an NGO offi-
cial, in a statement yesterday. Chief Executive Officer of the Geneva
Institute for Human Rights (GIHR) Nezar Abdulqader said that the
Institute will prepare a new draft for the proposed law establishing
the commission in Kuwait taking into account the observations the
UNCHR experts made to tweak it.

He noted that the Institute will organize a roundtable discussion
to which the visiting Kuwaiti lawmakers and representatives of
national human rights commissions from a variety of countries,
which share with Kuwait cultural and political common denomina-
tors, will be invited to review the experiences of these countries in
the drafting of the law to establish a bona-fide national human
rights commission in Kuwait. Chairman of the human rights commit-
tee at Kuwait’s national assembly and a member of the Kuwaiti law-
makers’ delegation seeking UNCHR expertise as well as GIHR’s coun-
sel in that regard, MP Faisal Al-Dwaisan said that the delegation has
seen the wisdom and usefulness of eliciting the opinions of the
experts in the field before embarking on the establishment of the
draft law for the commission in Kuwait.

He emphasized Kuwait’s earnestness in establishing the commis-
sion in keeping with promises it made four years ago to do so, not-
ing that it would be a seminal achievement for the Gulf country.
UNCHR welcomed on Thursday the draft proposal by the Kuwaiti
parliament to establish a national human rights commission based
on what is known as the Paris Principles. A delegation of Kuwaiti
lawmakers presented the draft proposal to the UNCHR, whose
regional representative in the Middle East Dr Abdul-Salam Ahmad
said that the UN agency will work closely with Kuwaiti lawmakers to
ensure that a prim-and-proper national commission is established in
Kuwait.

The current chairman of the human rights committee in Kuwait’s

national assembly, Faisal Al-Duwaisan, said here that the delegation
in charge of the proposal learned a few important aspects from the
UNCHR that were missing in the proposal and that he and his col-
leagues were appreciative of the UN agency’s help in that regard.

He said any tweaking by the UN agency’s experts will be
taken back home and studied thoroughly ,  noting that
Kuwaiti lawmakers were keen on establishing their commis-
sion along the most recognized international standards
espoused by the Paris Principles. The Paris Principles were
defined at the first International Workshop on National

Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human
Rights held in Paris in 1991. They were adopted by the United
Nations Human Rights Commission in 1992, and by the UN
General Assembly in 1993. The Paris Principles relate to the
status and functioning of national institutions for the protec-
t ion and promotion of  human r ights .  In  addit ion to
exchanging views on existing arrangements, the workshop
participants drew up a comprehensive series of recom-
mendations on the role, composition, status and functions
of national human rights institutions. — KUNA
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NBK TV commercial
attracts 200,000 views 

KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait’s (NBK) new TV commercial sub-
jected as “The Bank You Know and Trust” attracted more than 200,
000 viewers on NBK’s YouTube Channel. NBK launched this new TV
commercial to view its long -lasting relation with its customers that
is based on trust and narrates NBK’s establishment in 1952 as the
first indigenous bank and shareholders company in the GCC. NBK’s
one minute TV commercial presents NBK’s achievements and
accomplishments for more than six decades.

Today, NBK maintains its position as the leading regional Arab
bank, one of the largest and most profitable in the region, with the
support and dedication of its valuable customers.

“The Bank You Know and Trust” TV commercial is made up of a
series artistic innovative scenes that shows a remarkable story of
success and how NBK has remained faithful to the Kuwait economy
through good times and bad, continuing throughout history its
key role as the heart of Kuwait’s commercial society. 

The commercial is broadcasted on NBK’s YouTube Channel
“NBKMedia” and TV stations. NBK is leading among the banks to
establish a strong social media presence, with Facebook, Twitter,
Foursquare and Google +, you tube pages devoted to customer
feedback and engagement. For more information regarding bank-
ing transactions, events and competitions check out National Bank
of Kuwait official Facebook page NBK - Official Page or follow NBK
on Twitter and on Instagram @NBKPage.

National rights commission in the offing
Kuwaiti lawmakers successful
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KUWAIT: A clothes warehouse in Sabhan caught fire yesterday, prompting the fire center to rush there and deal with the fire, which was contained in a record time. No
human injuries were reported. —  By Hanan Al-Saadoun

DUBAI: The UAE’s ministry of environ-
ment and water said that livestock ship-
ments from the GCC, which do not meet
the approved import requirements, will
not be allowed into the country, state
news agency WAM reported. The min-
istry said in a statement that it is imple-
menting strict veterinary and biosecurity
protocols along with preventive meas-
ures against animal infections and epi-
demic diseases at the border check-
points.

Strict screening will be carried out to
check if the camels imported from the
GCC to the UAE are free from viruses such
as burcellosis and the Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus
(MERS-CoV), the statement said.

Camel shipments from the GCC will
also be quarantined for 24 to 28 hours
until laboratory tests are conducted, the

ministry said. Officials have said that such
measures are part of its policy to protect
public health and prevent “imported epi-
demics” and other communicable dis-
eases. The MERS virus emerged in the
Middle East in 2012, with cases reported
in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Jordan,
UAE, Oman, Tunisia, Egypt, the
Philippines, the US and parts of Europe so
far. But a possible link to camels acting as
an animal reservoir to the virus has
spread havoc among Gulf states. This has
led to the government to issue warnings
about precautions to be taken when
dealing with the animals.

Recently Saudi Arabia’s health minis-
ter Adel Fakeih warned people from con-
suming raw camel meat and milk due to
the potential link with the virus.

Butchers and meat shops selling
camel meat in the Kingdom, have subse-

quently reported a decline in sales,
according to local daily Arab News.

Saudi Arabia, where the total number
of infections climbed to 449, has seen a
death toll of 121 due the virus.

The UAE, which recorded a sudden
surge in affected cases during April, has
not reported any additional MERS cases
since then. World Health Organisation
(WHO) has also cautioned Middle East
residents to avoid close contact with ani-
mals when visiting farms or barn areas
where the virus is potentially circulating.

“For the general public, when visiting
a farm or a barn, general hygiene meas-
ures, such as regular hand washing
before and after touching animals, avoid-
ing contact with sick animals, and follow-
ing food hygiene practices, should be
adhered to,” WHO said in a statement in
its website. — KUNA

UAE to increase screening 
of GCC camel shipments 
Steps to prevent ‘imported epidemics’ 

IICO chief hails Amir’s 
humanitarian prize win

KUWAIT: International Islamic Charity Organization (IICO)
Chairman Abdullah Al-Maatouq commended here on
Thursday the recent awarding of an Arab humanitarian
prize to His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah as a “deserved and appreciated step”.

Al-Maatouq, also Amiri Diwan Advisor and UN Secretary
General’s humanitarian envoy, said in a statement the
prize given to His Highness the Amir by the Arab Family
Organization (AFO) for 2014 would enrich his highly
acclaimed humanitarian record.

He hailed His Highness the Amir’s great support for
regional and international humanitarian activities.

“Honoring His Highness the Amir by the UN and the
Arab Family Organization (AFO) is an awarding to all
Kuwaitis, especially charity workers,” Al-Maatouq said.

He cited His Highness the Amir’s humanitarian direc-
tives and initiatives to help the poor and the needy world-
wide and the role of the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development (KFAED) as a key humanitarian asset for the
State of Kuwait.

Earlier on Wednesday, His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah met Chairman of the
Arab Family Organization (AFO) Jamal Bin Obaid Al-Bah,
and members of AFO board of directors.

During the meeting, the AFO delegation presented His
Highness the Amir with the first Arab world prize for
humanitarian endeavor and societal enhancement, in
appreciation for his continuous efforts in supporting Arab
family and boosting its status and value. — KUNA

OSCE counter-terrorism
conference praised 

GENEVA: Kuwait Ambassador to Switzerland Bader Al-
Tunaib said yesterday that the outcome of the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe’s (OSCE) counter-ter-
rorism conference, held recently here, were of crucial impor-
tance and worthy of attention and study.

“As the current President of the GCC Council, Kuwait has
asked officials at Swiss foreign ministry for information about
the conference’s outcome to study them with GCC ambassa-
dors to Switzerland, in presence of deputy undersecretary of
Swiss foreign ministry for political affairs,” Al-Tunaib said.

He said that the conference focused on three main topics;
foreign fighters in areas of conflicts, the hostage-taking and
countering terrorism. He added that the topics unveiled the
challenges threatening international peace and security.

“These issues are not only limited to OSCE, but it could
also reach countries in the Middle East region, and the GCC in
particular, due to their strategic location and important eco-
nomic status,” said the Kuwaiti diplomat.

He noted that there is a deep European concern towards
the phenomenon of foreign fighters at areas of conflicts,
which has recently seen a notable increase with reports talk-
ing about around 2,000 European citizens fighting alongside
Syrian opposition groups. — KUNA

KUWAIT:  The sixth Kuwait Info Security
Forum and the third Arabian Social Media
Forum ended here on Thursday by making a
number of crucial recommendations on the
best ways to use the internet.

Khalid Al-Enizi of the Central Agency for
Information Technology said that informa-
tion security is attainable through laying
down realistic solutions that prevent com-
puter hacking and information theft, which
could easily jeapordize the privacy of inter-
net users. He emphasized that the forums
recommended that the government and
other entities should  have some employees
be trained in all aspects of safeguarding
information and dealing with the negative
influence of abusing the use of social net-
works.

He further noted that there should be a
national strategy aimed at protecting infor-
mation technology systems and users of
such systems.

Moreover, he saw good reason to have
all government ministries and agencies
establish their own information security
apparatuses to prevent the misuse of elec-
tronic data. A major recommendation by
the forums today, he said, was to engender
laws punishing cyber crimes. — KUNA

Information security forums advice 
on best way to use internet safely

KUWAIT:  Amid its new policies
Kuwait’s Environment Public
Authority is taking steps to further
involve its staff in local and interna-
tional environmental events.  After
taking part Thursday night in an
event organised by local voluntary
environmental group, “Kuwait is a
Green Oasis”, director of public
affairs and awareness Khaled Al-
Enezi said that the public “should
be closer and friendlier to our envi-
ronment.”

The event, held under the
patronage of State Minister for
Housing Affairs Yasser Abul, should
not solely focus on planting more
trees but should extend to keeping
the nation clean, he added.

Through its role in emphasising
the importance of the environ-
ment among the public, the EPA
aims to send out several messages
through events like these, namely
to encourage planting trees, to
keep roads and beaches clean by
the disposal of waste in the appro-
priate places and not to kill trees
and plants.

The cooperation with the group
was something media director
Fatma Al-Enezi said the volunteers
had strived for.

The event is not the only one,
and has been preceded by oth-
ers all of which aim to encour-
age “good c i t izenship ,”  she
highlighted. — KUNA

EPA to engage more
actively in events
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Putin marks Victory in 
Crimea amid bloodshed 

Yemen’s defense minister 
escapes assassination bid

UK, US experts in Nigeria to rescue 276 girls

Chibok school girls who escaped from the Boko Haram Islamists gather to receive information from officials. Nigeria’s president said that Boko Haram’s mass abduction of more than
200 schoolgirls would mark a turning point in the battle against the Islamists, as world powers joined yesterday the search to rescue the hostages. —AFP 

BAUCHI, Nigeria: British experts arrived in
the Nigerian capital yesterday to help find at
least 276 girls being held by Islamic militants
in northeastern Nigeria as an international
effort began taking hold.

The experts were expected to work closely
with US officials and agents in the search for
the missing girls, the British government said
as Boko Haram militants continued to stage
attacks in northeastern Nigeria. China and
France have also promised help, and the
deputy prime minister of Spain, Soraya Saenz
de Santamaria, told reporters in Madrid yes-
terday that her government had decided to
make available a specialist team from the
police to assist, if Nigeria approves. 

Meanwhile, President Goodluck Jonathan
said yesterday he believes 200 schoolgirls
abducted by Islamist insurgents last month
are still in his country and have not been
moved to Cameroon. “There are stories that

they have moved them outside of the coun-
try. But if they move that number of girls to
Cameroon, people will see, so I believe they
are still in Nigeria,” Jonathan told journalists
on the sidelines of the World Economic
Forum in the Nigerian capital.

Britain said its aim was not only to help
with the current crisis but to defeat Boko
Haram. “The team will be considering not just
the recent incidents but also longer-term
counter-terrorism solutions to prevent such
attacks in the future and defeat Boko Haram,”
the Foreign & Commonwealth Office said in a
statement yesterday.

A local government official confirmed
that the Islamic extremists bombed a bridge
linking the town of Gamboru to the Borno
state capital, Maiduguri, the headquarters of
the Nigerian military offensive. Gamboru
was attacked on Monday by Boko Haram,
leaving many dead. Estimates of the death

toll from that attack ranged from 100 to as
many as 300.

Communications with the remote town
are difficult and it was not immediately possi-
ble to reconcile conflicting accounts of when
the bridge was bombed. One account said
Monday while another said Thursday.

The bombing of the bridge would prevent
army convoys reaching Gamboru while leav-
ing the way open for the insurgents to escape
across a strategic bridge into neighboring
Cameroon - a bridge leading into mountains
where the militants are known to have hide-
outs in caves.

The mass kidnapping of the schoolgirls has
focused the world’s attention on Boko Haram,
and on the many civil ian victims of the
extremists. President Goodluck Jonathan said
at an economic forum on Thursday: “I believe
that the kidnap of these girls will be the
beginning of the end of terror in Nigeria.”

Stigma
However his government stands accused

of being slow to mount operations to rescue
the girls, who were kidnapped on April 15.

Boko Haram, which wants to impose Islamic
law on Nigeria, abducted more than 300 girls
from a boarding school in the northeast town of
Chibok. On Thursday the government of Borno
state, where Chibok is located, identified 53 girls
who escaped, potentially subjecting the girls to
stigma in this conservative society. The govern-
ment said in a statement received yesterday
that the 53 girls it identified by name include
those who fled the day they were kidnapped
and those who escaped from Boko Haram
camps days later. Borno’s government did not
explain the decision to name the girls. Chibok
residents are staging a street protest yesterday
to press Borno’s government to do more to find
the missing girls. Boko Haram has killed more
than 1,500 people this year. — Agencies

Boko Haram militants continue to attacks in north
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SANAA: Yemen’s defense minister
escaped an assassination attempt by sus-
pected Al-Qaeda militants in southern
Yemen yesterday, a security source said.
The source said Muhammad Nasir
Ahmad and a number of senior security
officials were attacked by gunmen while
travelling in their vehicles in the province
of Shabwa.

“They opened fire on the convoy, but
no one was killed or wounded, the minis-
ter is safe,” said the source. No immediate
claim was made for the attack. In a sepa-
rate incident, four Yemeni soldiers were
killed and three wounded in an ambush
by suspected Al-Qaeda fighters in the
central Yemeni province of Al-Bayda,
local tribal sources told Reuters. Al-Qaeda
holds the defense minister responsible
for a military campaign that has driven it
from its strongholds in southern Yemen,
an area that Washington considers one of
the main battlefields in its global cam-
paign against Islamist militants.

Meanwhile, Yemeni forces have killed
two foreign Al-Qaeda fighters-a Saudi
and a Dagestani-and captured two
French citizens of Tunisian origin also
belonging to the group, state media said
yesterday. Saudi Turki Abdelrahman and
explosives expert Timur Al-Dagestani
were killed in the southern Shabwa
province, where the army is pressing an
offensive against Al-Qaeda militants, the
reports said. The suspected French
jihadists were arrested trying to flee the
country from an unnamed airport, the
reports said. The minister had survived at
least five assassination attempts since
December 2011, when a new govern-
ment was formed after a power transfer
deal under which veteran president Ali
Abdullah Saleh stepped down. The sol-
diers were killed as the army was shelling
areas where it believed Al-Qaeda mili-
tants were sheltering, the tribal sources
said. The Interior Ministry said Qaeda mil-
itants had been fleeing to the provinces
of Maarib and Al-Bayda after being driv-
en out of their strongholds in Abyan and
Shabwa. The government’s offensive in
the south is its most concerted campaign
against Al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP) in nearly two years. The
group has been blamed for deadly
attacks against security forces, foreigners
and oil and gas facilities. In the capital
Sanaa, 11 soldiers were wounded when
an explosive device was set off in a
neighborhood east of the capital. “The
device exploded as a vehicle belonging
to special security forces passed by,” a

police source said.
“We think it is an attempt by terrorist

elements to respond to the defeat in the
provinces of Abyan and Shabwa.”
Western powers including the United

States are keen to prevent any spillover
of violence into neighboring oil power
Saudi Arabia and to stop Yemen being
used as a springboard to attack Western
targets. — Reuters

Yemen’s defense minister 
escapes assassination bid

Troops kill two foreign Qaeda fighters

SANAA: Yemenis gather at the site of a bomb explosion that targeted an army
troop vehicle on its way to man a checkpoint on a street leading to two west-
ern embassies yesterday in the capital Sanaa. Security forces have been on
high alert in Sanaa since the army launched a highly publicized offensive
against Al-Qaeda in its southern strongholds late last month, drawing open
threats of retaliation. — AFP

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia’s death toll from
MERS has risen by five to 126 fatalities
since the mystery respiratory virus first
appeared in the kingdom in 2012, the
health ministry said yesterday.

Two men, aged 47 and 60, died in
the western city of Madina on
Wednesday, an 84-year-old man died
in Holy Makkah and a fourth died in the
Red Sea port of Jeddah. All three cities
are closely associated with the annual
Muslim hajj pilgrimage, with commer-
cial capital Jeddah being the main
point of entry for pilgrims from over-
seas.  The fifth person to die was a
woman, who succumbed in the capital
Riyadh, the ministry’s website reported.

It added that the total number of
infections from Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) in
the Gulf nation was now 463. MERS
cases have also been reported in the
United Arab Emirates, Jordan, Egypt,

Lebanon and even the United States,
with most involving people who had
travelled to Saudi Arabia or worked
there, often as medical staff.

The great majority of deaths from
the virus have been in Saudi Arabia,
however. MERS is considered a deadlier
but less-transmissible cousin of the
SARS virus that erupted in Asia in 2003
and infected 8,273 people, nine per-
cent of whom died.  There are no vac-
cines or antiviral treatments for MERS, a
disease with a mortality rate of more
than 40 percent that experts are still
struggling to understand. Like SARS,
MERS appears to cause a lung infec-
tion, with patients suffering from a
temperature, coughing and breathing
difficulties.

But it differs in that it also causes
rapid kidney failure. Research has sug-
gested that camels are the likely source
of the virus. — AFP

Saudi MERS death 
toll rises to 126

ADDIS ABABA: South Sudan’s president and rebel chief prepared
yesterday to meet for the first time since brutal civil war broke out
nearly five months ago, amid international pressure to stem
bloodshed and avert famine and genocide.

The expected talks, taking place after intense lobbying from
world leaders with Washington slapping sanctions on senior mili-
tary commanders, come a day after the UN warned crimes against
humanity had likely be carried out in the still raging conflict.
President Salva Kiir arrived Friday in the Ethiopian capital, where

he is slated to meet his former vice president turned arch rival,
rebel chief Riek Machar. 

Foreign Minister Barnaba Marial Benjamin told reporters he
hoped the meeting “would bring peace” with a ceasefire in tatters
ever since it was signed in January. But a spokesman for Machar,
who had swapped his military fatigues for a business suit when
he arrived in Addis Ababa late Thursday from his rebel base in
South Sudan, said the two leaders would be unlikely to meet
immediately. —AFP

Warring S Sudan rivals 
ready for peace talks

Continued from Page 1

“There is a religious aspect to his character and at the same
time it is a political tool to strengthen his popularity and legiti-
macy among conservative Egyptians,” he said. “He has some
kind of religious vision for society.” Sisi has been compared
with Anwar Sadat, the head of state known for his piety who
was assassinated by Islamists in 1981. Like Sadat, Sisi has a
mark on his forehead from years of pressing his head to the
carpet in daily prayer. His wife wears an Islamic veil.

Against Brotherhood
Sisi’s reputation for piety encouraged the Brotherhood to

believe he could be a reliable ally, one of the reasons Morsi
appointed him army chief in August, 2012. But Sisi revealed
strongly anti-Brotherhood views after deposing Morsi follow-
ing mass protests against Morsi’s rule less than a year later.
Sisi accused the group of having an ideology which claimed
to hold the “exclusive truth” and of seeking to advance the
cause of an Islamic empire rather than of Egypt.

In the interview screened on May 5, Sisi said violent groups
were a front for the Brotherhood, vowing that the movement
would not exist once he was in power. The movement, most
of whose leaders are in jail, has yet to respond to his most
recent accusations, though it has previously denied such
claims and says it has long rejected violence. The group sees
Sisi as the mastermind of a bloody military coup. Islamist
groups seeking to infuse government with their vision of
Islam have been a thorn in the state’s side for decades. Some
of the world’s most radical militants are Egyptian, including
Al-Qaeda leader Ayman Al-Zawahri.

Since Morsi was removed from power, the state has faced
the worst wave of militant violence since the 1990s. Several
hundred policemen and soldiers have been killed in attacks
that spiraled last year after the government killed hundreds of
Morsi’s supporters in a crackdown. Sisi said two plots to assas-
sinate him had been uncovered. Sisi has lamented interpreta-
tions of Islam that fail to keep up with the times: “We have
frozen this. It has been hundreds of years,” he said in the inter-
view broadcast on May 5.

In a meeting with tourism executives in late April, Sisi
addressed the question of how “religious discourse” had dam-
aged the tourism industry - an engine of the economy repeat-
edly hit by Islamist attacks over the years. Sisi said the sector
had suffered from a religious discourse “not linked to con-
cepts and developments of the age”. “There must be an
enlightened religious discourse to protect society from alien
ideas,” he said, according to a statement posted on the official
Facebook page of his campaign. He has also said that places
of worship should play a role in fixing Egypt’s moral problems,
and good decisions must be in harmony with both society
and “God’s rulings”.— Agencies

Egypt’s Sisi eying GCC...

CAIRO: Egyptian ousted Islamist President Mohamed
Morsi looks on from behind the defendants cage during
his trial on May 8, 2014 alongside 130 others.  — AFP 
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LUGANSK: A man holds a red flag bearing a portrait of late Soviet leader Vladimir Lenin during celebrations marking
Victory Day in the eastern Ukrainian city of Lugansk yesterday. Russian President Vladimir Putin took a victory lap in his
first visit to Crimea since its annexation by Russia, as fighting in eastern Ukraine left at least 21 dead just days ahead of a
separatist vote. — AFP

SEVASTOPOL: President Vladimir Putin flew in to Crimea yes-
terday for parades marking the Soviet victory in World War
Two, his first visit since annexing the peninsula from a Ukraine
that Russia says has been taken over by fascists. In east
Ukraine, where pro-Moscow rebels plan a referendum on
Sunday to follow Crimea in breaking from Kiev, up to eight
people were reported killed in the port of Mariupol, one of the
bloodiest clashes yet between Ukrainian forces and sepa-
ratists.

The head of NATO, locked in its gravest confrontation with
Russia since the Cold War, condemned Putin’s visit to Crimea,
whose annexation in March has not been recognized by
Western powers. He also renewed doubts over an assurance
by the Kremlin leader that he had pulled back troops from the
Ukrainian border. The government in Kiev called Putin’s visit a
“provocation” that was intended deliberately to escalate the
crisis.

Earlier yesterday, Putin presided over the biggest Victory
Day parade in Moscow for years. The passing tanks, aircraft
and intercontinental ballistic missiles were a reminder to the
world - and Russian voters - of Putin’s determination to revive
Moscow’s global power, 23 years after the Soviet collapse.

“The iron will of the Soviet people, their fearlessness and
stamina saved Europe from slavery,” Putin said in a speech to
the military and war veterans gathered on Red Square.

He was expected to attend a military parade and other war
anniversary events in Crimea. This year is also the 70th
anniversary of the battle in which the Red Army won back
control of the Black Sea peninsula from the Nazis. Putin is sure
to receive a hero’s welcome in the port of Sevastopol, where
Russia’s Black Sea Fleet is based.

But NATO Secretary-General Anders Fogh Rasmussen said:
“His visit to Crimea is inappropriate.”

The head of the US-led defense pact was speaking in for-
merly Soviet Estonia, one of a host of east European nations
that joined after the collapse of communism, seeking refuge
from the power of Moscow, which many in the region regard-
ed as having enslaved them following its victory in World War
Two. Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseny Yatseniuk, in office since
an uprising overthrew the Kremlin-backed elected president
in Kiev in February, rejects Russian allegations that his power

is the result of coup backed by neo-Nazi Ukrainian nationalists.
“Sixty-nine years ago, we, together with Russia, fought

against fascism and won,” he said after a Victory Day church
service in the capital. Now, he added, “history is repeating
itself but in a different form”.

Where Russia and Ukraine stood shoulder to shoulder in
the past against Germany, now Germany was “standing shoul-
der to shoulder with us”, along with the United States and
Britain.

Ukraine’s SBU security service accused Russian saboteurs of
setting a fire that briefly disrupted state broadcasting services
and the Foreign Ministry issued a statement describing Putin’s
visit as a deliberate escalation of the crisis.

Fighting, blaze
In a dramatic and apparently conciliatory gesture, Putin

urged the Ukrainian separatists on Wednesday to call off the
secession referendum they plan in the Russian-speaking east-
ern industrial regions of Donetsk and Luhansk. But they plan
to go ahead. Moscow insists it has no direct control over the
armed militants, despite assertions to the contrary from Kiev.
In Mariupol, the region’s main port on the Sea of Azov, a mem-
ber of Ukraine’s parliament said Ukrainian forces attacked the
police headquarters in an attempt to drive out pro-Russian
militants, and the building caught fire.

Oleh Lyashko said eight rebels had been killed in fighting.
Interfax-Ukraine news agency said eight people were killed.
But Donetsk medical authorities said three had been killed in
fighting and 25 wounded. A local photographer at the scene
told Reuters the building was ablaze and that two bodies were
lying in the street outside.

“One of them is definitely a police officer,” he said. A fire a
week ago during clashes in the southwestern port of Odessa
killed dozens of pro-Russian activists, hardening attitudes in
the east against the Kiev authorities. Tetyana Ignatchenko, a
journalist in Mariupol, said there was fierce fighting outside
the police headquarters. Ukrainian forces brought several
armored vehicles into the town, a major industrial centre with
a population of about half a million.

Local media said separatists had seized a tank in the centre
of town and built barricades around the city. —Reuters

Putin marks Victory in 
Crimea amid bloodshed 

NATO calls it ‘inappropriate’, Kiev sees ‘escalation’

Sarajevo reopens
city hall, library 
destroyed in war

SARAJEVO: Sarajevo’s City Hall, a stately neo-Moorish edifice
marked by the violence of two 20th-century wars, has returned to
its old glory after being destroyed by Serb shelling during the
siege of the city in 1992. The building, first opened in 1896, has
been restored to mark the centenary of the start of World War
One, triggered by the assassination of Austrian Archduke Franz
Ferdinand just after he left a reception there in June 1914.

Converted into the National Library in 1949, it went up in
flames in August 1992, destroying almost two million books
including many rare volumes reflecting its multicultural life under
the Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian empires. Ceremonies to mark
the reopening of “Vijecnica” (city hall), as it is known here, were
due to take place later yesterday.

The building, which stands out in the city’s old Turkish quarter
with its dark orange and yellow horizontal stripes and Islamic-
style arches, will house the national and university libraries, the
city council and a museum about its own history. “Vijecnica is a
symbol of Sarajevo ... because the history of Vijecnica is the histo-
ry of Sarajevo,” said Mayor Ivo Komsic.

“I am so glad it will be opened again,” said an elderly woman
named Minka. “Especially because they rushed to destroy it but
now they see it was in vain,” she added, referring to the Serbs
who had shelled the besieged city.

Franz Ferdinand, heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne in
Vienna, attended a reception at Vijecnica on June 28, 1914 after
surviving an failed assassination attempt. Just after leaving, he
and his wife were shot dead in their open car by Serb assassin
Gavrilo Princip.

His killing lit the fuse for World War One, in which more than
10 million soldiers died and the map of Europe was redrawn, end-
ing Vienna’s empire and creating the new state of Yugoslavia.

That multinational state began to fall apart in 1991 and war
among the Serb, Croat and Muslim populations in Bosnia and
Herzegovina began the following year and lasted until late 1995.
Vijecnica faces the Miljacka river and hills from which the Serb
artillery set it ablaze, burning most of its books and manuscripts
despite efforts by firefighters and volunteers who braved sniper
fire to rescue at least part of the collection. Vedran Smajlovic, a
cellist who gained world recognition after a photograph showed
him playing in the Vijecnica’s ruins just days after its destruction,
will play Albinoni’s Adagio again but this time to celebrate life,
not to mourn the dead. — Reuters

Borders, security 
‘essential’ to ME

peace deal: US
WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State John Kerry believes
drawing up the borders of a future Palestinian state and
agreeing to security arrangements for Israel will be “essen-
tial” if peace talks resume, the top US negotiator has said. In
his most candid public comments since the nine-month
negotiations collapsed last month, Martin Indyk described
the behind-the-scenes atmosphere between Israelis and
Palestinians and voiced hopes the talks would resume soon.

Speaking late Thursday at the Washington Institute think
tank, Indyk said although the two sides both showed “flexi-
bility” it was clear they “do not feel the pressing need to
make the gut-wrenching compromises necessary to
achieve peace.” In the end despite nine months of “serious
and intensive negotiations,” Indyk said it was “easier for the
Palestinians to sign conventions and appeal to international
bodies in their supposed pursuit of ‘justice.’”

“It is easier for Israeli politicians to avoid tension in the
governing coalition and for the Israeli people to maintain
the current comfortable status quo,” said Indyk, a former US
ambassador to Israel.

“It is safe to say that if we the US are the only party that
has a sense of urgency, these negotiations will not suc-
ceed.” Should the peace talks resume however, Kerry
believes both sides must work on the future contours of a
Palestinian state and security arrangements for Israel along-
side the other core issues such as refugees and Jerusalem.

Indyk pointed to “unprecedented” work by General John
Allen on how to secure Israel’s security, as well as a willing-
ness by the Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas to put the
security of a future Palestinian state in US hands to over-
come Israeli distrust. —AFP
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NARAYANGURI: From his hiding place in a
cowshed, Sefaqul Islam watched as masked
gunmen moved through his vi l lage,  shot
women and children dead with automatic rifles
and tossed wounded survivors into the blazing
remains of their homes. The cattle herder’s sis-
ter and seven-year-old nephew were among 41
Muslims killed by suspected tribal militants last
week in India’s remote state of Assam, the lat-
est atrocity against people accused of being
immigrants from neighboring Bangladesh.

“We will never go back to the village,” said
Islam, as he and dozens of Narayanguri’s trau-
matized inhabitants erected bamboo-framed
tents on the opposite bank of the Beki river.
Police and local residents said three separate
attacks were carried out by militants from the
ethnic Bodo community as punishment for
Muslims who failed to support their local can-
didate in the election, which is still going on
across India.

The worst outbreak of communal violence
in the northeastern region since 2012 has com-
pounded fears among Muslims living along the
India-Bangladesh border who feel they are
being singled out by the man widely expected
to be India’s next prime minister - Narendra
Modi. The Hindu nationalist candidate, cam-
paigning mainly on a t icket of  economic
growth, has ratcheted up rhetoric against ille-
gal immigrants from Bangladesh, saying they
should have their “bags packed” ready to be
sent home should he win.

“The infiltrators have to go, go and go,”
Modi said on Wednesday in West Bengal, which
also borders Bangladesh. “Don’t you think they
have made your life miserable?” A few miles
from Narayanguri, in an area prone to religious
violence, Modi made a similar speech a few
days before the massacres,  warning that
Bangladeshis were taking over the state.

While there is no evidence Modi’s words
had any bearing on the latest bloodshed in a

long-running conflict, his rivals say the speech-
es, which continued after the attacks, risk alien-
ating many in India’s Muslim minority of 150
million people. He has distinguished between
economic immigrants from Bangladesh and
Hindu refugees, whom he calls “family” escap-
ing religious persecution in the Muslim-majori-
ty nation.

The prospect of an Indian prime minister
forcing Muslims of Bangladeshi origin to return
home has also raised alarm bells in Dhaka,
where the government said it would resist any
such move. “If they do it, the relationship
between the two countries will be jeopardized,
it  wil l  be damaged,”  said Bangladesh
Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed. “India, being

a ... big country, a democratic country, a secular
country, cannot take such a position.”

Modi’s party defends stance
Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), which

opinion polls suggest will lead the next govern-
ment after a staggered, five-week election that
ends on Monday, denies stirring tensions in
Assam and has firmly condemned the killings.
Party leaders says it has every right to address
what it says is an issue of national security,
because immigration is part of a bid by
Bangladesh to expand its borders informally.

“This is a fight between ethnic people and
suspected foreigners who have captured our
land and our jobs,” said Ranjit Kumar Das, a BJP

legislator in Assam’s state assembly who lives
in Barpeta Road, the closest town to the mas-
sacre. “(The violence) is the natural outcome,”
he said. “If there is no permanent solution it
will happen again and again.”

The BJP also accuses the Congress party,
which rules in Assam but looks set to be top-
pled from power on a national level, of failing
to prevent the violence despite warning signs
that trouble was brewing after voting took
place there. For its part, Congress says Modi is
playing a divisive and dangerous political
game in Assam, and the row has thrust a local
issue on to the national stage during an elec-
tion.

Reaction to Modi’s  speeches on social
media shows people are listening. Posts under
the #deportbangladeshis tag were at the top of
Twitter’s trend list in India on Monday. “This
should shivers down the spines of i l legal
Muslim immigrant pests, mostly thieves and
dacoits (bandits)!” read one comment attached
to an article about the killings.

For most of his tireless, 10-month election
campaign, Modi, 63, has focused on his creden-
tials as an efficient manager capable of ending
the worst economic slowdown in decades. But
he has failed to shake off doubts that he and
his party are prejudiced against Muslims and
will favor the Hindu majority at their expense.

Those date back to the party’s rise in the
1990s following a mob’s destruction of a
mosque. Modi has been accused of not doing
enough to stop communal riots in 2002 in
Gujarat, where he is chief minister, in which
more than 1,000 people died, most of them
Muslims. He has repeatedly denied wrongdo-
ing, and a Supreme Court inquiry found no
case to answer. “This violence has a long histo-
ry,” said BJP spokesman MJ Akbar, referring to
the Assam attacks. “This knee-jerk reaction of
blaming Narendra Modi for everything is
absurd.”—Reuters

‘Election’ massacres of Muslims 
darken India immigration debate

Modi’s party says right to raise sensitive issue

MIRZAPUR: A supporter of India election frontrunner Narendra Modi carries a flag of the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) during a political rally yesterday. — AFP 
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BEIJING: A food vendor sleeps in his car at a vegetable market in Beijing yesterday. The past few years have been good to Chinese companies doing business in Iran, with the oil industry offer-
ing the biggest opportunity of all, but things might start getting tougher. —AFP
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China to lose out if Iran sanctions lifted
Foreign companies say ‘they are in Tehran to stay’

TEHRAN: The past few years have been good to Chinese compa-
nies doing business in Iran, with the oil industry offering the
biggest opportunity of all, but things might start getting tougher.

As Western corporations headed for the exits when sanctions
took effect and international distrust over Iran’s nuclear activities
deepened, Summer Lee, an energetic thirty-something from
Shanghai, was among those who filled the vacuum. At this week’s
annual Oil, Gas and Petrochemical Fair in Tehran, a massive event
that attracted 600 foreign companies, Lee said she was here to stay.

“We are looking to expand our business deals with Iran,” she
said, as delegates shuttled between hundreds of exhibition stands
and meeting tables where potential deals were discussed.

But with a possible end in sight to the nuclear standoff that has
defined Iran’s thorny relations with the Western world for the past
decade, Lee and her countrymen may soon have new rivals. The
issue for some Iranian companies is that Chinese products are not
always up to scratch.

Quality an issue 
“With quality an issue, we expect the market to switch back

towards them, rather than us keeping the Chinese,” said Falcon
Procurement’s Arash Heiratangiz, which is licensed to import
equipment from Germany, Japan and South Korea. “The Japanese

and Europeans can come back if the sanctions are lifted,” he said.
This week’s edition of the fair, where business people and govern-
ment officials toured a vast array of oil and gas drilling companies
and manufacturers, attracted three times as many overseas compa-
nies as last year’s event. Despite the uncertainty that clouds Iran’s
economy, which is still shut out of the international financial sys-
tem because of a US and European embargo on banks and the
energy sector, a more positive outlook is starting to prevail.

Behrooz Nateghi, of IPS Group BV, a Dutch purchasing company
still operating in Iran’s petrochemical, oil and gas industries, said
the lifting of sanctions would change the business outlook.
Attracting “the clients we lost in the past few years” will be the pri-
ority, he said.

Nuclear deal will open market 
Since an interim agreement with the P5+1 group of Britain,

China, France, Russia, the United States and Germany came into
effect in January, Iran has been allowed to maintain its oil exports
at around 1.2 million barrels per day. The figure remains under par
for Iran, which has the world’s second biggest gas deposits and
fourth largest oil reserves — 2.5 million bpd of crude was being
sent abroad in late 2011.

When asked about the competition from Chinese contractors

who moved in after the nuclear dispute made Iran a high risk mar-
ket for Europeans, a director at a Western company said: “Our quali-
ty speaks for itself.” “We can gain a fair share of the market by
approaching our old clients,” added the director, who asked not to
be named. But Lee, of the Leyon International Trading company, a
supplier of pipes and tubing to oil and gas ventures, appeared
unfazed by the potential upsurge in competition.

If sanctions are removed, “business will be even easier,” she said.
It is not only Iranian companies who are questioning what China
has to offer. The government is also dissatisfied. Oil Minister Bijan
Zanganeh last week cancelled a $2.5 billion contract with China
National Petroleum Corp (CNPC), citing the company’s failure to
fulfill its obligations. The decision was seen as an invitation to other
suitors given the scale of projects such as South Pars, the world’s
largest natural gas field shared with Qatar. It has been heavily hit by
sanctions, with a lack of financing and technology leading to
repeated missed deadlines.

Mike Song, a sales official at South Korea’s RMK Co Ltd, which
started supplying pipes, valves and other equipment in Iran 10
years ago, said big opportunities await, if the political obstacles can
be removed. “Business with Iran has been dwindling-practically
with no new orders-due to sanctions and pressures,” he said. “We
want to make a comeback.”  —AFP
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JALABAD: Afghan children carry water through the temporary settlement where they live on the outskirts of
Jalalabad yesterday. Afghanistan’s economy is recovering from decades of conflict but despite the signifi-
cant improvement in the last decade it is extremely poor, and highly dependent on foreign aid.  —AFP

DUBAI: A move by Iran to recover bad
debts on behalf of banks has shed  light on
possible corrupt lending under the previous
president and also suggests a fresh spirit of
cooperation among its various centres of
power. A reported big increase in underper-
forming bank loans during the eight years of
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s presidency is
seen by some as evidence of loans made on
the basis of political favoritism as well the
impact on business of Western sanctions.

President Hassan Rouhani’s administra-
tion, in power for nine months, says bad
debt in the banking system has reached a
“critical” level - 15.6 percent according to the
central bank - and has pointed the finger at
cronyism under Ahmadinejad. The authori-
ties this week have handed the names of 575
of the biggest defaulters to the judiciary to
try and recover some of the $33 billion
owed. It has not released the names but
some believe the bulk may have been bor-
rowed by as few as 100 people and firms,
suggesting some have debts in the many
millions. The extent of the difficulties for

state and private banks is unclear but the
bad debt hole may hamper Rouhani’s plans
to boost employment and raise living stan-
dards. That in turn is key to him building the
popularity that may enable him to compro-
mise with world powers who want to halt
Iran’s nuclear program. However, analysts
also see positives in the new openness on
the debt problem and moves to try and fix it.

Some say the fresh start may have been
made possible by a more collaborative polit-
ical climate cultivated by centrist cleric
Rouhani - in marked contrast to the volatile,
factionalized environment under the out-
spoken Ahmadinejad. “There is a lot of
determination between the government,
parliament and judiciary to go after these
people,” said Tehran-based economist
Rocky Ansari, who noted that the level of
bad loans in Iran is four to five times the
international norm.

“What differs today from previous efforts
is coordination,” added Ansari, managing
partner of financial and legal advisory firm
Cyrus Omron International. “The environ-

ment is ripe for them to cooperate closely.”

“Situation critical”
Announcing the move to call time on

big defaulters, Vice President Eshagh
Jahangiri put bad debt in the banking sys-
tem at 820 trillion rials ($33 billion), the offi-
cial IRNA news agency said. That is a twelve-
fold increase in non-performing bank loans
from 70 trillion rials in 2005, when
Ahmadinejad took office, according to offi-
cial figures cited by the newspaper
Hamshahri.

Central bank governor Valiollah Seif,
quoted by the semi-official ISNA news
agency, said this week that bad debt had
reached 15.6 percent of total bank loans.
That is on a par with Italy and half that of
Greece, according to World Bank data which
puts non-performing bank loans at 4.0 per-
cent worldwide. “The banking system is in a
critical situation, bordering alarm,” Vice
President Jahangiri said, blaming the rise in
bad debt on an “upsurge in rent-seeking” - a
dig at those favored by the previous admin-

istration to make easy money. Prosecutors
are looking into loans made in breach of
banking rules and at borrowers who took
credit and failed to invest it in the projects
for which they had notionally been granted.

Bijan Khajehpour of the Vienna-based
Atieh International consulting firm said the
bulk of bad loans were owed by about 100
people who had obtained them during
Ahmadinejad’s term. They “were given
loans without due process and due collater-
al, so a lot of what will happen will be politi-
cal,” said Khajehpour, who works closely
with businesses in Iran. At the same time, he
added, the fact so many had turned sour
reflected wider troubles in the economy:
“It’s an indication of how the economy is
doing,” he said. “The bad debt is a result of a
chain effect. For example, one company
goes bankrupt, suppliers’ cheques bounce
and they can’t pay the creditors.” In most
cases, barring the most corrupt cases of
money lent with little prospect of redemp-
tion, banks have some sort of guarantee,
Khajehpour said. —Reuters

Iran’s bad debt push reveals problem, and silver lining 
Loan problem test for Rouhani’s bid to boost economy

DUBAI: State-owned Qatar Petroleum
(QP) said it would invest over 40 billion
Qatari riyals ($11 billion) to redevelop
the Bul Hanine offshore oil field to pro-
long its life and increase its output. The
field off Qatar’s east coast currently pro-
duces around 40,000 barrels per day
(bpd) of crude oil, and QP hopes to
more than double output to 90,000
bpd by 2020, industry sources told
Reuters earlier this year.

“The magnitude of this investment
reflects the extent of project scope that
includes new offshore central produc-
tion facilities and a new onshore gas liq-

uids processing facility at Mesaieed.
This will be marked by a massive
drilling campaign of about 150 new
wells between now and the year 2028,”
the company said in a statement yes-
terday.

It added that new wells would be
drilled from the existing and modified
well-head jacket, as well as from 14 new
well-head jackets. The project includes
the expansion of a QP-owned gas pro-
cessing plant at Mesaieed to help col-
lect about 900 million cubic feet of sour
gas per day.

The gas will go through a new 150

km subsea pipeline and be used to
make jet and vehicle fuels. The dry gas
will then be pumped back under the
Gulf to boost field recovery rates.

Over the past few years QP has been
receiving technical advice from French
energy major Total on how to get more
out of the ageing Bul Hanine field,
which began production in 1972.
Yesterday’s statement made no men-
tion of the involvement of any interna-
tional oil companies, however. It said
that QP would be in charge of the
implementation and management of
the project. —Reuters

QP to spend around $11bn to redevelop offshore oilfield

Petrofac cuts 2014 
profit forecast 

LONDON: Oil and gas services group Petrofac cut its 2014
profit forecast by 11 percent due to the poor performance of
flagship projects, wiping over 700 million pounds ($1.19 bil-
lion) off its market value and highlighting the sector’s testing
environment. Petrofac, which had pinned many of its medi-
um-term growth projections on its Integrated Energy Services
(IES) division, said it now expected to report 2014 net profit
between $580 million and $600 million, down from the previ-
ous target of little or no growth from the $650 million it
reported in 2013.

Shares in Britain’s largest oil services company were down
15.6 percent at 1,172 pence per share at 0947 GMT. It was one
of the biggest losers in the blue-chip FTSE 100 Index, which
fell 0.3 percent. Service companies, which provide the engi-
neering and construction on oil and gas projects, are increas-
ingly under pressure as big oil companies face huge project
delays and tighten their budgets.

The company said it would cut IES expenditure after com-
pleting a review of the division in which it invests alongside
oil companies and has earnings linked to the volume of bar-
rels taken out of the ground. The review identified “opera-
tional challenges” in key projects, leading the company to
seek better operational performance on existing projects and
narrow the focus of future business.

The fall in 2014 profits was mostly due to delays in the
Greater Stella Area project in the North Sea, lower than
expected production at the Ticleni project in Romania, the
dilution of equity interests in the Seven Energy project in
Nigeria as well as “no significant contribution from new
awards”. “In IES, following a review of our existing and
prospective projects, we are working hard to deliver improve-
ments in operational performance on the existing portfolio
and are re-focusing our IES business development plans,”
Chief Executive Ayman Asfari said in the company’s interim
management statement. 

Unexpected
Petrofac had for a long time highlighted its aim to double

2010 net income by 2015, with investors and analysts regard-
ing it as a key benchmark for the firm’s medium-term
prospects. But the group turned more cautious in November
last year. “The profit warning was very unexpected and may
lead to a risk on its dividend,” said Beaufort Securities sales
trader Basil Petrides. He added that if the stock fell below the
1,146 pence price level, it could then drop further down to
1,080 pence.

After a review of the IES division, which takes equity stakes
in oil fields, Petrofac said it now expected earnings from the
current IES portfolio to be around the low end of the previous
guidance range for 2015. It does not expect a significant con-
tribution from new awards in 2015 either. —Reuters
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AHMADABAD: Indian factory workers are pictured on
their production lines at the Havmor Ice Cream Limited
plant at Naroda near Ahmadabad yesterday. Havmoor
produces some 200,000 liters of ice-cream daily from
its two factories during the peak summer season when
demand for their products are high. —AFP

QINGDAO: A vendor (left) yawns at a fish market in Qingdao, in eastern China’s Shandong province yesterday. China’s
inflation eased in April, giving the government more leeway if needed to stimulate the slowing economy. —AP

BEIJING: China’s annual inflation fell sharply in
April to its lowest level in 18 months, official
data showed yesterday, raising concerns about
the risk of deflation in the world’s second-
largest economy.

The consumer price index-a main gauge of
inflation-went up by 1.8 percent year-on-year
last month, the National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS) said in a statement, down from a rise of
2.4 percent in March. It was the lowest increase
since October 2012, when the statistic stood at
1.7 percent.

The April figure was also well below the 3.5
percent annual inflation target set by Beijing
and added to analyst worries that deflation
could be looming as Chinese growth slows.

Moderate inflation can be a boon to con-
sumption as it encourages consumers to buy
before prices go up, but economists say falling
prices encourage consumers to put off spend-
ing and companies to delay investment, both
of which act as brakes on growth. The produc-
er price index (PPI) — a measure of costs for
goods at the factory gate-fell by 2.0 percent
year-on-year in April, the NBS said in a separate
statement, its 26th month of deflation, albeit
less steep than its 2.3-percent decline in March.

“As the PPI inflation remained negative for
more than two years and the PPI is an impor-
tant leading indicator for CPI, the risk of defla-
tion is looming large on the horizon,” ANZ

economists Liu Ligang and Zhou Hao said in a
research note. Bank of America Merrill Lynch
economists Lu Ting and Zhi Xiaojia said in a
report that the CPI figure was “below market
expectations” and reflected “the weakness of
aggregate demand including both consump-
tion and investment”.

Call for action 
Concerns over Chinese growth have

increased this year after a series of weaker-
than-expected statistics. The country’s gross
domestic product (GDP) grew 7.4 percent in
the first three months of 2014, weaker than
the 7.7 percent in October-December last year
and the worst since a similar 7.4 percent
expansion in the third quarter of 2012.

The inflation figures came one day after
April trade data from customs authorities said
both imports and exports rose marginally, up
less than one percent from a year ago.

A private purchasing managers index (PMI)
survey released Monday by British bank HSBC
showed the sector contracted for a fourth con-
secutive month in April. In contrast, last week
the government’s official PMI remained in
marginal expansion. Leaders in Beijing say
they want to wean the economy off invest-
ment as the key growth driver and shift the
focus to consumer spending. Premier Li
Keqiang in March announced a growth target

of “around 7.5 percent” for 2014. Top officials
have publicly ruled out a massive stimulus
package to kick-start growth and have instead
introduced a series of smaller measures,
including a cut in the amount of money rural
lenders have to keep in reserve, tax breaks for
small enterprises and targeted infrastructure
outlays.

Lu and Zhi said mild inflation gives Beijing
room to keep interbank rates low and ensure
stable credit growth, and depreciate China’s
yuan currency to some extent, which will help
exporters. “For the government, it can carry
out its mini stimulus by speeding up fiscal
spending to boost aggregate demand,” they
said. But ANZ’s Liu and Zhou expected policy
makers to take more aggressive moves to low-
er borrowing costs for Chinese firms, such as a
general reduction in the amount of cash all
banks have to keep on hand. “As the risk of
deflation rises and the real activities remain
lukewarm, we believe that it is time for the
People’s Bank of China to contemplate easing
monetary policy soon,” they said, referring to
the country’s central bank.

The NBS said China’s CPI increased by 2.2
percent in the first four months of the year from
the same period in 2013. Last month’s price
increase was mainly driven by food costs, par-
ticularly an 18.6 percent jump in fruit prices,
according to the statement. —AFP

China deflation fears 
rise as inflation drops
Beijing may focus on consumer spending

China auto sales 
rebound in April

BEIJING: China’s auto sales rebounded in April despite
slowing economic growth as expectations of tighter
ownership curbs to fight smog prompted buyers to rush
to make purchases.

Passenger vehicle sales rose 11.6 percent to 1.6 mil-
lion vehicles, according to figures released Friday by the
China Association of Automobile Manufacturers, an
industry group. That was up from March’s 7.9 percent
growth. Sales growth in China, the biggest auto market
by number of vehicles sold, has cooled steadily since
peaking above 40 percent in 2009. Sales are forecast to
grow by 8 to 10 percent this year.

The country’s economic growth declined to 7.4 per-
cent in the first quarter after last year’s 7.7 percent
expansion tied 2012 for the weakest performance since
1999. The ruling Communist Party’s target for the year is
7.5 percent but officials already have cautioned growth
might come in below that level.

Rapid growth in car ownership has left Beijing and
other major cities choking on smog and traffic. A grow-
ing number are imposing limits on new vehicle registra-
tions, which has prompted a rush to buy in hopes of
beating the restrictions. Earlier, General Motors Co. said
April sales of GM brand vehicles by the company and its
Chinese partners rose 6.3 percent to a record for the
month of 278,263. The company said that raised the
total so far this year to 1.2 million vehicles, the earliest in
the year the company has passed sales of 1 million in
China.

Ford Motor Co said sales rose 29 percent to 96,829
vehicles. So far this year, Ford said, sales are up 41 per-
cent at 368,150. Nissan Motor Co, the country’s most
popular Japanese brand, said April sales rose 14.7 per-
cent to 118,500 vehicles. Rival Toyota Motor Co said
sales rose 12.4 percent to 85,800.

China’s domestic brands have lagged behind global
rivals such as General Motors Co and Volkswagen AG.
And more foreign brands are entering the crowded mar-
ket: Tesla Motors Inc delivered its first eight electric
sedans to Chinese customers in April. Sales of Chinese
brand autos rose 4.5 percent in April over a year earlier
to 597,000 vehicles, less than half the growth rate for the
overall market, according to CAAM. Sales of Chinese
brand sedans contracted by 12.9 percent.

“When customers upgrade their cars, they favor for-
eign or joint venture brands,” said Jia Xinguang, an inde-
pendent auto analyst. A popular Chinese manufacturer
of SUVs, Great Wall Motor Co, reported earlier that April
sales were 59,273 vehicles. That was down about 11 per-
cent from a year earlier, though sales of Great Wall’s H6
SUV rose 71 percent to 26,368.

“Serious questions will now be asked about Great
Wall’s growth potential,” said Bernstein Research analyst
Max Warburton in a report. —AP

LONDON: Morgan Advanced Materials Plc, a maker of carbon and
ceramic-based insulation products, is seeking acquisitions in the next
12 months, the company’s chief financial officer told Reuters. The
company, which expects the strong pound to hit revenue this year,
will consider spending between 10 million and 50 million pounds
($17 million-$85 million) to buy complementary technology and
applications, said CFO Kevin Dangerfield.

“We do have an active pipeline of potential targets and we have a
good balance sheet to help us in terms of debt financing,”
Dangerfield said in an interview. Morgan Advanced Materials had
cash and cash equivalents of 76 million pounds at the end of 2013.

The British company, which makes carbon brushes, fire-resistant blan-
kets and heat shields, also said on Friday that it expects a 5-6 percent
drop in full-year revenue if current exchange rates persist throughout
the year. Morgan Advanced Materials generates most of its revenue
outside the UK and has been negatively affected by a strong pound.
Sterling rose almost 10 percent against the US dollar in the year to
March 31, 2014. North America accounts for about 37 percent of the
company’s total revenue. Europe contributes 36 percent and Asia 27
percent. The FTSE-250 company said year-to-date revenue was broad-
ly flat on a constant currency basis. Orders at the end of April were 5
percent higher than a year earlier. —Reuters

Morgan Advanced seeks acquisitions
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ABUJA: McKinsey & Company worldwide managing
director, Dominic Barton (right) sits beside Nigeria’s
Minister of Finance Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala (left) dur-
ing the World Economic Forum in Abuja yesterday.
The World Economic Forum on Africa kicked off in
Abuja on Wednesday. —AFP

HYDERABAD: Indian farmer Mekhala Anjaneyulu seals wet bags of unpolished rice to be dried after unsea-
sonal overnight rains soaked the area at the Agriculture Market Yard at Jangaon Mandal of Warangal
District, about 85 km from Hyderabad yesterday. Some 2.1 million tonness of rice were soaked in the unex-
pected rainfall causing severe problems for farmers selling their grain. —AFP

Omnicom, Publicis call 
off $35bn merger plan
Battle for control wrecks creation of largest ad firm

LONDON/NEW YORK/PARIS: The $35 billion
merger of US-based Omnicom and France’s
Publicis collapsed yesterday after a battle for
control destroyed plans to create the world’s
largest advertising agency. The deal, heralded
in July as a merger of equals that would enable
the two agencies to compete more effectively
in the digital arena, foundered on issues rang-
ing from its complex tax structure to the firms’
divergent cultures. The two sides were also los-
ing major work - more than $1.5 billion in the
past month alone - and did not want to let the
uncertainty continue.

“I have not been able to convince John that
balance is balance,” Publicis Chief Executive
Maurice Levy said of his counterpart John Levy.
“Omnicom wanted their people to fill the CEO,
CFO and general counsel jobs,” he told Reuters.
“I thought that went too far. I was not ready to
cede on this point.”

For his part, Omnicom CEO Wren said the
two sides had failed to find a way past the
strong corporate cultures that existed in each
company. “There was no one factor,” Wren, 61,
told Reuters. “There are a lot of complex issues
we haven’t resolved. There are strong corpo-
rate cultures in both companies that delayed
us for reaching an agreement. There was no
clear finish line in sight, and uncertainty is nev-
er a good thing when you are in the personal
service business.”

Two people familiar with the situation said
relations between the two sides had started to
unravel in December, with tensions starting to
develop between Levy and Wren, and the
Frenchman believing that the deal was turning
into a takeover rather than a merger.

One person said the men met two weeks
ago to agree what to do. The key dispute over
who should be CFO would have influenced
whether the new company inclined towards a

centralized structure to manage costs, which
Publicis argues has driven its higher margins, or
Omnicom’s more devolved approach. Neither
company will pay a termination fee, and they
will split the costs of the failed deal, such as
legal fees.  With the deal off the cards, analysts
predicted a period of turmoil ahead for the
industry as Publicis and Omnicom seek to re-
engage with clients after recent business losses.

One global consultant who advises clients
on media spend told Reuters that agencies
within Martin Sorrell’s WPP, which will keep its
crown as the world’s largest advertising
agency, had won a lot of work of late by cut-
ting fees. He advised existing clients of Publicis
and Omnicom to use the uncertainty to negoti-
ate better terms. He noted that some client
work coming up for review in the coming
months would also pitch agencies owned by
the two firms against each other.

Publicis shares were down almost 1 per-
cent, while Britain’s WPP was flat. Smaller
French player Havas, seen as a takeover target,
jumped 3.4 percent.

“We see the consequences for the agency
space as negative as, shorter-term, it is likely to
lead to a more competitive environment and,
longer-term, it dashes the hopes that the
merger would lead to an easing of pressures in
staff costs and client fees,” wrote Liberum ana-
lyst Ian Whittaker.

Some analysts also said further deals could
crop up involving perhaps fourth-largest
agency Interpublic and Japanese advertising
group Dentsu.

Soap opera 
Sorrell told Reuters the failure of the deal

had turned into a soap opera. “You now have
the charade of them trying to say we’re just as
well off apart as we were together, which begs

the question of why spend a couple of hun-
dred million dollars to prove that being togeth-
er didn’t work. It was ill thought through.”
Although Levy still believes Publicis should be
bigger to cope with the way technology is
changing the ad business, he demurred on
whether the group needed a big acquisition.

“For now, our goal is simple - to accelerate
our strategic plan,” he said.

Publicis and Omnicom had justified the
marriage as a way to provide scale and capital
to cope with technological forces reshaping
the industry. Wren and Levy, who toasted the
tie-up with champagne in Paris last summer,
had said it would enable them to better com-
pete with the likes of Google Inc and Facebook
Inc , which dominate digital advertising, an
area that accounts for nearly a quarter of global
marketing spending. The planned merger had
called for a 50-50 ownership split of the equity
in the new company, Publicis Omnicom Group,
with Wren and Levy serving as co-CEOs for 30
months from the closing.

Signs of trouble between Omnicom and
Publicis appeared in late April when Wren dis-
closed hurdles to getting the deal’s tax struc-
ture approved by regulators in Europe. He omi-
nously said he could not predict when the deal
would close and said there was “no Plan B” if
the tax issues were not resolved.

Soon after, media outlets reported that the
fight over the leadership of the future group
had frayed relations between the two sides.
One person on the French side said Omnicom
appeared less willing to compromise in recent
weeks than Publicis, which was trying to save
the deal. Levy had previously postponed
retirement plans as succession at Publicis
remained an open issue prior to the deal.
Those questions are likely to come to the fore
again. —Reuters

Indian stocks hit
record high on 
election hopes

MUMBAI: India’s stock market surged yesterday, touching a
new high on hopes that election results next week will usher
in a stable government capable of pushing reforms and reviv-
ing the flagging economy. The Bombay Stock Exchange’s
benchmark index rose 3.15 percent to hit 23,048.49 points,
before trimming some of the gains to close at 22,994.23
points.“The market was cautious over the last few days,” said
Alok Churiwala, managing director of brokerage Churiwala
Securities.

“But now, the view is that the National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) led by the BJP (Bharatiya Janata Party) will be able to
form a government without needing any last minute support-
ers that impinge on government functioning.” Results in
India’s mammoth election are due to be announced yester-
day, May 16. The right-wing opposition BJP, led by Hindu
hardliner Narendra Modi, is expected to oust the centre-left
Congress from power after 10 years. 

Support for Congress has been undermined by a series of
graft scandals, surging inflation and a sharply slowing econo-
my during its decade in power. While the BJP is expected to
win most seats, it remains to be seen whether it will muster
enough support to form a majority to implement structural
changes to the stuttering economy. That uncertainty is
prompting some Indian retail investors to stay on the sidelines
despite the current market rise, analysts say.

India’s economy is growing at its slowest rate in a decade
with industry leaders demanding labor market reforms and
lowering of interest rates to boost investment. —AFP

Lonmin aims for May 14 
restart in challenge 

to platinum strike
JOHANNESBURG: South African platinum producer Lonmin is laying
the groundwork to restart its operations next week after a concerted
effort to woo striking miners back to work by taking its latest wage
offer directly to them. This points to a possible end game in the 15-
week strike by the Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union
(AMCU), the longest and most costly ever for South Africa’s mines,
which has also hit Anglo American Platinum and Impala Platinum.
Wage talks collapsed two weeks ago and the trio of companies the
world’s top producers of the precious metal - have been trying to
undermine AMCU’s leadership with direct appeals to the strikers, bet-
ting that they are keen to return after going so long without pay.

“Our shop stewards are saying that Lonmin management has
been going around this week to all the shafts to prepare for the start
up on the 14th,” an official with a rival union to AMCU told Reuters.

Lonmin has been asking its employees through a text messages
and other means to indicate if they want to accept the latest offer
and return to work and the company has said it should know by
Friday if it can go ahead with the May 14th start.

In an internal memo sent to its employees last week which
Reuters has seen, the company spelled out the steps to be taken
through the vote, providing an SMS number and an e-mail address
where they could send their responses. The letter said employees
had until Thursday, May 8 at 1600 local time (1400 GMT) to send
their replies. —Reuters
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KUWAIT: Indian Ambassador Sunil Jain and other officials during the inaugura-
tion of the India Property Show yesterday.

KUWAIT: The much-awaited IIK Property Show
2014 was inaugurated yesterday at Crowne
Plaza Hotel Farwaniya. Exhibition was inaugu-
rated at 10 am by Indian Ambassador to
Kuwait Sunil Jain in presence of prominent per-
sonalities, IIK officials, Exhibition Organizers,
participants and a large crowd of eager exhibi-
tion visitors. Air India country head Ajay Sinha,
Oriental Insurance Regional head Sidhartha

Mukharjee, Murad Behbehani, Brand Manager
Rajashekhar, R D Baliga, Resident Manager of
New India Insurance Company were a few who
attended the inauguration function.

With a tag line “Converting your dreamz
into Real(i)ty”, buying a home which seemed to
be a dream for NRIs in Kuwait could now
become reality, thanks to the wide variety of
handpicked homes from across South India.

Large number of projects from South India,
Mumbai and Pune  from reputed builders are
exhibited at Crowne Plaza. Builders from
Bengaluru, Mangalore, Chennai, Coimbatore,
Trivandrum, Kochi, Hyderabad, Goa, Pune,
Mumbai and many more cities from South
India are exhibiting their projects with exclu-
sive offers for the visitors.

The exhibition witnessed a huge turnout on

the early morning in the first day of the show.
The two day exhibition is open to the public
from 10 am to 8 pm yesterday an today at Al-
Afra Hall, Crowne Plaza Hotel, Farwaniya
Kuwait.

Air India made its presence felt with two
free air tickets for the lucky winner at the end
of the exhibition. TikTok and Schneider are also
sponsoring free gifts to pre-registered visitors.

Indian Property Show 2014 opens 
Huge turnout on first day at Crowne Plaza

LONDON: Lower-rated euro zone bond
yields fell to fresh record lows and the
common currency slid further yester-
day as investors positioned for more
monetary stimulus from the European
Central Bank. An upgrade by Standard
& Poor’s of its credit rating outlook for
Portugal added to the positive senti-
ment and gave a further boost to
Lisbon as the country prepares to exit
its international bailout this month.

Investors are betting the ECB will cut
interest rates next month, paving the
way for potential further steps such as a
bond-buying program, after its presi-

dent Mario Draghi said on Thursday the
bank was ready to act in June if updat-
ed inflation forecasts merit it. Yields on
Italian, Spanish and Irish 10-year bonds
hit record lows of 2.9 percent, 2.87 per-
cent and 2.65 percent respectively
while the euro fell another 0.2 percent
from Thursday’s US close.

“With the words from Draghi yester-
day there is a good chance that periph-
eral yields continue to move lower in
the next month or two,” said Stewart
Richardson, a partner at macro hedge
fund RMG Wealth Management. “There
has been quite an about-turn in think-

ing in the last 24 hours. We think the
chances are much higher now that we
get some sort of action from the ECB
and this is primarily done to bring
down the euro.” Richardson said the
yield on Italy’s 10-year bond could fall
to 2.75 percent. He has short positions
on the euro against currencies such as
the Japanese yen and the Norwegian
krone.

Portugal’s 10-year bonds yielded as
little as 3.44 percent, the lowest level
since early 2006, yesterday after S&P
lifted the country’s credit outlook to
stable from negative, far from peaks

above 17 percent hit at the height of
the euro zone debt crisis.

Some market participants are
becoming cautious after the rapid fall
in yields. “In the European periphery we
remain invested in Portuguese and
Slovenian government bonds,” said
Scott Thiel, head of European Global
Bonds at Blackrock. “However, given
their significant spread compression to
German Bund yields in recent weeks
and in light of excessive market expec-
tations for imminent quantitative eas-
ing in the euro-zone, we have reduced
these positions.” —Reuters

ECB stimulus talk knocks euro
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MUNICH: German banker Gerhard Gribkowsky (left), former
risk manager at German bank BayernLB and witness in the
trial against Formula One magnate Bernie Ecclestone (not in
picture), leaves the court during a session break on the third
day of Ecclestone’s trial in the regional court in Munich,
southern Germany, yesterday. —AFP

PANAMA CITY: A tomato vendor waits for costumers at a popular market in Panama City on Thursday.
Inflation in Panama’s dollarized economy is running at 4 percent, which is low by Latin American standards
but still twice what it was in 2009. —AP

UK factory output rises 
by 1.4% in Q1 of 2014

ONS: No material impact on GDP estimate
LONDON: British factory output grew at its
fastest pace in nearly four years during the
first quarter of 2014 and the trade deficit nar-
rowed, official data showed yesterday,
adding to signs that the economy is rebal-
ancing. The Office for National Statistics said
manufacturing output grew by 1.4 percent in
the first three months of the year, up from 0.6
percent in the last three months of 2013.

This was the best calendar quarter since
the second quarter of 2010, as the sector
recovers from a steep slump after the finan-
cial crisis, and the strongest growth for any
three month period since October 2010.
Britain’s trade deficit in goods with the rest of
the world also narrowed more than expect-
ed, sinking to 8.478 billion pounds ($14.37
billion), its lowest since December.

“UK trade and manufacturing numbers
offer more support to those looking for earli-
er Bank of England rate hikes and stronger
sterling,” said James Knightley, economist at
ING. “All in all these reports are consistent
with the UK economy gaining momentum,”
he added.

Earlier yesterday NIESR, one of Britain’s
leading economics research think tanks,
revised up its expectation of economic
growth for 2014 to 2.9 percent from 2.5
percent.

There was little immediate move in ster-

ling or British government bond prices, as
monthly changes in factory and industrial
output growth were only a shade better than
forecast. Industrial output dropped 0.1 per-
cent on the month in March after a 0.8 per-
cent rise in February, while factory output
grew by 0.5 percent, building on February’s 1
percent rise.

Markets currently expect the Bank of
England to raise interest rates from their
record low 0.5 percent in the first three
months of next year. Britain’s central bank
has said it wants to see spare capacity mostly
used up before it raises interest rates, and to
see the recovery led less by household
demand and more by stronger exports and
business investment.

Factories catch up 
Despite the recent pick up, manufactur-

ing has lagged behind other sectors since the
financial crisis, and is still 7.6 percent below
its level in the first quarter of 2008, when
overall economic output peaked. The growth
in factory output in the first quarter of 2014
was faster than the 1.3 percent pencilled into
an initial estimate of gross domestic product
released last month, but a steep fall in elec-
tricity and gas supply dragged down the
broader industrial output measure.

Industrial output overall expanded by 0.7

percent in the first three months of 2014, up
from 0.5 percent in the last three months of
2013 but slower than the 0.8 percent esti-
mate in last month’s GDP data.

Britain’s economy overall expanded by
0.8 percent in the first quarter of GDP, and
the ONS said that this estimate was not
materially affected by yesterday’s new data
on industrial output and construction out-
put. Construction grew by 0.6 percent in the
first quarter of 2014, twice as fast as assumed
in the GDP estimate, and in March was 6.4
percent higher on a year earlier - its strongest
annual rise in six months and one driven by
private housing.

But like manufacturing, construction is
recovering from a low base and output is still
more than 12 percent below its pre-crisis
peak. By contrast, overall GDP is forecast to
return to pre-crisis levels in the current quar-
ter. Last year the government launched Help
to Buy, a scheme aimed at boosting demand
for newly-built homes that has since been
expanded to widen access to high loan-to-
value mortgages.

House prices have risen by around 10 per-
cent over the past year and are close to their
peak before the financial crisis, fuelling con-
cern that supply is not keeping up with
demand and that parts of Britain are at risk of
a property price bubble. —Reuters

German trade surplus
slips in March as

exports fall
BERLIN: Germany’s trade surplus shrank in March after exports
again fell, data showed yesterday, in another indication the Ukraine
crisis is beginning to hurt Europe’s top economy. Germany posted a
trade surplus of 14.8 billion euros ($20.5 billion), down from the
slightly revised figure for February of 15.8 billion euros, the official
data showed. The figure, which allows for seasonal blips, was below
forecasts of analysts polled by Dow Jones Newswires. German
exports fell 1.8 percent in March to 91.6 billion euros, while imports
slipped 0.9 percent compared to the previous month, to 76.7 billion
euros, the federal statistics office Destatis said.

In unadjusted terms, the German trade surplus stood at 16.4 bil-
lion euros, a slight increase from the February level. Germany has
come under fire for its large trade surplus, with critics arguing that its
economic might comes at the expense of the euro-zone’s weaker
members.

Carsten Brzeski, of ING-DiBa, said the monthly fall in exports was
the biggest since May 2013 and confirmed “the shot-across-the-bow
feeling” from other industrial data this week.

“As already reflected in other industrial data, the month (of)
March saw a stronger real economic impact from the Ukrainian crisis
and the Chinese slowdown than confidence indicators had suggest-
ed,” Brzeski said. Data released on Thursday showed that industrial
output fell by 0.5 percent in March after rising slightly in February,
due to lower manufacturing and construction output.

And industrial orders, a key measure of demand for German-
made goods, took an unexpected and marked hit in March due to
concerns over the turmoil in Ukraine, figures released a day earlier
showed. BayernLB economist Stefan Kipar agreed that “geopolitical
uncertainty” had dampened exports in March and said that the
euro-zone’s economic revival couldn’t yet make up for the weakness
of emerging markets. Germany’s exports to other euro-zone coun-
tries nudged up 0.1 percent in March compared to the same month
a year earlier, but jumped 10.4 percent to other EU countries.

Meanwhile imports to Germany from the euro-zone grew 2.3
percent in March from a year earlier and 10.8 percent from the rest
of the EU. Johannes Gareis, of Natixis, said the trade figures con-
firmed expectations that “external trade will be a marked drag” on
Germany’s first-quarter gross domestic product growth.

Although German exports are expected to again gain momen-
tum, he said, he did not see external trade being a key driver of
German growth over the year “as imports continue to be strong on
the back of Germany’s buoyant domestic economy”. A provisional
figure for first-quarter German GDP is due to be published next
week. —AFP

LONDON: Brent crude rose above $108 per barrel yes-
terday, supported by tension in Ukraine and limited
supply from Libya, where a recent deal to reopen oil
export terminals was expected to fall through. Pro-
Moscow separatists in eastern Ukraine ignored a public
call by Russian President Vladimir Putin to postpone a
referendum on self-rule, declaring they would go
ahead on Sunday with a vote that could lead to war.

Investors worried that the spreading conflict could
disrupt supply from Russia, the world’s top oil produc-

er. Brent crude for June gained 76 cents to $108.80
per barrel by 0945 GMT, its highest in a week, after
closing 9 cents lower on Thursday.

US oil was up 80 cents at $101.06, after settling 51
cents lower on Thursday. The contract was on course
for its first weekly gain in three, boosted by a surprise
drop in US crude inventories last week, although total
crude stocks remain close to record high levels. A
Libyan government deal to reopen major oil ports
controlled by rebels was seen likely to unravel after

the appointment of a new Islamist-backed prime min-
ister fuelled distrust and eroded support for the
accord.

Still, Libya’s government said it remained commit-
ted to implementing the agreement with the rebels
occupying the eastern ports of Ras Lanuf and Es Sider
and hoped the export terminals would reopen soon.
“It’s the same old story: Ukraine and Libya,”
Commerzbank senior oil and commodities analyst
Carsten Fritsch said. —Reuters

Oil above $108 on Libyan supply worries, Ukraine
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This picture shows a tourist rid-
ing a horse near a mini replica
of the Eiffel Tower in Beijing
World Park, in suburb Beijing.
Beijing World Park, with a col-
lection of mini replicas of
famous architectures from all
over the world, attempts to give
visitors a chance to see the
world without having to leave
the capital. — AFP 
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Mila Kunis wants a 
drug-free natural birth

The ‘Black Swan’ actress is expecting her first child with
fiancé Ashton Kutcher and has vowed not to have a
pain-numbing epidural injection to ease her labor,

which may take place at home. Speaking about her pregnan-
cy for the first time, she said: “We thought about a home
birth, we watched a couple of documentaries and spoke to
some midwifes and people, and realized our hospitals have
the midwives and doulas who can do that. “I’m going to do it
as natural as I can, No epidural, I’m crazy, right. But I wanted
this!  I did this to myself, I might as well do it right. Well, I did
have a little help...” The brunette beauty also admitted
Ashton has been so prepared during her pregnancy, he even
stocked up on “goofy” foods he thought she might experi-
ence cravings for. She told TV talk show host Ellen DeGeneres:
“He assumed that I was gonna have goofy cravings, so he
stocked our secondary fridge with weird food. Just like pick-
les, and sauerkraut, or like anchovies, and ice creams...just in

case at one point during this pregnancy I’d be like I really
want something.  “And it happened last week, I was like, ‘Oh
my God, I need a pickle.’ It was just the weirdest thing. “I
needed this pickle and he was like, ‘Hold on a second’ and
disappeared in the backyard and came back with the most
amazing dill pickle of all time.” Ashton, 36, is also taking
Russian lessons so he can communicate with the baby in
Ukranian-born Mila’s native tongue. She said: “He’s been tak-
ing classes for six months, he does it twice a week, a woman
comes to the house and gives him lessons.” And the 30-year-
old star admitted she and the ‘Two and a Half Men’ star - who
was previously married to Demi Moore - were engaged for
some time before it became public knowledge. She said: “We
were able to keep this private for two months without any-
body knowing, I think everybody assumed we were engaged
for so long that I was wearing the ring in public for two
months and nobody commented on a single photograph.”

Michael Douglas,
Catherine Zeta-Jones

‘doing great’

The couple took a break from their 13-year relation-
ship last August, but the ‘Behind the Candelabra’
star says they now have things back on track. He

said: “I think we’re always working it out. Two people
choose to work it out, we’re doing great thank you. We’re
very close and everything’s going great.” The 69-year-old
actor -  who has son, Dylan, 13, and daughter, Carys, 11
with Catherine, 44, as well as grown-up son Cameron
from his marriage to Diandra Douglas  - says he has
learned not to take his wife for granted and his attention
is focused more on her than anyone else. Speaking to
Gayle King for ‘Entertainment Tonight’, he said: “You
don’t take love for granted... Sometimes we spend more
efforts with people that are strangers in terms of making
an impression than the person that’s closest to us. And
you just gotta remember not to take for granted that per-
son that’s closest to you.” Meanwhile, Michael has suf-
fered an injury after “getting carried” away at his son’s
recent Bar Mitzvah. 

Courtney Love worries 
about being a role model

The 49-year-old star  - who was married to late
Nirvana rocker Kurt Cobain, whom she had 21-year-
old daughter Frances Bean - insists her attitude in

the public eye never
used to bother her but as
she ages she under-
stands the implications
of her behavior.   She
explained: “I never used
to think about being a
role model for girls, but I
do now. I have a 21-year-
old daughter and I real-
ize how our actions can
create copycat desires.
I’m 49, maybe I should have learnt this stuff about 20 years
ago, but at least I am now.” The Hole singer also recog-
nizes that she doesn’t have a sparkling reputation.
Courtney added to Kerrang! magazine: “I’m like a comic
book villain. If this was Batman I’d be the Joker’s daughter.
Let’s face it I have a terrible reputation. I’ve been known to
slag other artists off. But come on! They slag me off, too!”

The 29-year-old star grew up without her grandparents in
her life, so says her 80-year-old ‘Fashion Police’ co-host is
the closest thing she has ever had to a grandmother, and

was delighted when her friend told her that was how she can
now refer to her. Kelly wrote on her blog: “Growing up I never
had grandparents. About two months ago during a taping of
‘Fashion Police’, there was some sort of technical difficulty.
“Joan turned to me out of nowhere and said, ‘You have no idea
how much I love you my darling!’ I proceeded to tell her how
mutual the feeling was and that she is the closest thing I have
ever had to a grandmother! We both shared a little tear and
then it was on with the show! “ The next morning I woke up to
one of the most heartfelt emails I have ever received. The email
was from Joan. Long email short (so I don’t get too sappy) Joan
told me that she was officially MY GRANDMOTHER!!! From now
on I am to call her Grandma J! (sic)” Kelly - who was hospitalized

last March after suffering a seizure - is thankful for all
the support she receives from Joan and her daughter
Melissa. She added: “If I need anything and I mean
anything, Joan and Melissa are always there for me.
She gives the BEST advice. “When I was in the hospi-
tal after having a seizure she came to visit me almost

every day. When I am sad she is one of the only
people that can make me laugh. “Joan is not just

my boss she is my teacher, advisor, therapist, and
closest friends but now she is now my Grandmother.

“Joan, I love you to death, thank you for everything you have
done for me. Thank you for always believing in me. I

love you, I love you, I love you! (sic)”

Kelly Osbourne calls 
Joan Rivers ‘Grandma’
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Gwyneth Paltrow 
wants to end ‘mommy wars’

The ‘Iron Man’ actress caused outrage when she
appeared to suggest being a Hollywood mother was a
far tougher job than being a regular 9-5 desk job mum

during a recent interview, and has now taken to her website
Goop to defend her comments and encourage women to
“cut each other some slack”. Gwyneth - who has nine-year-
old daughter Apple and eight-year-old son Moses with her
estranged husband Chris Martin - wrote: “A few weeks ago
during an interview, I was asked why I have only worked on
one film a year since having children. My answer was this:
Film work takes one away from home and requires 12-14
hours a day, making it difficult to be the one to make the kids
their lunch, drive them to school, and put them to bed. “So I
have found it easier on my family life to make a film the
exception, and my 9-5 job the rule. This somehow was taken
to mean I had said a 9-5 job is easier, and a lot of heat was

thrown my way, especially by other working mothers who
somehow used my out-of-context quote as an opportunity
to express feelings (perhaps projected) on the subject. “As
the mommy wars rage on, I am constantly perplexed and
amazed by how little slack we cut each other as women.” The
41-year-old star wants mothers to stop criticizing each other
for their parenting styles and voicing negative opinions
because they’re all doing the same difficult job. She conclud-
ed: “We see disapproval in the eyes of other mothers when
we say how long we breastfed (Too long? Not long enough?),
or whether we have decided to go back to work versus stay
home. “Is it not hard enough to attempt to raise children
thoughtfully, while contributing something? Why do we feel
so entitled to opine, often so negatively, on the choices of
other women? Perhaps because there is so much pressure to
do it all, and do it all well all at the same time (impossible).”

Mariah Carey’s 
daughter ‘out-divas’ her

The ‘Hero’ hitmaker is known for her demanding
ways - with her backstage demands previously
including things such as having her dressing room

painted white and requesting 20 white kittens and 100
white doves - but says three-year-old Monroe is much
more high-maintenance. She said: “Miss Monroe, the lit-
tle princess, she way out-divas me, she wins. I have a pic-
ture of her in the womb like this, with her arms behind
her head, it ’s an ultrasound and she’s posing.”
Meanwhile, the 44-year-old singer also admitted she is
keen to enroll Monroe’s twin brother Moroccan into
boxing lessons as he has started hitting other children,
even ones who are bigger and older than he is, remind-
ing her and her husband Nick Cannon of Sylvester
Stallone’s famous boxer character Rocky, with who her
son shares a nickname. Speaking to TV talk show host
David Letterman, she said: “I like the name Rocky actual-
ly, but I didn’t want to name him Rocky and that’s what
we call him, and he likes to call himself Rocky. But now
he’s punching kids though, and that’s the problem. He’s
only three, they’re bigger and older than him and he’s
knocking them out the box. He has to learn to respect,
but he’s too young for the classes.” And Mariah often
finds herself in the middle of spats between her chil-
dren. She said: “They do get along well but they fight
and sometimes I’m in the middle of it.”

The ‘Baggage Claim’ actress split from the ‘Blurred Lines’ singer in
February after eight years of marriage amid speculation she was tired
of his partying ways, but she hasn’t ruled out reuniting in the future.

Asked if they will get back together, she said: “We’ve known each other
since we were teenagers. All I can tell you is there’s a deep love there -
always was, and always will be.” The 38-year-old actress began dating Robin

- with who she has
three-year-old son
Julian - when they
were teenagers, and
she recalled he sang
Jodeci’s ‘Forever My
Lady’ before they
shared their first kiss
in her parents’ living
room. She told
Vanity Fair maga-
zine: “He wasn’t my

first kiss but he was my first lots of other things.” A source previously
revealed that Paula was having second thoughts about filing for divorce,
but is yet to feel convinced by Robin’s efforts to prove he can be a good
husband. Though the couple insisted their split was mutual when they
announced their separation, it was subsequently reported that Paula told
her spouse she wanted a divorce and Robin did everything he could to get
her to change her mind.

Paula Patton still
loves Robin Thicke

Zac Efron sells
Hollywood Hills mansion 

The ‘Bad Neighbors’ actor, who held many parties
at the property in Southern California, has
upgraded to a bigger home with a $3.995 million

price tag in the same area. According to
RadarOnline.com, the 26-year-old star bought his old
property in 2008 for $2.35 million and made $425,000
on the sale. The house has two bedrooms and three
bathrooms, along with a huge swimming pool and
boasts stunning canyon views with plenty of privacy
near the back patio. It features 2,424 square-feet of liv-
ing space and heated floors. Zac has been making a
number of changes in his life in an attempt to leave his
wild ways behind after two stints in rehab last sum-
mer. He recently opened up about his “never-ending
struggle” with drink and drugs and insists he’s in a bet-
ter place now and attends regular Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) meetings. Zac said: “I think it’s
changed my life. I’m much more comfortable in my
own skin. Things are so much easier now. I’ve never
been this happy before.”
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The director of a post-apocalyptic thriller that
has taken Hong Kong’s box office by storm
says the film has struck a chord in a city grap-

pling with its identity under Chinese rule. “People
are getting very angry about the government. This
film is their voice,” said Fruit Chan, whose “The
Midnight After” has so far collected more than
HK$20 million ($2.6 million) at the local box office,
making back more than four times its budget. 

The horror-comedy is a return to form for one of
Hong Kong’s few commercially successful inde-
pendent directors, boasting typical Chan ingredi-
ents of ultra-violence and distinctly local, black
humor. Adapted from an online novel,  “The
Midnight After” places a group of people in a mini-
bus late at night. When the bus emerges from
Hong Kong’s Lion Rock Tunnel, they find the streets
deserted after an unexplained calamity hits the city.

The film is rich with allusions to current events in
Hong Kong, and is one of a handful of recent
movies tapping into a sense of collective confusion
and rising anger over where the territory is headed.
“After Hong Kong joined China, many things have
changed in our town,” said Chan. “I follow very
closely what is happening, and that’s why I includ-
ed in my film elements that certainly have to do
with politics,” said the director, speaking to AFP at
the 16th Far East Film Festival in the northern
Italian city of Udine.

Under an agreement between Britain and China
before Hong Kong was returned to Chinese rule in
1997, the “One Country, Two Systems” maxim
would see the territory retain its semi-autonomous
status and enshrine civil liberties not guaranteed
on the mainland. The mood has soured since 1997.
Protest marches are a frequent sight amid per-
ceived erosions to Hong Kong’s status, a sense of
declining press freedom and fears that Beijing will
grow back on promises that the city-whose current
chief executive is appointed by a pro-Beijing com-
mittee-will see a transition to universal suffrage by
2017.

This has been coupled with a rising tide of anti-
mainland Chinese sentiment as Hong Kong experi-
ences an influx of about 40 million visitors from
across the border every year, pressuring services
and space in a territory of seven million. Chan refer-
ences both issues in “The Midnight After”, which
makes some subtle jibes at the leadership of
unpopular Hong Kong Chief Executive Leung
Chun-ying and touches on a perceived marginaliza-
tion of Hongkongers within their own city, where a
soaring property market is out of reach for many. 

Changing audience 
Chan, 55, has long been one of his city’s most

socially aware directors, his acclaimed Hong Kong
trilogy of “Made In Hong Kong” (1997), “The
Longest Summer” (1998) and “Little Cheung”
(2000) examining the effects the handover was
having on the lives of everyday people. Chan said
audiences in Hong Kong have become increasingly
politicized since 1997, when his “Made in Hong
Kong” did not chime as well with its audience at
the box office as his current release. 

“We were afraid that when people understood
this film had to do with politics, then it might be
ignored. But there’s been a great reaction to the
film, many debates, many opinions raised by it. The
change was not in my approach, the change was in
the audience.” The Far East Film Festival is the sec-
ond international event “The Midnight After” has
played after it made its world premiere at the Berlin
International Film Festival in February. The makers
are currently in discussions over international distri-
bution. 

“Other audiences might not understand every-
thing that is going on in the film but we hope it can
help inform them about our city,” said Chan, who is
planning a sequel. “The Midnight After” is one of a
number of current Hong Kong productions steeped
in nostalgia for a city - or even a society - film-mak-
ers feel is fading from view. Pang Ho-cheung’s yet-
to-be-released drama “Aberdeen” is another, and

one that highlights through its characters a collec-
tive confusion about what the future will hold. 

The bawdy comedy “Golden Chickensss” makes
constant reference to the effects “mainlandization”
is having on the city in which it is set. Chan wel-
comes the trend and hopes the city’s next genera-
tion of movie-makers will continue to follow suit.
“Young film-makers all want to be commercial
straight away,” he said. “But I am saying to them,
make a short film and tell your stories first. Don’t
rush. Talk about people before you rush around
and make action films.” — AFP

This photo shows the
cast of Hong Kong direc-

tor Fruit Chan’s “The
Midnight After”. — AFP  

HK director reflects city’s souring mood with new film

Aguitar owned by George Harrison is
heading to auction along with other
Beatles and rock memorabilia. The

Julien’s Auctions sale is May 17 at the Hard Rock
Cafe in Manhattan. The 1962 Rickenbacker 425
is estimated to bring up to $600,000. Harrison
bought the guitar in 1963 at Fenton’s Music
store in Mount Vernon, Illinois. He had gone
there to visit his sister.

He had the guitar refinished from a Fireglo
red to black to match John Lennon’s
Rickenbacker. The auction also has a “Beatles
‘65” album signed by the Fab Four. It could
bring up to $300,000. The auction house says
any albums signed after Beatlemania began
in 1964 are extremely rare. Other highlights
include Jimi Hendrix’s Sears Silvertone elec-
tric guitar. Its presale estimate is up to
$100,000. — AP

The1962
Rickenbacker 425
guitar that George
Harrison played as
The Beatles record-
ed “I Want to Hold
Your Hand” is seen.
— AP photos 

This photo shows a “Beatles ‘65” album signed by all four members of the band. 

Beatles
Rickenbacker
guitar coming

to auction
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Germany Dog Show 

Hugh Jackman says he jacked to host the Tony Awards for the
third time, but fans of his stage work won’t have to wait
long to see the Tony-winning star onstage again. “I’m going

back to Broadway. I’m doing a play called ‘The River,’ a Jez
Butterworth play. So I’m really looking forward to treading the
boards here on Broadway,” Jackman told the Associated Press on
Thursday.

The play, the first since Butterworth’s “Jerusalem,” is about a
trout fisherman in a remote cabin who is visited by two of the
women in his life. It was first seen in London in 2012. But before
that, it’s the Tony Awards for Jackman on June 8. “It’s like the
Olympics for an athlete or the Super Bowl for a football player. You
want to do your best, and, of course, you only get one shot at it. But
they’re the things you look back at the end of the day and say, ‘I’m
glad I had a go at that,’” Jackson said of the annual awards ceremo-
ny that celebrates the best in theater.

“I’ve done it three times, the Tonys. For me it’s one of the best
shows out there. It is one of the most excepting, generous audi-
ences you can ever get at Radio City Music Hall,” Jackman said. “I
never take for granted how lucky I am to be embraced by that com-
munity. After all, I’m an Aussie, but I’ve always felt at home there.”

The new play will be Jackman’s fourth on Broadway. He was last
there with a one-man show in 2011 that routinely sold out the
1,176-seat Broadhurst Theatre. He also starred in “The Boy From
Oz” in 2003 and the play “A Steady Rain” with Daniel Craig in 2009.
The 45-years old star, who is promoting his latest film, “X-Men: Days
of Future Past,” says he’s already started rehearsals for the Tonys,
but doubts his X-Men character Wolverine will be making an
appearance. “I’m not sure Fox will be thrilled if Wolverine came out
singing and dancing,” he joked. — AP 

Back to Broadway for
Jackman after hosting Tonys

Hugh Jackman 

A Yorkshire terrier gets its hair brushed during the con-
test.  

A short haired dog sniffs at a long haired Portuguese Water
Dog.

Poodle Farinelli gets a kiss from its owner Anja Trinks. 

Border collie Emma jumps into a pool during a dog div-
ing event. 

An Afghan greyhound performs with its owner at the dog
show in Dortmund, Germany yesterday. — AP/AFP photos  

Three schnauzers sit on a sofa during a break at the dog
show.
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Balloons are inflated during the 40th Annual Balloon Stampede in Walla Walla, Washington, Thursday, May 8, 2014. (Right) A helper stretches out part of a
balloon as it is inflated.  — AP photos 

Annual Balloon Stampede

Works by Edgar Degas and Mary
Cassatt usually reside in separate
French and American wings of an art

museum, and rarely ever do their paintings
hang together. Now the National Gallery of
Art is studying how these impressionists influ-
enced each other while working in Paris and
how Cassatt introduced Degas to American
audiences. A new show “Degas/Cassatt”
opens tomorrow as the first major exhibition
to explore their relationship.

With little documentation left to research
the interaction, curators carefully analyzed
several artworks to reveal the artists’ collabo-
ration and used technology to gain a clearer
view. During an extensive cleaning and analy-
sis of Cassatt’s painting “Little Girl in a Blue
Armchair,” the museum used x-rays and

infrared imagery to reveal changes Degas
made under the surface of Cassatt’s picture.

Conservators found brushstrokes true to
Degas’ style and a change in the orientation
of Cassatt’s picture. She almost always used a
straight horizon line in her paintings, but
Degas used strong diagonals. Infrared
imagery revealed Degas had drawn a diago-
nal line on Cassatt’s canvas to suggest a
change.

“We learned a lot more about the relation-
ship between the two artists,” said conserva-
tor Ann Hoenigswald. “He wasn’t going to just
finish her painting. I think he really respected
her so much that he  could say, ‘um, I think
this is going to work, it’s going to expand the
sense of space, and now you finish.’” Infrared
imagery also showed Cassatt tried moving a

dog in the picture to the floor but changed
her mind and painted over it.

Cassatt later wrote about her work with
Degas. “I had done the child in the armchair,
and he found it to be good and advised me
on the background, he even worked on the
background,” she wrote. But curators knew lit-
tle more until now. As a serious artist, Cassatt
was frustrated when people thought she was
Degas’ student or protege, Curator Kimberly
Jones said. It was an inevitable conclusion at
the time because she was a younger woman.

“I hope this exhibition will confirm that
they really were peers,” Jones said. “They were
colleagues, and it was a level playing field
between them. He might have had more
experience, but she was a fast learner.” Degas’
influence on Cassatt is widely known in the art

world, but Cassatt’s role in shaping Degas’
work has been more of a mystery. The best
example is in their experimentation with
metallic pigments and different materials,
Jones said. Degas saw Cassatt introduce gold
or bronze materials into her paintings and
decided to try it himself for his “Portrait After a
Costume Ball (Portrait of Mme Dietz-
Monnin).” “I think it’s just a fantastic back and
forth,” said Hoenigswald. It was a moment of
intense collaboration and experimentation
around 1879 for the two artists, and then they
moved on to other pursuits, Jones said. Later
Cassatt would write to American collectors
about how only those with the most discrimi-
nating taste would appreciate works by her
and Degas - a subtle marketing of the impres-
sionists. — AP

Museum reveals Degas, Cassatt’s interaction in art

Actress Angelina Jolie and actress Elle
Fanning attend a photo call for the film
Maleficent in London yesterday. — AP 

Jolie-Pitt 
to reunite

on screen?
Hollywood supercouple

Brad Pitt and Angelina
Jolie say they’re consider-

ing teaming up again on the big
screen. 

At a Kensington Palace cos-
tume event for her new Disney
movie “Maleficent,” Jolie told
reporters Thursday that “we are
thinking about it.” Joined by Pitt
and her 12-year-old son Maddox
on the blue carpet, Jolie was
excited to visit the royal venue,
joking “I  am using it as an
excuse to be a tourist.”

The film itself was also a fami-
ly affair. The couple’s daughter
Vivienne stars in the movie as
the young Sleeping Beauty. Jolie
said she loved bringing her kids
on set: “They lived on the fairy
mound, they hung out with Elle
(Fanning), it  was magic.”
“Maleficent” is out in the US on
May 30. — AP 
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One of Japan’s most
popular cartoon cre-
ations, Doraemon, a

robot cat from the future
with a magic pocket and a
portal to anywhere, is to
make his debut on US TV
this year, officials said yes-
terday. TV Asahi, which par-
tially owns the rights to the
character, has reached an
agreement with Disney to
air a version dubbed into
English, said a spokes-
woman with the Japanese
broadcaster.

The cartoon has been
broadcast in Japan for
decades and has captivated
children across Asia, but it
will be his first foray in
English into the American
market, she said. 

The US media giant is to
air 26 episodes of the anima-
tion, amending storylines,
character names and gadg-
ets to suit US viewing tastes.

Doraemon, a dumpy blue
feline with a round head,
was sent back in time from
the 22nd century by a young
boy who wanted to change
his family’s fortunes. His
magic pocket provides an
endless supply of fantastical
gadgets that help his young
friend Nobita Nobi navigate
the trials of everyday life.

Created by artist Fujiko F
Fujio, the character first
appeared in manga strips in
1969, making the transition
to small and big screen over
the following decades.
Doraemon remains enor-
mously popular in Japan,
serving as an instantly recog-
nisable cultural reference
across generations. — AFP 

Japan to export robot 
cat Doraemon to US

Life-size figures of Doraemon are seen on the roof of
the Tokyo Tower Foot Town during the press preview
of the Fujiko F Fujio Exhibition in Tokyo. — AFP 
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French Eurovision hopefuls Twin Twin
yesterday said their country could fare
better in the contest if their entries were

a bit more fun and colorful. The group, set to
compete in today’s final with electro-pop
party anthem “Moustache”, said France’s dis-
mal record in the contest over the past three
decades was due to “a mix of things.”

“First of all they need more moustache, of
course. And they need more fun, and they
need more color and energy,” singer Lorent
Idir told AFP in Copenhagen, which is host-
ing Eurovision 2014. Many Frenchmen
believe the reason they haven’t won the
annual music spectacle since 1977, when
Marie Myriam won with “L’oiseau et l’enfant”,
is due to a lack of political allies in Europe.
“Everything could be political but we don’t
really care, because we are artists and what

we are doing is music,” said Idir, whose
group is known for its energetic, joie de vivre
style. Still, the group will be making a politi-
cal statement on this year’s Eurovision stage-
their infectious tune about growing a mous-
tache is really a critique of today’s con-
sumerism.

“It’s a story about somebody who has
everything. He has a good car, he has a
phone, he has girls ... but he wants something
else. It’s a moustache,” said Idir. “It’s con-
sumerism. It makes people unhappy because
it makes people think they don’t have
enough (when) they have everything,” he
added. The French act yesterday languished
in the bottom half of the odds table, with
Sweden, Austria and Armenia numbering
among the bookies’ favorites to be number
one at Eurovision this year. —AFP

France needs more fun to win Eurovision

The band Twin Twin
representing France
perform their song
‘Moustache’ during a
rehearsal of the
Eurovision Song
Contest Final in the
B&W Halls in
Copenhagen,
Denmark
yesterday. 
— AP  photos

Singer Molly 
representing
the United
Kingdom 
performs the
song ‘Children
of the
Universe’.

Donatan & Cleo
representing

Poland perform
the song ‘My

Slowianie
— We Are Slavic’.

Veteran Australian entertainer Rolf Harris
used his status as a much-loved televi-
sion celebrity to launch a string of sexu-

al assaults on children, a British court heard as
his trial opened yesterday. The 84-year-old, a
fixture on British screens for decades who
once painted a portrait of Queen Elizabeth II,
was nicknamed “the Octopus” due to his wan-
dering hands, prosecutors said.

Harris is accused of 12 counts of indecent
assault against four female complainants, the
youngest of whom was aged seven or eight
and the oldest 19, between 1968 and 1986. He
denies the charges. “Mr Harris was too
famous, too powerful and his reputation
made him untouchable,” prosecutor Sasha
Wass told Southwark Crown Court in London.

“Concealed behind this charming and ami-
cable children’s entertainer lay a man who
exploited the very children who were drawn
to him.” The star’s wife Alwen and other family
members accompanied him to court. Harris is
the latest in a series of celebrities to face trial
in Britain since the late BBC presenter Jimmy
Savile was exposed as a prolific child sex
offender in 2012. Harris is well-known as a
painter, entertainer and television presenter in
both Britain, where he moved in 1952, and his
homeland.

‘Jekyll and Hyde’ 
But the prosecutor said there was a “Jekyll

and Hyde” aspect to Harris’s character. “You
will hear from a make-up artist from Channel 7
in Australia that Rolf Harris’s reputation was
such that he was known as ‘The Octopus’
because of the way that he would put his
hands all over women,” Wass said.

Wass said the white-bearded, bespectacled
entertainer had “a side which gave him the
confidence to molest girls knowing that they
could not object and, even if they did, nobody
would believe them. “It was precisely that
popularity and that celebrity status that pro-

vided Mr Harris with access to children and
young women and he took advantage of his
fame and popularity to interfere with his vic-
tims and to sexually molest them,” said Wass.

One young victim was a friend of Harris’s
daughter, whom the entertainer allegedly first
abused while on holiday in Hawaii when she
was 13 and then “groomed like a pet” over
many years, the court heard. The girl became
terrified of Harris and started drinking at the
age of 14 as the abuse continued. Teachers
noticed that she was often tearful, the court

heard. Harris later wrote a letter to her father
admitting having a consensual affair with the
woman when she was older, and expressing
regret, Wass said. He described being in a
state of “self loathing” and feeling “sickened”
by himself.

‘Brazen’ 
Wass said the jurors would hear of other

cases in which Harris touched children and
women in “brazen” circumstances. “It may be
that that was part of the excitement, knowing
that he could do that and get away with it,”
she said. Eight alleged victims will give evi-
dence, four of whom are the subject of the
indictments against Harris, while the others
are supporting witnesses. 

“The witnesses who will give evidence in
this case, particularly those who were very
young at the time, describe the confusion that
they felt when Mr Harris sexually assaulted
them, whether they were sitting on his knee at
the time or posing for a photo,” Wass said. The
prosecutor urged the jury to reject any sug-
gestion that the alleged victims were “jump-
ing on the bandwagon” after British police
launched an inquiry into Savile’s behavior and
arrested several celebrities. Harris painted an
80th birthday portrait of Queen Elizabeth in
2005, took part in her diamond jubilee cele-
brations in 2012, and has been honored by
both Britain and Australia. —AFP

Rolf Harris dubbed
‘the Octopus’ for touching girls

Veteran Australian
artist and 
entertainer Rolf
Harris arrives with
his wife Alwen
Hughes (right) and
daughter Bindi
(left) at Southwark
Crown Court in
central London
yesterday. — AFP
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Street performer Judit Pozos puts the finishing touches on her Aztec costume. Valeria Berenice Cabello, 18, winner of the 2014 “Most Beautiful Flower in the Common”
pageant, wears her ceremonial garb outside San Bernardino de Siena church. 

Costumed performers dance during a festival in Xochimilco, on the southern edge of
Mexico City. — AP photos 

It’s a different Xochimilco on weekdays.
Gone are the boats full of revelers and
sightseers plying the canals of the watery

district, many of them residents of Mexico
City keen to take a break on the tranquil rem-
nants of the pre-Columbian waterways and
gardens that remain on the capital’s southern
edge. The canals are quieter. Children are
poled across the water in dugouts on their
way to school. Farm workers pack boats full
with flowers and send them to the market
beside Xochimilco’s main square.

In the plaza, stalls sell everything from CDs
to tacos to children’s clothes, and performers
dressed in Aztec garb offer blessings to
passers-by, wafting them with incense and

blowing into a conch shell. Traditions remain
vibrant here. Xochimilco, which means “place
where flowers grow,” is home to the “Most
Beautiful Flower of the Common” pageant, a
200-year-old tradition that draws contestants
from 12 of Mexico City’s 16 boroughs. In the
16th century San Bernadino de Siena church,
Roman Catholic faithful celebrate the Ninopa,
a more than 400-year-old representation of
the Baby Jesus. Festivities and processions
honoring the Ninopa take place throughout
the year. — AP

A dog stands beside street graffiti in Xochimilco, on the southern edge of Mexico City. A woman takes a young girl to school by boat, in Xochimilco, on the southern edge of
Mexico City. 

Mexico’s canals a 
quiet weekday retreat 
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Perhaps the “It” bag’s star just burned too bright. Those
must-have handbag wonders, which flew out of stores
and into sudden oblivion, have given way to something

more enduring: signature bags. These are bags so exclusive
and enduring, that they become emblematic of the label they
bear. Iconic bags have been around since the fusion of celebri-
ty with fashion-Hermes has the Birkin, Fendi the baguette,
Gucci the Hobo bag, and so on-but now they are becoming a
cornerstone of brand strategy, acting as a flagship item.

Ferragamo has launched its own entry into the category
this week, the Fiamma named for founder Salvatore
Ferragamo’s late daughter who was the force behind
Ferragamo’s first handbag collection back in the 1970s.
Designed by Massimiliano Giornetti, the satchel-styled bag
takes elements from a 1990s Fiamma Ferragamo design,
included a top handle and a locked flap that is meant to be
both functional and aesthetically appealing.

“Handbags are something of a collector items, something
you can pass down from generation to generation, so it really
has value. It is something that also represents a brand,” James
Ferragamo, grandson of Ferragamo and the brand’s director
of women’s leather goods, said by telephone Tuesday, ahead
of a gala dinner launching the new bag. “We want to maintain
this in our collection for many years to come.”

The Fiamma comes in three sizes, from a tiny one appropri-
ate for the evening to a larger carry-all, and has many itera-
tions, from leather, python, crocodile, stingray, calf and fox.
The price ranges from $1,650 to $27,000. Ultimately, the cos-
tumer will decide what bag becomes iconic. “I think people
want something that endures,” said Alison Minton, a fashion
blogger and handbag enthusiast who chronicles her passion
for accessories on her blog accessorygeneration.com. “I think
people don’t want to buy a new bag every season, but want a
bag that is stylish, and well-made and is going to last.”

Iconic bags
That, of course, doesn’t mean just one. Minton herself has

many favorites in her collection, including a Birkin bag and a
Gucci bag that her mother bought her in Italy a decade ago
and a Goyard tote bag-which she said now would be out of
her price range. “Luckily for me, when I bought my iconic
bags, things were not as crazy as they are now.”

Accessories have proven themselves recession-resistant,
and the economic traction they give fashion houses is making
it even more critical for bands to develop an iconic bag, one
that “can stand as a brand’s flagship item,” according to
Ginger Reeder of Neiman Marcus. With sales of leather goods
the fastest-growing in the luxury sector, there is enough room
for every house to have an iconic bag, “and most do,” Reeder
said. Global sales of leather goods, excluding footwear,
reached 36 billion euros last year, nearly one-third of all luxury

sales, according to a study by Bain & Partners.
Ferragamo underlined the intergenerational aspirations for

the bag, reflecting the company’s three generational family
history, with an on-line short film project featuring mother-
daughter pairings from iconic families, including Mariel
Hemingway and her daughter Langley Hemingway Fox.

Mariel Hemingway says she appreciates how fashion helps
boost her confidence when she appears in front of big groups-
something that hit home when she kept receiving compli-
ments from strangers for a pair of Ferragamo two-tone san-
dals at a decidedly non-fashion event, a Washington, DC gath-
ering on mental health issues, something Hemingway has
been working on. “The point of fashion is not for people to
walk the red carpet. It is so people can live their lives looking
fashionable, stylish and beautiful in any realm they work in, “
Hemingway said. — AP

Ferragamo launches signature Fiamma bag

The Fiamma hand bag is pictured. Model Langley Fox Hemingway holds a
Fiamma hand bag. 

These photos show actress Mariel Hemingway (right) and Model Langley Fox Hemingway posing with a Fiamma
hand bag. — AP photos 
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LOS ANGELES: Silicon Valley recoils at the government’s cyber
data-gathering done in the name of national security. It bristles at
new potential Internet rules. Its fast-paced ethos doesn’t under-
stand Washington’s gridlock. Yet, President Barack Obama remains
a popular political figure in Silicon Valley, and the wealthy tech
entrepreneurs appear willing to part with their money to support
the Democratic Party, especially if the president is making the pitch.
Obama attended two high-dollar Democratic Party fundraisers
Thursday hosted by Silicon Valley executives, drawing attention to
the complicated relationship between the president and the high-
tech industry.

For Obama, Northern California and the high-tech redoubt
around Palo Alto has been a key part of Obama’s campaign money
base. And it is especially attractive to politicians because it is contin-
ually expanding. “One of the dynamics that people on the East
Coast and particularly in Washington, D.C., may not fully appreciate
is that these folks are in a space that is growing,” said California-
based Democratic consultant Chris Lehane, a former aide to
President Bill Clinton. “That adds an entire pool of fresh donor blood
into the mix.” Obama’s message at fundraisers has focused on this
year’s midterm elections and on retaining Democratic control of the
Senate, essential to the remaining 2 1/2 years of his presidency.

Lack of action 
He warned Democratic National Committee donors at an event

hosted by Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer and tech venture capitalist
Sam Altman that Democratic voters were less likely to vote in a
midterm election, and said the lack of action in Congress was dispir-
iting to them. “The reason that we’ve got gridlock right now is
you’ve got a party that’s been captured by folks who are on the
wrong side of the issues,” he said. “The way to fix Congress is not by
getting cynical and saying a plague on both your houses.”

Earlier, Obama attended a fundraiser hosted by Anne Wojcicki, a
biotech entrepreneur who founded the genetic testing firm
23andMe and separated last year from her husband, Google
cofounder Sergey Brin. The event was advertised as a Tech
Roundtable, with 30 guests and tickets set at $32,400 - a potential
haul of nearly $1 million for the Democratic National Committee.

On Wednesday Obama was the star attraction at a fundraiser for
House and Senate Democrats at the Los Angeles home of Disney
Studios Chairman Alan Horn. Earlier Thursday, he attended a
Democratic National Committee fundraiser in Los Angeles, which
was closed to the media, before heading to another at the La Jolla

home of billionaire and former Qualcomm Chairman Irwin Jacobs.
The role of the computer and Internet industry in politics has

grown sharply over the past 10 years, increasing political contribu-
tions and expanding its lobbying presence. Executives and employ-
ees in the industry favor Democrats, yet the political action commit-
tees set up by individual tech firms tend to split their money more
evenly.

Major players
So far this election cycle, computer and Internet industry political

action committees have contributed about $3.5 million, with about
54 percent of it going to Republicans, according to the Center for
Responsive Politics, which tracks political money. Counting political
action committees and individual donors, the industry has donated
more than $14 million to federal candidates, giving $3 to Democrats
for every $2 to Republicans, according to the center.

The revelations of National Security Agency data collection
made public by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden have
prompted an outcry from tech companies whose data have been
gathered by the government. Obama has had to reassure Internet
and tech executives that he is committed to protecting privacy.

In addition to cybersecurity, Silicon Valley executives also
have been pushing for an overhaul of immigration laws, partly to
secure more H1B visas for high-tech workers but also in support
of giving immigrants who are living in the country illegally a
chance to achieve citizenship. They have also weighed on new
“net neutrality” regulations being fashioned by the Federal
Communications Commission and have raised fears that the
rules would allow telephone and cable Internet providers to
impose fees on Internet companies. White House spokesman
Josh Earnest said the tech executives were donating because
they support Obama policies. He rejected suggestions that the
tech executives were getting financial leverage to affect
Washington issues of concern to the industry. “There’s no reason
to think that the policymaking process is affected by those
involved,” Earnest said. .  Among the major tech players,
Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg has been an especially high-profile
figure. He launched an advocacy group that has been among the
most active on the immigration issue. And he has been a vocal
critic of the NSA’s data collection, calling Obama to voice his
alarm. Shortly after, Obama met with Zuckerberg and CEOs from
Google, Netflix and other tech and Internet companies, pledging
to safeguard privacy rights.—AP

California
smartphone 
‘kill switch’ 

bill advances
SACRAMENTO, California: On a second attempt, California
lawmakers advanced a bill Thursday that would require elec-
tronics manufacturers to install a shut-off function in all smart-
phones as a way to deter what one senator called a crime
wave of thefts. The legislation by Democratic Sen Mark Leno
requires companies to produce smartphones with technology
that makes them inoperable if the owner loses possession.

It fell two votes short of passing the 40-member Senate
two weeks ago, but Leno said amendments since then
removed opposition from Apple Inc. and Microsoft Corp. It
now applies to smartphones manufactured and sold after July
2015 and no longer includes tablets. The wireless industry,
however, opposes the measure as unnecessary.

“We have a crime wave sweeping our state,” Leno, who
represents San Francisco, said in urging support for his bill. He
said two of three robberies in that city now include the theft of
a smartphone, along with one of four robberies in Oakland.

“These crimes are up at double-digit rates,” he said. “We’re
trying to keep our constituents safe on the streets.”

It advanced as a San Francisco supervisor proposed legisla-
tion this week that would require smartphones and other
mobile devices sold in the city to be equipped with a “kill
switch” to render them inoperable if they’re lost or stolen.

Tracking software 
Similar legislation is being considered in New York, Illinois

and Minnesota, and bills have been introduced in both houses
of Congress. Also Thursday, the Minnesota House of
Representatives passed similar legislation that would require
that all new smartphones and cellular-connected tablet com-
puters sold in Minnesota after July 2015 have a kill switch anti-
theft function. The Minnesota Senate passed a slightly differ-
ent version last week. In California, Democratic Sen. Alex
Padilla noted recent reports that some smartphone owners
are endangering themselves by using phones’ tracking soft-
ware to confront thieves and retrieve their phones.—AP

LOS ANGELES: President Barack Obama greets people after arriving at Marine Corps Air Station Miramar, California, Thursday.
Obama is spending three days in California raising money for the Democratic Party. — AP

Obama popular in tech 
world, policies less so 

Star attraction at fundraiser 

Jet to stop printing, 
change to digital app
NEW YORK:  Jet magazine, which first hit newsstands at the dawn
of the civil rights era, is ceasing regular print publication and
transforming into a digital app. Johnson Publishing Co., which
owns Jet along with Ebony magazine, says the switch will occur
at the end of June. The Chicago-based company says the move is
a proactive effort to adapt to its readers’ growing desires for
quicker and easier access to information.

Desiree Rogers, Johnson Publishing’s CEO says the change will
take the magazine back to its roots. She notes that Jet, which was
founded by John Johnson in November 1951, was originally
intended as a newsweekly digest for African-Americans living in
an increasingly faster-paced world. At that time, the magazine
cost 15 cents and was small enough to be carried in a purse or a
pocket, perfect for on-the-go information, just like today’s smart-
phones and tablets. “I think if Johnson were here today, I think he
would say ‘what took you so long?’” Rogers says.

The app will launch on June 30 and cost $20 a year. It will con-
tain shorter, more mobile-friendly, articles and return to a weekly
publishing format, with breaking news updates on a daily basis.
The print magazine currently publishes every three weeks.

The format change comes amid an advertising revenue
decline at Jet and in the magazine industry overall.    According
to Publishers Information Bureau data, Jet’s total print advertising
revenue has fallen in each of the last three years, dropping 24
percent to $10.3 million last year from $13.6 million in 2010.

Meanwhile, total advertising revenue at consumer magazines
fell about 2 percent to $19.74 billion in 2013 from $20.08 billion
in 2010, according to PIB.

According to its website, Jet is the No. 3 magazine in the
African-American market. The Alliance for Audited Media puts its
total print and digital circulation at about 720,000.—AP
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WASHINGTON: The chief executive of one of the
nation’s largest providers of the Internet’s backbone on
Thursday blamed cable giant Comcast for a slowdown
in Netflix streaming traffic over the last two years.

Cogent Communications Group Inc. CEO Dave
Schaeffer made the comments at a congressional hear-
ing about Comcast’s proposed $45 billion takeover of
Time Warner Cable Inc. on Thursday.

Schaeffer said that after Cogent began delivering
Netflix’s traffic in mid-2012, its relationship with
Comcast worsened and Comcast began to stop increas-
ing the capacity of its hardware to accommodate the

increase in traffic. He said Netflix was forced to cut a
direct deal with Comcast to improve streaming to cus-
tomers, which began to be plagued by buffering,
delays and pixelated pictures.

“That’s an abuse of market power,” Schaeffer told
the House antitrust subcommittee. “A larger and more
combined company would have even more market
power.”

Comcast executive vice president David Cohen said
Comcast was forced to react when the flow of traffic
with Cogent went from roughly equally to Cogent
sending five times as much data as Comcast was send-

ing back. “That triggered the need for a discussion and
a negotiation about the need to come to a form of paid
peering relationship,” Cohen said. Such paid deals are
common when the balance of traffic is out of whack, he
said.

Netflix declined to comment.
Netflix Inc. has come out against the merger, saying

in its letter to shareholders last month that a combined
company would “possess even more anti-competitive
leverage to charge arbitrary interconnection tolls” on
services like Netflix.  — AP

Comcast blamed for prior Netflix slowdown 

ALBUQUERQUE: The centrifuge at Sandia National Laboratories appears recently renovated
as part of a $100 million project that was toured by officials in Albuquerque. — AP

ALBUQUERQUE: National Nuclear Security Administration Director Frank Klotz listens to
reporters’ questions during a new conference at Sandia National Laboratories in
Albuquerque. —- AP

ALBUQUERQUE: Retired Air Force Lt Gen Frank Klotz
on Thursday pointed to renovations at one of the
nation’s top federal labs as examples of what the
National Nuclear Security Administration needs to do
as it looks to modernize its operations across the
country. Klotz was in New Mexico to get a firsthand
look at Sandia National Laboratories’ testing facilities
as he settles in to his new position at the helm of the
NNSA.

More than $100 million was spent to renovate five
large-scale facilities around Sandia that are critical to
ensuring the safety and durability of the nation’s
nuclear stockpile. They include an underground cen-
trifuge capable of producing 300 G’s of force, a
10,000-foot rocket sled track for measuring high-
velocity impacts and a special burn room that can
almost melt steel.

The renovations at Sandia came in under budget
by $4 million. But watchdogs and government audi-
tors have raised concerns over other NNSA projects,
saying virtually every major project under the
agency’s oversight has been behind schedule or over
budget.

Klotz acknowledged those concerns Thursday. He
said some of the agency’s infrastructure dates back to
the 1940s when the federal government began the
top-secret Manhattan Project. Facilities age, equip-
ment becomes obsolete and better technology
becomes available, Klotz said.

“Because we have not done this in quite some
time, the bills are pretty formidable. And in an age
in which the budget is a primary concern on the
minds of our national leaders, this will become a
challenge,” he said of balancing the lack of money
with the need to advance.

“At the end of  the day,  every organization
including the Nat ional  Nuclear  Secur ity
Administration, our laboratories and our plants,
must deliver on the commitments that we make to
succeed. We have made promises we have to
keep,” he said.

Without being specific, Klotz said some difficult
decisions will have to be made.

Klotz appeared before a US Senate subcommit-
tee just last week to testify in support of President
Barack Obama’s $11.7 billion budget request for
the agency. He told lawmakers the request repre-
sented the president’s commitment to nuclear
security but that the agency also must do better
when it comes to spending taxpayer dollars effi-
ciently. Klotz’s visit to New Mexico also marked his
first meeting with the directors of Sandia, Los
Alamos and Lawrence Livermore national laborato-
ries since being confirmed in April.  He said he
wants to form a new partnership with the directors.

Klotz will spend most of Friday in Los Alamos for
a series of high-level meetings before returning to
Washington. — AP

NNSA looks to modernize
its operations across US

Head of agency visits New Mexico 
LOS ANGELES: Dish says it plans to
launch its Internet-delivered TV service
by year’s end on mobile devices, game
consoles and smart TVs for about $20
to $30 a month. It will contain live
sports, entertainment and children’s
programming. That’s a lot less than the
typical pay TV package that Dish
Network Corp. sells to its 14.1 million
satellite TV subscribers, but it will have
far fewer channels.

The aim is to make a TV product
appeal to young adults who love
sports and have kids but won’t pay
$100 a month for TV, Dish Chairman
Charlie Ergen told analysts and
reporters on a conference call
Thursday.

Dish and The Walt Disney Co.
signed a deal in March that made live
ESPN, ABC and Disney Channel streams
available for such a service. Ergen said
enough other programmers have
come on board to launch the service
today. However, the technology isn’t
ready, he said.

“We have enough programming
contracts to launch the service now,”
Ergen said. He said it would take more
time to create technology to insert tar-
geted commercials on mobile devices
and track viewing. “There’s a few things
we have to invent that will take us

some time, so we’re looking at some-
thing by the end of the year,” he said.

Target audience
Dish CEO Joe Clayton said the tar-

get audience is young adults aged 18
to 35 who are urban, well-educated,
and would likely spend $20 to $30 a
month to watch about 20 to 30 chan-
nels. The Dish executives’ comments
came after Dish reported that it gained
40,000 traditional satellite TV sub-
scribers in the quarter through March
and saw revenue rise 6 percent to
$3.59 billion. But net income fell 18
percent to $175.9 million, or 38 cents
per share, as expenses also rose. The
results were short of the 43 cents of
earnings analysts expected and shares
fell. Ergen said the Internet TV service
would not likely have a big impact on
earnings immediately and noted that
the traditional pay TV business was
“hanging in there pretty well.”

He said it was a bet on the future in
case the pay TV business takes a sud-
den turn. “It’s a bit like the lobster that
gets boiled,” he said. “You don’t really
know you are dead and boiled until it’s
too late. Dish is just a company that
would rather be out front and make
some mistakes and be ahead of the
curve.” —- AP

Dish aims to launch
Web TV service 
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STEALTH ON OSN MOVIES ACTION

00:45 Monsters Inside Me
01:35 Untamed & Uncut
02:25 Wild Africa Rescue
02:50 Wild Africa Rescue
03:15 Tanked
04:05 Treehouse Masters
04:55 Animal Cops South Africa
05:45 Animal Clinic
06:35 Steve Irwin’s Wildlife Warriors
07:00 Steve Irwin’s Wildlife Warriors
07:25 My Cat From Hell
08:15 Too Cute!
09:10 Gator Boys
10:05 Call Of The Wildman
10:30 Swamp Brothers
11:00 Tanked
11:55 Treehouse Masters
12:50 Weird Creatures With Nick Baker
13:45 Weird Creatures With Nick Baker
14:40 Weird Creatures With Nick Baker
15:35 Weird Creatures With Nick Baker
16:30 Weird Creatures With Nick Baker
17:25 Weird Creatures With Nick Baker
18:20 Tanked
19:15 Preposterous Pets
20:10 Animal Maternity Ward
21:05 Rogue Sharks
22:00 Preposterous Pets
22:55 Animal Maternity Ward
23:50 Untamed & Uncut

00:00 BBC World
01:00 BBC World
02:00 BBC World
03:00 BBC World
04:00 BBC World
05:00 BBC World
06:00 BBC World
07:00 BBC World
08:00 BBC World
09:00 BBC World
10:00 BBC World
11:00 BBC World
12:00 BBC World
13:00 BBC World
14:00 BBC World
15:00 BBC World
16:00 BBC World
17:00 BBC World
18:00 BBC World
19:00 BBC World
20:00 BBC World

00:00 Chelsea Lately
00:30 The Spin Crowd
00:55 The Spin Crowd
01:25 THS

00:00 For A Good Time, Call-18
02:00 Nick And Norah’s Infinite
Playlist-PG15
04:00 The New Guy-PG15
06:00 Barnyard-PG
08:00 Mrs. Doubtfire-PG
10:15 Stop! Or My Mom Will Shoot-
PG15
12:00 The New Guy-PG15
13:45 Tin Cup-PG15
16:00 Stop! Or My Mom Will Shoot-
PG15
18:00 Dating Coach-PG15
20:00 Ted-18
22:00 Tough Guys-PG15

01:30 The Paperboy-18
03:15 A Dangerous Woman-18
05:00 Deadly Spa-PG15
06:45 Ed Wood-PG15
09:00 Citizen Gangster-PG15
10:45 Stomp The Yard-PG15
12:45 Hoosiers-PG
14:45 The Flowers Of War-PG15
17:15 Stomp The Yard-PG15
19:15 Timer-PG15
21:00 American Gangster-18
23:45 Night Train To Lisbon-18

00:05 Doctors
00:40 Casualty
01:30 Mad Dogs
02:15 Incredible Journeys With Steve
Leonard
03:05 Alan Carr: Chatty Man
03:50 Getting On
04:20 The Weakest Link
05:00 Nuzzle & Scratch: Frock n Roll
05:20 The Green Balloon Club
05:45 Poetry Pie
05:50 Nina And The Neurons: In The
Lab
06:05 Bobinogs
06:15 Nuzzle & Scratch: Frock n Roll
06:35 The Green Balloon Club
07:00 Poetry Pie
07:05 Nina And The Neurons: In The
Lab
07:20 The Weakest Link
08:05 Doctor Who
08:50 Rev.
09:25 Only Fools And Horses
09:55 Absolutely Fabulous
10:25 Lorna Doone
11:15 The Weakest Link
12:05 Doctor Who
12:50 Casualty
13:45 Eastenders
14:15 Eastenders
14:40 Eastenders
15:15 Eastenders
15:45 Eastenders
16:10 Me & Mrs Jones
16:40 Me & Mrs Jones
17:15 Me & Mrs Jones
17:45 Me & Mrs Jones
18:15 Doctor Who
19:00 Being Erica
19:45 Alan Carr: Chatty Man
20:30 Mad Dogs
21:15 Pramface
21:45 Threesome
22:10 Me & Mrs Jones
22:40 Ideal
23:10 Incredible Journeys With Steve
Leonard

00:30 Fast N’ Loud
01:20 Wheeler Dealers
02:10 Extreme Car Hoarders
03:00 You Have Been Warned
03:50 Border Security
04:15 Baggage Battles
04:40 Lost And Sold
05:05 How It’s Made
05:30 How Stuff’s Made
06:00 Bear Grylls: Escape From Hell
07:00 You Have Been Warned
07:50 Treehouse Masters
08:40 Mythbusters
09:30 Ed Stafford: Naked And
Marooned
10:20 Bear Grylls: Escape From Hell
11:10 Dual Survival
12:00 Wheeler Dealers: Top 5
12:50 Wheeler Dealers: Top 5
13:40 Wheeler Dealers: Top 5
14:30 Wheeler Dealers: Top 5
15:20 Wheeler Dealers: Top 5
16:10 Wheeler Dealers: Top 5
17:00 Gold Rush
17:50 Klondike
18:40 Gold Divers
19:30 Ed Stafford: Naked And
Marooned
20:20 Bear Grylls: Escape From Hell
21:10 Dual Survival
22:00 The Liquidator
22:25 Lost And Sold

00:00 Nat Geo’s Top 10 Photos
01:00 Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey
02:00 Among The Great Apes
03:00 Science of Stupid
03:30 Science of Stupid
04:00 Situation Critical
05:00 Doomsday Preppers
06:00 Doomsday Preppers

00:20 Secret Life of Predators
01:10 Ragged Tooth
02:00 Going Wild
02:50 Outback Wrangler
03:45 Wild Gabon
04:40 World’s Weirdest
05:35 Hooked
06:30 Hooked
07:25 That Shouldn’t Fly
08:20 Animal Superpowers
09:15 Brilliant Beasts
10:10 World’s Wildest Encounters
11:05 Animals Gone Wild
12:00 Hooked
12:55 Snow Leopard of Afghanistan
13:50 Outback Wrangler
14:45 Wild Florida
15:40 Nordic Wild
16:35 Swamp Lions
17:30 Planet Carnivore
18:25 Search For The Giant Octopus
19:20 Hooked
20:10 Snow Leopard of Afghanistan
21:00 Outback Wrangler
21:50 Wild Florida
22:40 Nordic Wild
23:30 Swamp Lions

00:00 Graceland
01:00 The Client List
02:00 Survivor: Cagayan
03:00 Nip/Tuck
04:00 American Idol
05:00 Survivor: Cagayan

00:30 The Daily Show With Jon Stewart
01:30 It’s Always Sunny In Philadelphia
02:00 The League
02:30 Weeds
03:00 Last Man Standing
03:30 New Girl
04:00 Seinfeld
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
05:30 My Boys
06:00 The Goodwin Games
06:30 Friends
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:00 Seinfeld
08:30 My Boys
09:00 Last Man Standing
09:30 Enlisted
10:00 The Michael J. Fox Show
10:30 Friends
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
12:00 The Goodwin Games
12:30 Seinfeld
13:00 My Boys
13:30 Friends
14:00 New Girl
14:30 Enlisted
15:00 The Michael J. Fox Show
15:30 The Daily Show With Jon Stewart
16:30 The Goodwin Games
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 Dads
18:30 The Neighbors
19:00 Cougar Town
19:30 Melissa & Joey
20:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
21:00 The Daily Show With Jon Stewart
22:00 Saturday Night Live
23:00 Weeds
23:30 Late Night With Seth Meyers

01:00 Now Is Good
03:00 Hide Away
05:00 The Giant Mechanical Man
07:00 Red Lights
09:00 Now Is Good
11:00 Dream House
13:00 The Woman In The Fifth
15:00 The Speed Of Thought
17:00 Dark Tide
18:45 Anna Karenina
21:00 The Host
23:15 Mad Bastards

21:00 BBC World
22:00 BBC World
23:00 BBC World

00:00 The Big I Am
02:00 The Hills Have Eyes II
04:00 Summoned
06:00 Hellboy: Sword Of Storms
08:00 Stealth
10:00 The Bourne Legacy
12:15 Vantage Point
14:00 Grosse Pointe Blank
16:00 The Bourne Legacy
18:15 Romancing The Stone
20:15 Grosse Pointe Blank
22:15 Cherry Falls

00:35 Four Weddings UK
01:30 Tom Daley Goes Global
02:25 Blandings
02:55 Emmerdale
05:00 Coronation Street
07:15 Blandings
08:00 Blandings
08:25 Four Weddings UK
09:20 Tom Daley Goes Global
10:15 Vera
12:00 Dirk Gently
12:55 Come Dine With Me Ireland
13:20 The Hungry Sailors
14:10 The Jonathan Ross Show
15:00 Ant And Dec’s Saturday Night
Takeaway
16:00 Tom Daley Goes Global
16:50 Agatha Christie’s Poirot
18:30 Blandings
19:00 Ant And Dec’s Saturday Night
Takeaway
20:00 Tom Daley Goes Global
20:50 Blandings
21:25 Agatha Christie’s Poirot
23:15 Coronation Street

03:15 E! Investigates
04:10 E!ES
05:05 Extreme Close-Up
05:30 Extreme Close-Up
06:00 THS
07:50 Style Star
08:20 E! News
09:15 Fashion Police
09:45 The Fabulist
10:15 E!ES
11:10 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
12:05 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
13:05 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
14:05 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
18:00 E! News
19:00 Beyond Candid With Giuliana
20:00 Fashion Police
20:30 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
21:30 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills
22:00 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills
22:30 E! News
23:30 The Soup

07:00 A Traveler’s Guide To The
Planets
08:00 Nat Geo’s Top 10 Photos
09:00 Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey
10:00 Among The Great Apes
11:00 Science of Stupid
11:30 Science of Stupid
12:00 Situation Critical
13:00 Doomsday Preppers
14:00 Doomsday Preppers
15:00 A Traveler’s Guide To The
Planets
16:00 Nat Geo’s Top 10 Photos
17:00 Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey
18:00 Evolutions
19:00 Hard Time
20:00 Inside Combat Rescue
21:00 The Border
22:00 Sea Patrol
23:00 Wild Russia

06:00 Graceland
07:00 Devious Maids
08:00 Zero Hour
09:00 Glee
10:00 American Idol
11:00 Survivor: Cagayan
12:00 Devious Maids
13:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
14:00 Zero Hour
15:00 Graceland
16:00 Devious Maids
17:00 American Idol
19:00 Bones
20:00 Criminal Minds
21:00 Castle
22:00 Sons Of Anarchy
23:00 Nip/Tuck

00:00 The Hills Have Eyes II-18
02:00 Summoned-PG15
04:00 Hellboy: Sword Of Storms-PG
06:00 Stealth-PG15
08:00 The Bourne Legacy-PG15
10:15 Vantage Point-PG15
12:00 Grosse Pointe Blank-PG15
14:00 The Bourne Legacy-PG15
16:15 Romancing The Stone-PG15
18:15 Grosse Pointe Blank-PG15
20:15 Cherry Falls-18
22:00 Starship Troopers-18
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VANTAGE POINT ON OSN MOVIES HD ACTION 

02:00 Live NHL
05:00 Super Rugby
07:00 ICC Cricket 360
07:30 Total Rugby
08:00 Live NRL Premiership
10:00 Total Rugby
10:30 Live Super Rugby
12:30 Live Super Rugby
14:30 Trans World Sport
15:30 Total Rugby
16:00 Live Top 14
18:00 Live Super Rugby
20:00 Live Super Rugby
22:00 Futbol Mundial
22:30 Live Indy Car Series

01:15 Gaturro
02:45 Beethoven
04:15 Luke And Lucy: The Texas
Rangers
06:00 Gaturro
08:00 Moomins And The Comet Chase
10:00 Camp Nowhere
11:45 Angel’s Friends
13:15 Madagascar 3: Europe’s Most
Wanted
15:00 The Adventures Of Don Quixote
16:30 A Cat In Paris
18:00 Camp Nowhere
20:00 Shrek 2
22:00 The Adventures Of Don Quixote
23:45 A Cat In Paris

01:15 Gaturro
02:45 Beethoven
04:15 Luke And Lucy: The Texas
Rangers
06:00 Gaturro
08:00 Moomins And The Comet Chase
10:00 Camp Nowhere
11:45 Angel’s Friends
13:15 Madagascar 3: Europe’s Most
Wanted
15:00 The Adventures Of Don Quixote
16:30 A Cat In Paris
18:00 Camp Nowhere
20:00 Shrek 2
22:00 The Adventures Of Don Quixote
23:45 A Cat In Paris

00:00 Total Rugby
00:30 Trans World Sport
01:30 Futbol Mundial
02:00 Bellator MMA Season 10
04:00 Live Bellator MMA Season 10
06:00 Trans World Sport
07:00 Live AFL Premiership
10:00 ICC Cricket 360
10:30 Sevens World Series Highlights
11:00 Live HSBC Sevens World Series 
20:30 Live PGA Tour

02:00 ICC Cricket 360
02:30 IPL Highlights
03:30 IPL Highlights
04:30 IPL Highlights
05:30 IPL Highlights
06:30 ICC Cricket 360
07:00 IPL Highlights
08:00 IPL Highlights
09:00 ICC Cricket 360
09:30 IPL Highlights
10:30 IPL Highlights
11:30 IPL Highlights
12:30 IPL Highlights
13:30 Live IPL
17:00 ICC Cricket 360
17:30 Live IPL
21:00 ICC Cricket 360
21:30 IPL

00:00 That’s What She Said
02:00 Jack Reacher

Cannes will roll out the red carpet
on Wednesday for the start of the
world’s biggest movie festival,

with a line-up of directorial big guns
poised to go head-to-head in a year of
comebacks, swansongs and star debuts.
Heavyweights David Cronenberg, the
Dardenne brothers, Jean-Luc Godard,
Mike Leigh and Ken Loach are among
the film-makers who will battle it out for
the top Palme d’Or prize at the 67th
Cannes Film Festival.

Launching the 12-day movie extrava-
ganza with a blast of controversy will be
the premiere of “Grace of Monaco”, the
keenly awaited biopic in which Nicole
Kidman stars as the former Hollywood
actress Grace Kelly. Already embroiled
in not just one but two rows, the film
has become a high stakes affair for
French director Olivier Dahan who has
taken on both Grace’s princely family,
the Grimaldis, and US distributor Harvey
Weinstein in pursuit of his cinematic
vision.

Dahan and Weinstein have been
locked in a dispute for months over
what the Frenchman has called
Weinstein’s “catastrophic” alternative
version of the film. Dahan’s edit will be
the one shown at Cannes but reports
say Oscar-focused Weinstein is still not
happy and wants more scenes for US
audiences covering the actress’s time in
Hollywood. Grace’s children, who are
not expected at the premiere, have
denounced the film’s trailer as a “farce”
and accused its makers of hijacking
their family history for commercial pur-
poses.

High stakes premiere
There will, however, be no shortage

of star-wattage with Meryl Streep, John
Cusack, Robert Pattinson, Juliette
Binoche, Tim Roth and Kristen Stewart
among the red carpet possibles. Double
Oscar winner Sophia Loren, 79, one of
the last great sex symbols of the 1950s
and 1960s, will supply some old-school
glamour when she attends an out-of-
competition screening of her latest film
“The Human Voice”.

All eyes will also be on debuts by
Canadians Ryan Gosling and Xavier
Dolan. Gosling’s “Lost River”-in the new
talent Un Certain Regard section-will
test if the   33-year-old “Drive” star can
make the transition from leading man
to director. And wonderkid Dolan-who
at 25 has already had three films
screened at Cannes-will make his debut
in competition with “Mommy”.

Eighteen films will be in the running
for this year’s Palme d’Or with New
Zealand director Jane Campion heading

the festival jury. Famed for its winning
combination of French Riviera glitz and
arthouse gravitas, the festival prides
itself on discovering the movie world
“auteurs” of tomorrow such as Steven
Soderbergh and Quentin Tarantino.

Festival organizers select only a frac-
tion of the 1,700 films submitted each
year to compete for the top prize, with a
competition slot at Cannes considered
one of the greatest honors that can be
bestowed on a director. It will be the
end of an era if as expected Loach’s
“Jimmy’s Hall” turns out to be his final
feature film before he gives up the
director’s chair to concentrate on docu-
mentaries. The British veteran film-mak-
er and Cannes regular, 77, who made
his name with “Up the Junction” (1965),
“Cathy Come Home” (1966) and “Kes”
(1970), won the Palme d’Or in 2006 for
“The Wind that Shakes the Barley”.

Glitz and gravitas
Others for whom this year could be

their last Cannes outing include French
“New Wave” director Jean-Luc Godard,
now 83. Festival chief Thierry Fremaux
admits it is anyone’s guess whether the
Swiss Godard will  turn up for the
screening of his 3D film “Adieu au
Langage”. He skipped the premiere of
his movie “Socialism” in 2010, mysteri-
ously blaming “problems of the Greek
kind”.

“He has promised to be there, which
doesn’t mean anything of course,”
Fremaux joked last month. A more low
key US presence for 2014 comes in the
form of Tommy Lee Jones’ western “The
Homesman”, recommended to Fremaux
by last year’s head of the jury Steven
Spielberg. The film marks the “Men in
Black” actor’s first return to the compe-
tition since he brought “The Three
Burials of Melquiades Estrada” to the
Croisette in 2005.

Also back in competition are
Belgium’s Jean-Pierre and Luc
Dardenne with “Two Days, One Night”;
a win for the brothers would make them
the first film-makers to lift the Palme
d’Or for a third time. John Boorman’s
“Queen and Country”, being screened
out of competition in the Directors’
Fortnight, will be a festival highlight. 

The British director’s sequel to his
hugely popular 1987 film “Hope and
Glory” comes more than a quarter of a
century after that film picked up five
Oscar nominations. Asia and Africa,
meanwhile, will be represented in the
main competition this year by Japan’s
Naomi Kawase with “Still the Water” and
Abderrahmane Sissako from Mauritania
with “Timbuktu”. — AFP

04:15 Marvel’s The Invincible Iron Man
06:00 Super Buddies
08:00 Moonrise Kingdom
10:00 One Life
11:45 Jack Reacher
14:00 Ice Age: Continental Drift
16:00 Moonrise Kingdom
18:00 The Last Stand
20:00 Taken 2
22:00 12 Rounds 2: Reloaded

01:25 The Outfit
03:15 Sitting Target
04:45 The Hill-PG
07:00 The Band Wagon-FAM
08:50 Operation Crossbow-PG
10:45 TCM Presents Under...-PG
11:15 TCM Presents Under The...-PG
11:45 Ocean’s Eleven-PG
13:50 The Hill-PG
16:00 It Happened At The World’s Fair-
FAM
17:50 Ben-Hur-PG
21:30 TCM Presents Under The...-U
22:00 Telefon-PG
23:50 Westworld

Movie heavyweights
line up in race 

for Cannes glory
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Embassy of Cuba 

The visa to the Republic of Cuba  is only for purposes of
tourism (Tourist visa) issued for Kuwaiti  citizens and foreign
residents in Kuwait.  It is valid for one single entrance into

national territory for a 30-days trip and can be extend it for an
additional 30 days at the office in the
hotel where you have accommodations
or at the immigration authority. Children
must have their own Tourist Visa even if
they are travelling under their parents’

passport(s). To obtain this visa in person at the Consulate, these
documents are needed: Valid passport, return air ticket, accom-
modation in Cuba, payment required, travel insurance, one pho-
to. Fill application form. The Embassy is located in Rawda, Block 3,
Abu Hayan Al-Tawhedy St., House No. 74, opening hours from
8:30 am to 2 pm  from Sunday till Thursday.

Embassy of India 

It has come to our notice that a fake website (www.indiavisa.co.in)
was in circulation for applying the Indian Visa for online visa seek-
ers. Following points may be noted down:

1. It is compulsory to fill the visa application online. The proper
website address is www.indianvisaon-
line.gov.in Once the online application is
filled, the printout is taken for submit-
ting to the outsource visa centre at BLS
International Sharq and Fahaheel. In
case of Special and diplomatic passports,
the application has to be submitted to

Embassy of India, Kuwait. 
2. There is no provision of online payment of visa fee. So any

website asking for visa fee by credit/debit card is fake website.
The visa fee is actually deposited as cash in the outsourcing
centre at BLS International Sharq and Fahaheel with the copy
of online filled application.

3. Any such instances of fake website should be brought to the
immediate notice of the Embassy of India by email
(ssinfo@indembkwt.org) or mobile to A.K. Srivastava (mob
number 97229914). 

Send to What’s On 
upcoming events, birthdays or 
celebrations by email: 
local@kuwaittimes.net 
Fax: 24835619 / 20

Write to us

Embassy of Ukraine

The Embassy of Ukraine in the State of Kuwait would like
to inform that the external polling station No 900046 of
the Presidential elections was created in the Embassy’s

premises at the following address:
Hawalli, Jabriya, block 10, Street 6,
building 5.  The working hours for the
polling station are; Sunday-Thursday,
from 15.00 to 17.00 pm. On May 25,
2014 the working hours of the polling
station will be from 8.00 am to 20.00

pm. Citizens of Ukraine are kindly advised to refer to the
Embassy’s website to check their data in the Electoral Register
as well as to pick up their personal invitation from the polling
station if they did not receive this document by post.

Facebook friends hold meeting

The popular Social Media Network Gathering Group- UFM FB Friends Association in Kuwait conducted its 5th friendly meet-
ing named “MAZHANOOLUKAL”. Kuwait’s renowned media person Malayil Moossakka was the chief guest. The event hon-
ored Babu Chakola who is the award winner of Kerala Music & Drama Academy. The event was presided by Deepak Cochin

and was inaugurated by Shamsu Kollam. Habib Kakkoor welcomed the audience and speeches followed by well wishers Hamsa
Payyannur, Jose Jacob, Shafi Makati and Shobha Nair. The stage has been organized and controlled by Nijaz Kassim and Niranjan
Thampuru. During this meeting, Jamshad Ayoub, Abhilash and  Subhash were elected as conveners to form a trust to generate
treatment fund for  a needy two and half year old kid “ Ardri Nadh”  who is admitted in Sri Chithra Hospital. The function ended
with Anoop’s vote of thanks.

KERA holds ‘VASANTHOLSAVAM’

KERA (Kuwait Ernakulam Residents Association) conducted “VASANTHOLSAVAM” 2014 - a cultural extravaganza at United
Indian School Auditorium - Abbassiya on 2nd May 2014. The formal Inaugural function was presided by the Acting
President of KERA Sebastian Peter. Benny KO (Event Co-ordinator) delivered the welcome speech. The cultural program was

inaugurated by the chief guest JS Dangi - second Secretary of Indian Embassy (Community Affairs and Education). Dr Nampoothiri
(IDF),  Dr Noble Zakkaria, Adv John Thomas  Sathaar Kunnel jointly lighted the lamp. KERA Treasurer Anil Kumar S, Legal Adviser
Varghese and Vanithavedi convener Theresa Antony also adorned the dignitaries on the dais. The Souvenir named as “SPAR-
SHAM” was released during the event by Souvenir Editor Bobby Paul Joy giving the first copy to Sathaar Kunnel. KERA honored
the brilliant students from Ernakulam District with medals for their academic excellence in the annual examinations. The prizes for
the winners of various competitions were also distributed during the event. Colorful cultural programs including classical dances,
cinematic dances, orchestra, instrumental fusion music, mimics etc were performed by the talent group of KERA.
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Kerala Latin Community representatives (from left) Samson David, Bacon Joseph, Sajeev Pazhampilly, Nelson Serafin, Tommy Ignatius, Sharry Peter, visited His
Excellency Sunil Jain and briefed the objectives and areas of KLCK activities. 

India International School held its Investiture Ceremony
for Junior section on 30th April, 2014. The ceremony was
graced by the presence of Mariam Dasti - the Chief

Guest Inspector from the Ministry of private Education the
Director; Malayil Moosa Koya, Principal F M Basheer Ahmed,
VP Narinder Kaur and the Section Vice Principals Salim,
Sophy John, Indulekha and Sapna Raoof. The Principal
delivered his welcome address.

The newly elected Council members were adorned with
sashes and the Head Boy Asikul Islam and the Head Girl
Aleena John received the school flag from the principal.
This was followed by the honoring ceremony of the school
student council. The Chief Guest Mariam Dasti honored the
Head Boy, the Head Girl, the Assistant Head Boy and the
assistant Head Girl by pinning their badges to them. The
rest of the council members were honored by the Director,

Principal, Senior vice Principal, Section vice Principals and
by their respective House Mistresses and their associates.
Following this was the Oath taking ceremony which was
delivered by the Principal. The entire council took their
Oath to discharge their duties with utmost sincerity with-
out any fear or favor. The head boy and the head girl in
their speech promised a definite change for a better tomor-
row. 

Juniors Investiture Ceremony at IIS



Carcinogen risk 
with e-cigarettes 

WASHINGTON: Eight members of the US Senate are call-
ing on the Food and Drug Administration to examine new
research suggesting that some electronic cigarettes can
produce dangerous carcinogens similar to those from tra-
ditional cigarettes.

In a letter sent Thursday, the Democratic lawmakers say
that the FDA should work to protect e- cigarette users and
those nearby from cancer-causing vapors apparently pro-
duced by high-powered nicotine devices, known as tank
systems.

Electronic cigarettes mainly consist of a battery, heat-
ing coil and a tank that holds flavored liquid nicotine. As
users puff on the e-cigarette, the battery heats the coil and
the liquid is turned into a vapor that is inhaled like smoke
from a traditional cigarette. Tank systems are generally
larger e-cigarettes - about the size of an electronic tooth-
brush - that can hold more nicotine and an extended bat-
tery supply. Studies first reported by The New York Times
suggest that these devices get hot enough to produce
toxic chemicals like formaldehyde, a carcinogen also
found in traditional cigarettes.

E-cigarette proponents have argued that the devices
are a safer alternative to cigarettes because they do not
produce the smoke and tar caused by burning tobacco.
But the new research by scientists at the Roswell Park
Cancer Institute challenges that reasoning, at least for
some products. The Buffalo, New York-based center’s
study is scheduled for publication later this month in the
Nicotine and Tobacco Research journal, according to the
Times.

The findings also raise questions about the potential
hazards of e-cigarettes for non-users who inadvertently
inhale their vapors. New York City, Chicago and Los
Angeles have all recently instituted bans on the use of e-
cigarettes in certain indoor areas and public places.

Key questions
Last month the FDA announced it would begin regulat-

ing the emerging e-cigarette field. But the senators point
out that the FDA’s proposal focuses mainly on e-cigarette
ingredients, rather than the vapors they produce.

“We simply cannot afford to lag behind in our com-
plete understanding of the health consequences to the
user and bystander of these and other advanced nicotine
delivery products,” states the letter. It was signed by Sens.
Edward J. Markey, D-Mass., Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio,
Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., Jeff Merkley, D-Ore., Jack Reed, D-
Conn., Richard Blumenthal, D-Conn., Tom Harkin, D-Iowa,
and Dick Durbin, D-Ill.

An FDA spokeswoman said in a statement that the
agency is also funding research into the safety of e-ciga-
rette vapor, including one of the studies referenced by the
senators.

“Where the science does not exist, we are able to fund
the research to answer key questions related to e-ciga-
rette safety and consumer behavior. In fact, FDA is funding
dozens of studies that will help answer those questions,
including four studies alone that will focus on the con-
tents of e-cigarette vapor,” said Jennifer Haliski in an
emailed statement.—AP
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NEW YORK: Talia Eisenberg, co-founder of the
Henley Vaporium, uses her vaping device in New
York. Soon, the Food and Drug Administration
will propose rules for e-cigarettes.  —AP

WASHINGTON: Genetically modified foods
have been around for years, but most
Americans have no idea if they are eating
them. The Food and Drug Administration
says they don’t need to be labeled, so the
state of Vermont has moved forward on its
own. On Thursday, Gov. Peter Shumlin signed
legislation making his state the first to require
labeling of genetically modified organisms, or
GMOs.

What about the rest of the country? And
does labeling matter? There’s a lot of confu-
sion about genetically modified foods and
their safety.

Some people feel very strongly about
GMOs. Opponents, who at times have
protested in the streets, say consumers have
the right to know whether their food contains
GMOs. The Vermont law is their first major
victory.

The food industry and companies that
genetically engineer seeds have pushed back
against the labeling laws, saying GMOs are
safe and labels would be misleading.

“It’s really polarizing,” says New York
University’s Marion Nestle, a professor of
nutrition and food studies. “There’s no middle
ground.”

A look at the debate and some of the facts
about genetically modified foods:

What they are
GMOs are not really a “thing,” Nestle says,

and that’s hard for the average consumer to
grasp. You can’t touch or feel a GMO.

Genetically modified foods are plants or
animals that have had genes copied from
other plants or animals inserted into their
DNA. It’s not a new idea - humans have been
tinkering with genes for centuries through
selective breeding. Think dogs bred to be
more docile pets, cattle bred to be beefier or
tomatoes bred to be sweeter. Turkeys were
bred to have bigger breasts - better for
Thanksgiving dinner.

What’s different about genetically modi-
fied or engineered foods is that the manipula-
tion is done in a lab. Engineers don’t need to
wait for nature to produce a desired gene;
they speed up the process by transferring a
gene from one plant or animal to another.

What are the desired traits? Most of the

nation’s corn and soybeans are genetically
engineered to resist pesticides and herbi-
cides. A papaya in Hawaii is modified to resist
a virus. The FDA is considering an application
from a Massachusetts company to approve a
genetically engineered salmon that would
grow faster than traditional salmon.

Grocery cart
Most of the genetically modified corn and

soybeans are used in cattle feed, or are made
into ingredients like corn oil, corn starch, high
fructose corn syrup or soybean oil.

Even in some of those products, the man-
ufacturing process itself may remove some of
the GMOs.

A few fruits and vegetables are engi-
neered - the Hawaiian papaya and some
squash and zucchini, for example. Only a
small amount of sweet corn, the corn we eat,
is genetically modified.

But there’s no genetically modified meat
or fish, like the fast-growing salmon, in the
market now; the Food and Drug

Administration has yet to approve any.

The risks
The vast majority of scientific research has

found genetically engineered foods to be
generally safe.

An Italian scientist’s review of 10 years of
research, published in 2013, concluded that
the scientific research conducted so far has
not detected “any significant hazard directly
connected with the use of GM crops.”

One French research team raised safety
questions, but their much-criticized 2012
study linking genetically modified corn to rat
tumors was retracted in 2013 by the scientific
publisher, who cited weak evidence support-
ing the conclusions.

Even the food police say they are safe: The
Center for Science in the Public Interest, a
well-known critic of food companies and arti-
ficial and unhealthy ingredients in foods, has
not opposed genetically modified foods, on
the basis that there’s no evidence they are
harmful.

Though what we are eating now appears
safe, the main concerns for the future would
be new genetically engineered foods - from
the United States or abroad - that somehow

become allergenic or toxic through the engi-
neering process. The FDA says the foods they
have evaluated to this point have not been
any more likely to cause an allergic or toxic
reaction than foods from traditionally bred
plants.

Unlike animals, the FDA is not required to
approve genetically engineered crops for
consumption. However, most companies will
go through a voluntary safety review process
before they put them on the market.

The benefits
There are clear benefits for the agricultural

industry - the crops that are resistant to pesti-
cides and herbicides, for example. And com-
panies like Monsanto that produce modified
seeds say their technologies will be needed
to feed a rising world population as they
engineer crops to adapt to certain climates
and terrains.

While most modified foods have so far
been grown to resist chemicals or disease,
advocates envision engineering crops to
make them more nutritious as well. Food ani-
mals have been engineered to be bred to be
free of diseases, be cleaner in their environ-
ments or grow more efficiently, though none
has yet been approved in the United States.

The politics
There is an escalating political fight

between the labeling advocates and the food
industry, which has dug in against labeling. In
the absence of a federal labeling standard,
GMO opponents have gone to the states to
try to get a patchwork of labeling laws
approved - a move that could eventually
force a national standard.

Ballot measures in California and
Washington state failed, but the legislative
effort prevailed in Vermont. Maine and
Connecticut also have passed laws requiring
labels, but they don’t take effect unless other
states follow suit. The food industry is widely
expected to challenge the Vermont law in
court.

The state efforts aren’t slowing down.
According to the National Conference of
State Legislatures, there are 85 pending GMO
labeling bills in 29 states.

In Congress, the food industry is pushing a
House bill that would head off efforts to
enact mandatory labeling of genetically mod-
ified ingredients by proposing new voluntary
labels nationwide - an attempted end run
around the state-by-state laws.

The future
Safe or not, consumers are increasingly

interested in what is in their food, including
GMOs.

“There’s so much confusing speech on
food packaging and food advertising that
consumers are often buying things they think
are GMO free when they are not,” says Scott
Faber of the Environmental Working Group,
which is pushing for the labels.

Faber and other labeling proponents say
it’s about transparency, not technology. They
say there is precedent, like orange juice labels
that say whether the juice is from concen-
trate.

David Ropeik, the author of the book
“How Risky Is It, Really? Why Our Fears Don’t
Always Match the Facts,” says he thinks the
food industry should endorse labeling so it
can move past the debate. —AFP

Genetically modified foods 
confuse US consumers 

There’s no middle ground

WORCESTER: Katie Spring rolls up plastic that was used to cover certain
plants during the winter in a field at the Good Heart Farmstead in
Worcester. Spring and her husband Edge Fuentes, who both own the
farm, back the GMO labeling bill passed by the Vermont legislature.  —AP
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Kuwait
KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY

(08/05/2014 TO 14/05/2014)

SHARQIA-1
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 1:00 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 3:00 PM
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 5:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 7:45 PM
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 9:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 11:45 PM

SHARQIA-2
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 1:45 PM
JUNGLE SHUFFLE (DIG) 4:30 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG-3D) 6:30 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 9:15 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 12:05 AM

SHARQIA-3
JOE (DIG) 1:00 PM
TINKER BELL AND THE PIRATE FAIRY (DIG) 3:30 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 5:30 PM
JOE (DIG) 7:30 PM
JOE (DIG) 10:00 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 12:30 AM

MUHALAB-1
JOE (DIG) 1:30 PM
TINKER BELL AND THE PIRATE FAIRY (DIG) 4:00 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 6:15 PM
JOE (DIG) 8:15 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 10:45 PM
JOE (DIG) 12:45 AM

MUHALAB-2
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 1:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 3:45 PM
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 5:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 7:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 10:00 PM
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 12:05 AM

MUHALAB-3
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 2:00 PM
JUNGLE SHUFFLE (DIG) 5:00 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 7:00 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG-3D) 9:45 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 12:30 AM

FANAR-1
TRACKS (DIG) 1:15 PM
RIO 2 (DIG) 3:30 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 5:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 8:00 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 10:15 PM
TRACKS (DIG) 12:30 AM

FANAR-2
TINKER BELL AND THE PIRATE FAIRY (DIG) 12:30 PM
TINKER BELL AND THE PIRATE FAIRY (DIG) 2:30 PM
JOE (DIG) 4:30 PM
JOE (DIG) 7:00 PM
JOE (DIG) 9:30 PM
JOE (DIG) 12:05 AM

FANAR-3
BRICK MANSIONS (DIG) 12:30 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 2:15 PM
TRACKS (DIG) 5:00 PM
TRACKS (DIG) 7:15 PM
TRACKS (DIG) 9:30 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 11:45 PM

FANAR-4
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 1:45 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 4:30 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 7:15 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 10:00 PM
IN THE BLOOD (DIG) 12:45 AM

FANAR-5
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 2:00 PM
NO FRI+SAT
JUNGLE SHUFFLE (DIG) 2:00 PM
FRI+SAT
JUNGLE SHUFFLE (DIG) 4:15 PM
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 6:15 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 8:15 PM

THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 10:15 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 12:15 AM

MARINA-1
JUNGLE SHUFFLE (DIG) 1:30 PM
JUNGLE SHUFFLE (DIG) 3:30 PM
JOE (DIG) 5:30 PM
TRACKS (DIG) 8:00 PM
JOE (DIG) 10:15 PM
JOE (DIG) 12:45 AM

MARINA-2
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 1:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 3:45 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 5:45 PM
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 7:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 9:45 PM
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 12:05 AM

MARINA-3
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 1:00 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 4:00 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG-3D) 6:45 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 9:30 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 12:15 AM

AVENUES-1
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 2:30 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 5:30 PM
NO FRI+SAT
Special Show “THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG)” 5:30 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 8:30 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 11:30 PM

AVENUES-2
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 1:15 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 3:30 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 5:45 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 8:00 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 10:15 PM
THE QUIET ONES (DIG) 12:30 AM

AVENUES-3
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 12:30 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 2:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 5:00 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 7:15 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 9:45 PM
SALEM ABO OKHTO (DIG) (Arabic) 12:05 AM
NO SUN+TUE+WED
AVENUES-4
JOE (DIG) 1:15 PM
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 3:45 PM
JOE (DIG) 5:45 PM
Special Show “TINKER BELL 
AND THE PIRATE FAIRY (DIG)” 5:45 PM
JOE (DIG) 8:15 PM
THE LOVE PUNCH (DIG) 10:45 PM
JOE (DIG) 12:45 AM

360 º- 1
JOE (DIG) 1:00 PM
JOE (DIG) 3:30 PM
JOE (DIG) 6:00 PM
JOE (DIG) 8:30 PM
JOE (DIG) 11:00 PM

360 º- 2
TRACKS (DIG) 1:45 PM
TRACKS (DIG) 4:15 PM
TRACKS (DIG) 6:45 PM
TRACKS (DIG) 9:15 PM
TRACKS (DIG) 11:45 PM
NO SUN+TUE+WED

360 º- 3
TINKER BELL AND THE PIRATE FAIRY (DIG) 2:00 PM
TINKER BELL AND THE PIRATE FAIRY (DIG-3D) 3:45 PM
TINKER BELL AND THE PIRATE FAIRY (DIG) 5:45 PM
TINKER BELL AND THE PIRATE FAIRY (DIG-3D) 8:00 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 9:45 PM
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 (DIG) 12:30 AM
NO SUN+TUE+WED

Prayer timings
Fajr: 03:31
Shorook 04:59
Duhr: 11:44
Asr: 15:20
Maghrib: 18:30 
Isha: 19:55

CHANGE OF NAME MATRIMONIAL

FOR SALE

ACCOMMODATION

Nissan Altima, 2008 model,
silver color, full options,
excellent condition. KD 1,900.
Tel: 66729295. 
(C 4714)

Toyota Prado, model 2006,
golden color, (4-clr) excellent
condition. KD 3,450. Mob:
50994848. (C 4715)
4-5-2014

I, Sarfraz Hussain, holder of
Indian Passport No. F
8709331 hereby change my
name to Sarfraz Hussain
Diwan as per Gazette of
Gujarat State, India. (C 4718)
9-5-2014

I, Mohdmed Shabeer, Indian
Passport No: J5340171, here-
by change my name to
Mohamed Shabeer. (C 4716)
5-5-2014

CSI parents working in
Kuwait invite proposals for
their son 28/182, Mechanical
Engineer working for Kuwait
University, from parents of
God fearing girls from
Kuwait. Email:
quick_lilloo@yahoo.com 
(C 4713)
7-5-2014

REQUIRED

Laborer to work in car
wash to wipe cars,

salary KD 80 and 
commission KD 200,

article 18 and
transferable residence, 

no  experience required. 
Contact: Mr Abrar,
mobile: 97804195.

Sharing accommodation
available for decent execu-
tive bachelors at Abbassiya
near United Indian School
(Kalabhavan building) sepa-
rate bathroom/ balcony, rent
KD 75. Tel: 50903076.
(C 4717)
10-5-2014



Directorate General of Civil Aviation Home Page (www.kuwait-airport.com.kw)

Arrival Flights on Saturday 10/5/2014
Airlines Flt Route Time
QTR 1084 Doha 00:05
JZR 239 Amman 00:20
JZR 267 Beirut 00:25
JZR 539 Cairo 00:30
DLH 637 Dammam 00:35
PGT 858 Istanbul 01:25
JZR 555 Alexandria 01:25
SAI 441 Lahore 01:35
THY 764 Istanbul 01:40
RJA 642 Amman 01:45
GFA 211 Bahrain 01:55
UAE 853 Dubai 02:25
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 02:30
JAI 576 Kochi/Abu Dhabi 02:35
PIA 239 Lahore 03:05
FDB 5067 Dubai 03:05
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
OMA 643 Muscat 03:20
QTR 1076 Doha 03:25
MSC 401 Alexandria 04:00
THY 770 Istanbul 04:35
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
KAC 412 Manila/Bangkok 06:15
JZR 529 Asyut 06:35
BAW 157 London 06:35
KAC 416 Jakarta/Kuala Lumpur 06:40
FDB 053 Dubai 07:00
KAC 382 Delhi 07:30
KAC 204 Lahore 07:35
JZR 503 Luxor 07:40
KAC 302 Mumbai 07:50
KAC 206 Islamabad 07:50
QTR 1086 Doha 07:55
KAC 352 Kochi 08:05
KAC 344 Chennai 08:20
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
KAC 362 Colombo 08:45
ABY 125 Sharjah 08:50
KAC 284 Dhaka 08:55
IRM 1186 Tehran 09:10
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:30
FDB 5055 Dubai 09:35
QTR 1070 Doha 10:00
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
IAW 157 Baghdad/Al Najaf 11:00
MSC 405 Sohag 11:20
JZR 325 Al Najaf 11:25
IRM 1188 Mashhad 11:50
JZR 151 Dubai 11:50
SYR 341 Damascus 12:05
FDB 055 Dubai 12:40
JZR 241 Amman 12:40
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
FDB 057 Dubai 12:55
MRJ 4815 Mashhad 12:55
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
MSR 579 Sohag 13:05
THY 766 Istanbul 13:10
IRM 1184 Shiraz 13:30
QTR 1078 Doha 13:45
KAC 546 Alexandria 14:15
MSR 575 Sharm el-Sheikh 14:15
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20
JZR 779 Jeddah 14:20
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
IRC 526 Mashhad 14:30
KNE 472 Jeddah 14:40
JZR 357 Mashhad 14:50
KAC 522 Al Najaf 14:55
KAC 788 Jeddah 15:00
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
KNE 470 Jeddah 15:35
KNE 462 Madinah 15:45
TBZ 5483 Mashhad 15:50
RJA 640 Amman 15:55
KNE 460 Riyadh 15:55
KAC 672 Dubai 16:00
KAC 118 New York 16:00
JZR 535 Cairo 16:05
QTR 1072 Doha 16:15
JZR 125 Bahrain 16:25
FDB 051 Dubai 16:40
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 16:45

NIA 251 Alexandria 16:50
UAE 857 Dubai 16:55
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
UAL 982 IAD 17:25
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 177 Dubai 17:45
KAC 176 Geneva/Frankfurt 17:45
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:50
IZG 4161 Mashhad 18:00
KAC 542 Cairo 18:15
QTR 1080 Doha 18:25
FDB 063 Dubai 18:35
KAC 104 London 18:45
JAV 621 Amman 18:50
IRA 669 Mashhad 18:50
ABY 129 Sharjah 18:55
KAC 618 Doha 19:00
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
KAC 774 Riyadh 19:15
KAC 502 Beirut 19:20
KAC 674 Dubai 19:25
KAC 742 Dammam 19:30
JAI 572 Mumbai 19:35
KAC 614 Bahrain 19:35
OMA 647 Muscat 19:55
KAC 562 Amman 20:00
KNE 474 Jeddah 20:00
FDB 5061 Dubai 20:05
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:15
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
JZR 189 Dubai 20:25
MSR 618 Alexandria 20:30
KLM 415 Amsterdam 21:05
ALK 229 Colombo 21:10
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:30
QTR 1074 Doha 21:30
FDB 059 Dubai 21:40
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45
KNE 480 Taif 22:00
AIC 975 Chennai/Goa 22:25
KAC 786 Jeddah 22:40
UAL 981 Bahrain 22:40
JZR 185 Dubai 22:55
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:20
THY 772 Istanbul 23:45

Departure Flights on Saturday 10/5/2014
Airlines Flt Route TimeAIC
976 Goa/Chennai 00:05
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:20
KLM 413 Amsterdam 00:55
JZR 502 Luxor 01:30
DLH 637 Frankfurt 01:35
THY 773 Istanbul 02:20
SAI 442 Lahore 02:35
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:55
FDB 5068 Dubai 03:45
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:20
OMA 644 Muscat 04:20
QTR 1077 Doha 04:25
PIA 240 Sialkot/Islamabad 04:35
MSC 406 Sohag 05:00
QTR 1085 Doha 05:20
UAE 854 Dubai 05:30
THY 765 Istanbul 06:00
JAI 575 Abu Dhabi/Kochi 06:30
RJA 643 Amman 06:35
THY 771 Istanbul 06:50
GFA 212 Bahrain 07:00
JZR 240 Amman 07:05
JZR 150 Dubai 07:15
KAC 545 Alexandria 07:20
FDB 054 Dubai 07:50
JZR 324 Al Najaf 08:05
BAW 156 London 08:25
JZR 778 Jeddah 08:45
QTR 1087 Doha 08:55
JZR 356 Mashhad 09:00
JZR 534 Cairo 09:15
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:30
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:35
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:15

FDB 5056 Dubai 10:15
IRM 1185 Shiraz 10:20
KAC 101 London/New York 10:25
QTR 1071 Doha 11:00
KAC 521 Al Najaf 11:15
KAC 671 Dubai 11:20
KAC 541 Cairo 11:30
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
KAC 501 Beirut 11:40
KAC 165 Rome/Paris 11:45
IAW 158 Al Najaf/Baghdad 12:00
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:15
MSC 402 Alexandria 12:20
SYR 342 Damascus 13:05
JZR 176 Dubai 13:10
IRM 1189 Mashhad 13:15
FDB 056 Dubai 13:20
JZR 124 Bahrain 13:30
FDB 058 Dubai 13:45
MSR 580 Sohag 13:50
MRJ 4814 Mashhad 13:55
MSR 611 Cairo 4:00
THY 767 Istanbul 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
IRM 1187 Tehran 14:40
KAC 561 Amman 14:45
QTR 1079 Doha 14:55
MSR 576 Sharm el-Sheikh 15:00
KAC 673 Dubai 15:05
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05
KAC 617 Doha 15:30
IRC 527 Mashhad 15:30
KNE 473 Jeddah 15:35
KAC 773 Riyadh 15:50
JZR 188 Dubai 15:50
SVA 505 Jeddah 16:00
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
KNE 471 Jeddah 16:30
KNE 463 Madinah 16:30
KAC 741 Dammam 16:30
KAC 613 Bahrain 16:35
KNE 481 Taif 16:40
RJA 641 Amman 16:55
KAC 785 Jeddah 17:00
JZR 266 Beirut 17:05
QTR 1073 Doha 17:20
TBZ 5484 Mashhad 17:30
JZR 538 Cairo 17:40
FDB 052 Dubai 17:40
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 17:45
NIA 252 Alexandria 17:50
UAE 858 Dubai 18:15
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
JZR 184 Dubai 18:20
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
UAL 982 Bahrain 18:40
JZR 238 Amman 18:45
IZG 4162 Mashhad 19:00
QTR 1081 Doha 19:25
KAC 287 Dhaka 19:30
ABY 120 Sharjah 19:40
FDB 064 Dubai 19:50
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
IRA 666 Esfahan 19:55
JAV 622 Amman 19:55
KAC 363 Colombo 20:05
JAI 571 Mumbai 20:35
KNE 475 Jeddah 20:45
KAC 331 Trivandrum 20:50
FDB 5062 Dubai 20:50
OMA 648 Muscat 20:55
KAC 351 Kochi 21:05
JZR 552 Alexandria 21:15
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
MSR 607 Luxor 21:25
KAC 543 Cairo 21:30
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
KLM 415 Dammam/Amsterdam 22:05
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:15
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
UAE 860 Dubai 22:25
KAC 381 Delhi 22:30
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:40
QTR 1075 Doha 22:40
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:45
KNE 461 Riyadh 22:50
FDB 060 Dubai 23:00
KAC 205 Islamabad 23:35
KAC 411 Bangkok/Manila 23:40

DIAL 161 FOR AIRPORT INFORMATION 

In case you are not travelling, your proper cancellation
of bookings will help other passengers use seats

i n f o r m a t i o n
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ACROSS
1. A label made of cardboard or plastic or metal.
4. Easily calmed or pacified.
12. United States musician (born in Japan) who married John Lennon and collaborat-
ed with him on recordings (born in 1933).
15. A river in north central Switzerland that runs northeast into the Rhine.
16. A single symbol that represents an entire word or phrase.
17. Worthless or oversimplified ideas.
18. An industrial city in southern Poland on the Vistula.
20. English monk and scholar (672-735).
21. How long something has existed.
22. Produced by aphesis.
24. Being or containing or characterized by vowels.
26. Lower in esteem.
28. (Old Testament) The minister of the Persian emperor who hated the Jews and was
hanged for plotting to massacre them.
30. A city in western Germany near the Dutch and Belgian borders.
34. A colorless and odorless inert gas.
39. Formerly included in genus Cedrela.
40. Diabetes caused by a relative or absolute deficiency of insulin and characterized by
polyuria.
42. 100 chetrums equal 1 ngultrum.
43. Suitable for use as food.
46. A gonadotropic hormone that is secreted by the anterior pituitary.
47. A unit of surface area equal to 100 square meters.
48. A benign epithelial tumor of glandular origin.
49. Male hawk especially male peregrine or gyrfalcon.
53. A city in south central Belgium situated on a promontory between the Meuse River
and the Sambre River.
54. A digital display that uses liquid crystal cells that change reflectivity in an applied
electric field.
56. Characterized by speed.
57. A soft yellowish-white trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group.
59. Either of two muscles of the abdomen and pelvis that flex the trunk and rotate the
thigh.
61. Of or relating to or supporting Islamism.
65. A pseudoscientific forerunner of chemistry in medieval times.
69. South American wood sorrel cultivated for its edible tubers.
70. Having or using only one filament.
73. The cry made by sheep.
74. Tastelessness by virtue of being cheap and vulgar.
75. The literary intelligentsia.
76. A slippery or viscous liquid or liquefiable substance not miscible with water.
77. A sweetened beverage of diluted fruit juice.
78. Trees or shrubs of the families Ebenaceae or Sapotaceae or Styracaceae or
Symplocaceae.
79. The compass point that is midway between north and northeast.

C R O S S W O R D 5 4 3
DOWN

1. The basic unit of money in Bangladesh.
2. An association of people to promote the welfare of senior citizens.
3. United States evangelical preacher famous as a mass evangelist (born in 1918).
4. Any of several trees of the genus Platanus having thin pale bark that scales off in
small plates and lobed leaves and ball-shaped heads of fruits.
5. United States prizefighter who was world heavyweight campion for 12 years (1914-
1981).
6. A soft white precious univalent metallic element having the highest electrical and
thermal conductivity of any metal.
7. Nut of any of several trees of the genus Corylus.
8. Title for a civil or military leader (especially in Turkey).
9. A diacritical mark (u-curved) placed over a vowel to indicate a short sound.
10. A lake in northwestern Russia north of St. Petersburg.
11. Cause to grow thin or weak.
12. A translucent mineral consisting of hydrated silica of variable color.
13. Medium-sized tree having glossy lanceolate leaves.
14. An organization of countries formed in 1961 to agree on a common policy for the
sale of petroleum.
19. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a skewer usually with vegetables.
23. A ductile gray metallic element of the lanthanide series.
25. A cravat with wide square ends.
27. A federation of North American labor unions that merged with the Congress of
Industrial Organizations in 1955.
29. A large fleet.
31. Roman lyric poet said to have influenced English poetry (65-8 BC).
32. Made tough by habitual exposure.
33. As follows.
35. A form of entertainment that enacts a story by a sequence of images giving the
illusion of continuous movement.
36. Conforming to an ultimate standard of perfection or excellence.
37. A chronic inflammatory collagen disease affecting connective tissue (skin or joints).
38. Not fake or counterfeit.
41. Little known Kamarupan languages.
44. A model or standard for making comparisons.
45. Frogs, toads, tree toads.
50. Place or set apart.
51. Any heathlike evergreen shrub of the genus Epacris grown for their showy and
crowded spikes of small bell-shaped or tubular flowers.
52. The 20th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
55. A person forced to flee from home or country.
58. (Sumerian and Babylonian) A solar deity.
60. Small evergreen shrub of Pacific coast of North America having edible dark purple
grape-size berries.
62. Any of a number of fishes of the family Carangidae.
63. Sterile offspring of a male donkey and a female horse.
64. Make reference to.
66. Very dark black.
67. Most important element.
68. A university in Connecticut.
71. 100 fen equal 1 yuan.
72. A self-funded retirement plan that allows you to contribute a limited yearly sum
toward your retirement.
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LOS ANGELES: San Francisco Giants’ Angel Pangan (right) celebrates with Brandon
Crawford, center, as Gregor Blanco looks on after a baseball game against the Los
Angeles Dodgers in Los Angeles on Thursday, May 8, 2014. — AP 

DETROIT: Dallas Keuchel outpitched col-
lege roommate Drew Smyly,  and the
Houston Astros beat Detroit  6-2 on
Thursday to stop the Tigers’ eight-game
winning streak and end its own five game
skid. Keuchel and Smyly were both on the
Arkansas team that reached the College
World Series  in 2009.  Keuchel  (3-2)
allowed two runs and six hits in 7 2-3
innings. Houston’s George Springer, the
11th overall pick in the 2011 amateur
draft, hit his first major league homer in
the fifth and Jose Altuve put the Astros
ahead 3-2 with a two-run double. Carlos
Corporan and Matt Dominguez also went
deep for  the Astros.  Victor  Mart inez
homered for the Tigers. Smyly (2-2) gave
up three runs and f ive hits  in 5 1-3
innings.

INDIANS 9, TWINS 4
Asdrubal Cabrera had four hits and

three RBIs,  and Michael Brantley also
homered as Cleveland stretched a win-
ning streak to three for the first time sea-
son. Cabrera, who entered hitting .215,
had a solo homer in the second and RBI
doubles in the seventh and eighth. He also
singled in the fifth. Justin Masterson (2-1)
allowed four runs - two earned - four hits
and four walks in 6 1-3 innings. Kevin
Correia (1-4) gave up four runs, eight hits
and four walks in 4 1-3 innings for the
Twins. Minnesota played its fourth straight
game without first baseman Joe Mauer,
who could be headed to the disabled list
because of back spasms. Outfielder Sam
Fuld was placed on the seven-day DL with
concussion-like symptoms, leaving infield-
er Pedro Florimon as Minnesota’s only
bench player when the game began.

ORIOLES 3, RAYS 1
Steve Pearce hit  a two-run homer,

Ubaldo Jimenez won his second straight
start and Baltimore completed a three-
game sweep of Tampa Bay. Pearce’s sec-
ond homer in three days came off David
Price after J.J. Hardy’s double in the sec-
ond inning. Playing first base in place of
injured slugger Chris Davis, Pearce also
made an outstanding stretch to catch a
throw from Hardy that completed an
inning-ending double play with the bases
loaded in the fifth. Rays manager Joe
Maddon challenged the call, but the rul-
ing that Pearce had kept his foot on the
bag was confirmed after a 2-minute
review. Nick Markakis extended his hitting
streak to 15 games with a single in the
third.

MARINERS 1, ROYALS 0
Hisashi Iwakuma scattered four hits

over eight innings and Corey Hart hit an
RBI single to lift the Mariners, who won for
the 11th time in 14 games since losing
eight straight from April 15-22. Iwakuma
(2-0) was making his second start after
beginning the season on the disabled list

with a strained tendon on the middle fin-
ger of his pitching hand. The All-Star right-
hander struck out seven and walked none.
Fernando Rodney worked around two
walks in the ninth to earn his 10th save in
11 chances. Danny Duffy (1-3) gave up
one run and two hits in six-plus innings.
He has allowed two hits and a run in each
of his first two starts this season after
pitching out of the bullpen to begin the
year.

INTERLEAGUE
BLUE JAYS 12, PHILLIES 6

Edwin Encarnacion hit two of Toronto’s
five home runs and the Blue Jays won
their eighth consecutive game against
Philadelphia. Juan Francisco, Adam Lind
and Colby Rasmus also went deep to help
Toronto extend its winning streak to a sea-
son-best five games. Encarnacion hit a
leadoff shot in the second inning against
AJ Burnett and added a two-run drive off
Luis Garcia in the seventh for his 12th
career multihomer game. Francisco fol-
lowed Encarnacion’s second home run
with a shot to center field, his second in
two days, as the Blue Jays went back-to-
back for the first time this season.

RANGERS 5, ROCKIES 0
Prince Fielder homered, Matt Harrison

earned his first win of the season and
Texas beat Colorado after being over-
whelmed by the Rockies the previous
three games.  Harrison (1-0) and four
relievers combined on a five-hitter, the
Rangers’  major league-best seventh
shutout. Joakim Soria worked a perfect
ninth with two strikeouts. Rockies third
baseman Nolan Arenado extended his hit-
ting streak to 28 games with a single in
the third. That broke the team record he
matched Wednesday night.  Colorado
came in as the only National League team
without a shutout loss.  The Rockies,
whose 22 wins are tied for most in the
majors, had 50 hits and outscored the
Rangers 29-5 the previous three nights -
the first two in Denver before the inter-
league matchup switched to Texas.

CUBS 12, WHITE SOX 5
Anthony Rizzo, Starlin Castro and Mike

Olt homered, and the Cubs stopped a
four-game slide. Rizzo had three hits and
scored three times as the Cubs salvaged
the finale of the city series.  Olt, Ryan
Kalish, Nate Schierholtz and Junior Lake
had two hits apiece in a game that took 4
hours, 7 minutes. The Cubs put it away
with five runs in the eighth, highlighted
by Olt’s first career grand slam.  Maikel
Cleto also hit Welington Castillo with a
pitch with the bases loaded, ending the
White Sox bullpen’s shutout streak at 23 1-
3 innings. The Cubs finished with 15 hits
after managing just five runs and 12 hits in
the first three games against the White
Sox.— AP 

SAN DIEGO: Giancarlo Stanton still amazes his
Miami teammates. The big slugger hit a two-
run homer in the 11th inning and the surpris-
ing Marlins earned a rare road win, beating
the San Diego Padres 3-1 Thursday night for
their fifth straight victory. Stanton lined an 0-2
pitch from Dale Thayer (2-1) to right-center, a
rocket shot that cleared the fence in a hurry at
spacious Petco Park. “That was pretty ridicu-
lous,” Marlins pitcher Jacob Turner said. 

“To be able to hit that ball, on a line, at this
park like that ... I don’t know how many other
guys could do that. He’s swinging a hot bat
and whenever he does, he’s dangerous.”
Stanton leads the NL with 11 home runs and
tops the majors with 40 RBIs. “I looked silly on
that second pitch and I knew he was either
going to throw something in the dirt or try to
elevate that fastball again to see what I was
going to do with it,” Stanton said. “That was
just putting the barrel on it. It wasn’t a home
run swing.”

Said Miami manager Mike Redmond: “I
don’t know if you would ever see a right-hand-
ed hitter hit the ball out of the ballpark like
that.” Stanton’s shot was set up when Derek
Dietrich reached on a two-out error by second
baseman Jedd Gyorko. “It was an easy play,”
Gyorko said. “It’s got to be made every single
time. It’s unacceptable. It’s bad. It pretty much
cost us the game, so it’s one of those things
that’s going to be tough to swallow.” Coming
off an 8-1 homestand, the Marlins (20-15) took
over sole possession of first place in the NL
East for the first time since April 26, 2011. The
last time they were five games over .500 was at
31-26 on June 7, 2012, according to STATS.

Miami improved to 3-10 away from home,
the worst road record in the majors, by taking
the opener of an 11-game West Coast trip.
They did it despite being held to five hits by

four Padres pitchers and striking out 17 times.
“It was a long night,” Redmond said. “It wasn’t
a great night offensively, a lot of strikeouts. I
think it was a big lift for the guys. It was exactly
what we needed.” AJ Ramos (3-0) worked two
hitless innings and Steve Cishek got three outs
for his seventh save in eight chances. Starting
pitcher Ian Kennedy homered and tied his
career high with 12 strikeouts for the Padres,
who have lost seven of nine. They played extra
innings for the third time in four games.

Kennedy retired his first 14 batters before
Garrett Jones’ two-out double in the fifth. The
right-hander allowed one run and four hits in
seven innings. “I felt totally good with my
curveball, throwing it for strikes,” Kennedy
said. “I threw it down and in for swings and
misses. When you do that, you can pretty
much pitch the way you want.” Turner nearly
matched Kennedy, giving up one run and five
hits over six innings. Turner making his sec-
ond start since coming off the disabled list, is
0-9 in 16 road starts to begin his career.

GIANTS 3, DODGERS 1, 10 INNINGS
Pinch-hitter Hector Sanchez had a

tiebreaking sacrifice fly in the 10th inning,
and San Francisco beat Los Angeles in the
opener of a four-game series. Brandon Belt
added an RBI single for the Giants, who tied
the score at 1 when Brandon Hicks homered
off Josh Beckett in the seventh. JP Howell (1-
3) issued a one-out walk in the 11th to Angel
Pagan, who advanced on a wild pitch by
Jamey Wright before the right-hander walked
Hunter Pence and Buster Posey. Sanchez,
who came in 1 for 10 as a pinch-hitter with
seven strikeouts, flied out to the warning
track in right field to drive in Pagan. Belt fol-
lowed with a run-scoring single to make it 3-
1.— Agencies 

Astros overpower Tigers 

AL CAPSULES

NL CAPSULES

Stanton lifts Marlins 
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LOS ANGELES: Former Tour de France champion Bradley
Wiggins says he’s looking forward to tackling the Tour of
California that starts tomorrow, claiming it’s an opportunity
to fly the Sky flag Stateside.  “It’s an important event for the
team and we want to put in a good performance in front of
the American fans and our co-owners 21st Century Fox,”
said the Briton, who was among the field of 128 cyclists
announced for the eight-day, 710-mile (1,144 km) race that
will start tomorrow in the California capital of Sacramento
and conclude on May 18 in Thousand Oaks, west of Los
Angeles.

Other elite riders in the field include Omega Pharma-
QuickStep’s Mark Cavendish of Britain and Cannondale’s
Peter Sagan, the Slovakian who holds the record for the
most California stage victories at 10. Wiggins’s star has
dimmed somewhat since his outstanding year in 2012,
when he became the first Briton to win the Tour de France
and followed it up with a time-trial gold at his home

Olympics in London. He suffered a disastrous 2013 when he
pulled out of the Giro d’Italia due to illness and then missed
defending his Tour title with an injury.  He also had to
watch as Chris Froome succeeded him as Tour champion
and firmly established himself as the Team Sky leader.

After finishing ninth at Paris-Roubaix last month,
Wiggins vowed to earn his place on the Sky team to sup-
port reigning champion Froome in the Tour de France in
July. First, however, comes California. “Riding in California is
definitely something different and a nice alternative to the
traditional racing programme in Europe,” Wiggins said in
comments posted on the Team Sky website. “There are a lot
of passionate cycling fans in the States and this is one of the
only chances we get to ride in front of them. We’re all look-
ing forward to it.”

BMC’s Tejay van Garderen won the 2013 Tour of
California, but the American won’t be back to defend his
title. After retiring from the Tour de Romandie, where he

had crashed hard in the prologue, he said he would take a
break hoping to return to racing at the Criterium du
Dauphine. Peter Stetina, who lives in Santa Rosa, California,
will lead BMC, returning to the race for the first time since
2010.”I have never actually been in a protected role like this,
so it will be a new opportunity that I have been chomping
at the bit for and one that I am excited for,” Stetina said.

This year’s ninth edition of the Tour of California features
a 20.1 kilometer time trial in Folsom as Monday’s stage two,
and a pair of mountain-top finishes at Mount Diablo State
Park in stage three and Mountain High in stage six. It con-
cludes with a circuit race in Thousand Oaks, in rolling coun-
try west of Los Angeles. Stetina predicted the time trial will
be crucial. “Mount Diablo is not very steep until the very
final, so I think there are going to be bigger time gaps for
the time trial than on Diablo,” he said. “And then Mountain
High is a hard climb. You definitely have to have a good
time trial to contend for the overall.”— AFP 

Wiggins looking forward to California challenge

Reds suffer
setbacks 

SYDNEY: The Queensland Reds would have been hop-
ing for just a hint of a smile from lady luck this week
going into a Super Rugby contest against the seven-
times champion Canterbury Crusaders on the back of
four successive defeats. Instead she appeared to frown
upon them.  On Monday,  Wal labies  prop James
Slipper’s citing for a dangerous tackle in last week-
end’s 44-14 defeat at the Auckland Blues earned him a
three-week ban.

On Tuesday, they lost two more Wallabies to injury
with influential openside flanker Liam Gill and centre
Chris Feauai-Sautia joining loose forward Eddie Quirk in
the treatment room. With the Reds languishing third
bottom of the standings, their playoff hopes all but
extinguished, it is easy to forget that Sunday’s game is
the first meeting of the two sides at Lang Park since the
2011 Super Rugby final. The swashbuckling Reds tri-
umphed on that day and the l ikes of  lock James
Horwill, scrumhalf Will Genia and flyhalf Quade Cooper
went on to form the core of a Wallabies side that won
the Tri-Nations and finished third at the World Cup.

The Reds lost in the semi-finals in 2012 and last year,
with coach Ewen McKenzie on his way out of the door
to take the Wallabies job, were thumped 38-9 in the
first round of the playoffs - by the Crusaders. This year,
they have managed just three wins in 10 games.
“Obviously it’s tough times on the back of four straight
losses, but you’ve just got to roll with it,” Genia said this
week. “It’s obviously very disappointing, but that’s part
of sport, there’s always winners and losers. “The match
against the Crusaders is an easy one to get up for, a
benchmark side for many years now, and we’re obvi-
ously very motivated.”

Fourth win
Motivation might not be enough for under-fire

coach Richard Graham’s side. The notoriously slow-
starting Crusaders looked to have finally hit their stride
in a 40-20 demolition of Australian conference leaders
ACT Brumbies in Christchurch last weekend. It was their
fourth straight win. And as a result of the injuries to Gill
and Quirk, Curtis Browning will be pitched into his first
Super Rugby start in a back row battle against three-
times World Player of the Year Richie McCaw.

The Reds will, however, be spared the presence of
last year’s winner of the most prestigious individual
award in rugby with number eight Kieran Read missing
another week because of a concussion. Genia, who was
among the six nominees for the award in 2011, at least
has experience of what it takes to turn around a strug-
gling team, having played in Reds teams that finished
14th, 12th and 13th in his first three seasons in Super
14. “The message to the team from guys like James,
Quade and myself is to keep backing ourselves and
keep working,” he said. “It’s a little bit of a cliche, but in
tough times you’ve just got to stay tight and work
hard.” — Reuters 

BARCELONA: Red Bull’s decision to
change Sebastian Vettel’s car for the
Spanish Grand Prix backfired yesterday
when an electrical problem sidelined the
quadruple Formula One world champion
for most of practice. With race favorite
Lewis Hamilton fastest in the morning ses-
sion for dominant Mercedes, Vettel was
forced to park up by the side of the track
early on and with just four laps completed.

Circuit de Catalunya marshals handed
him a fire extinguisher as he inspected the
car before hitching a ride back to the pad-
dock on a scooter. “Due to an electrical
problem that has damaged the wiring
loom of Car No 1, Sebastian will not be
able to take part in FP2 (second practice),”
Red Bull said before the afternoon session
started. “The Team will use the time to fix
it to be ready for FP3 (the final session
before qualifying) tomorrow.” Vettel, win-

ner of the last nine races of 2013 and four
championships in a row, has had a difficult
start to the new V6 turbo era with Red
Bull’s engine partner Renault playing
catch-up with Mercedes.

The last time the German was in action
at a Spanish circuit, testing at Jerez in
January, he spent most of his time in the
garage watching mechanics work on the
car. Hamilton, winner of the last three
races and closing in on championship-
leading team mate Nico Rosberg, went
from strength to strength with a fastest
lap of one minute 27.023 seconds set six
minutes from the end. That was 0.868
quicker than Jenson Button, who was best
of the rest for McLaren, and the impressive
margin on a sunny morning further under-
lined the Briton’s status as the man to
watch.

Rosberg, who had said on Thursday he

just needed a “normal weekend” to regain
the momentum, suffered a cooling issue
that cut short his session. He was fifth
fastest. Vettel’s Australian team mate
Daniel Ricciardo, who has made an
impressive start with the team, was third.
Ferrari’s Fernando Alonso, the local
favorite for his home race after winning
last year, had plenty of banners in the
grandstand urging him on and ended up
fourth on the timesheets. With the open-
ing long-haul races in Asia and the Middle
East out of the way, all teams have
brought updates to their cars and yester-
day’s practice sessions were being closely
watched for any signs of change in the
pecking order. In a bizarre early incident, a
wing mirror on Sergio Perez’s Force India
broke off and was left flapping around on
a wire.  The Mexican completed the lap
with it in his hand. — Reuters 

Hamilton on top, more 
woe for Vettel in Spain 

MONTMELO: Mercedes-AMG’s British driver Lewis Hamilton drives during the second practice session at the Circuit de
Catalunya yesterday in Montmelo on the outskirts of Barcelona ahead of the Spanish Formula One Grand Prix. — AFP 
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ZURICH: As Brazil labors to prepare for next month’s World
Cup, FIFA secretary general Jerome Valcke got some wel-
come news ahead of schedule when his daughter was deliv-
ered three weeks early. After years of missed due dates in
preparation, the World Cup opens on June 12 in Sao Paulo
with some of the 12 stadiums largely untested. “I would not
say it’s not ready, but it’s not finished,” Valcke said of the
World Cup project at a briefing on Thursday. Valcke’s good
news came on May 1 when his daughter Valentina was born,
a rare early arrival during the troubled tournament planning.

“At least she arrived on time, three weeks before, so she’s
good,” the 53-year-old Frenchman quipped with reporters.
The Itaquerao Stadium in Sao Paulo, which will host the
Brazil-Croatia opener, has been seen as the symbol of the
host nation’s much-criticized efforts amid protests that
authorities are too focused on football and not the needs of
the people. The venue is late, expensive and within sight of
an occupation of private land by thousands of protesters who

claim they have been made homeless by rising rents in the
neighborhood.

With 14,000 guests, including invited heads of state, in
the 65,000-strong crowd for the opening match, the scrutiny
on Sao Paulo will be intense and likely unforgiving. “This is
why we need to have a level of operation which is perfect,”
Valcke said. Pressure on FIFA, local organizers and Brazil’s
infrastructure will not ease during a tough early match sched-
ule. There is Spain-Netherlands in Salvador and England-Italy
in the remote new Manaus arena, quickly followed by
Germany-Portugal in Salvador and Brazil-Mexico in Fortaleza.
“These stadiums will be used at 100 percent of capacity,”
Valcke said. Reflecting on seven official years of World Cup
work ahead of his May 18 departure to Brazil, Valcke accept-
ed that “many things” could have been done differently. “It is
difficult. Maybe we should have involved the Brazilian gov-
ernment before,” he said. Valcke said anti-government street
protests which marred the Confederations Cup last June will

likely return during the 31-day, 64-match World Cup.
However, political demonstrations and banners will not be
allowed inside stadiums and FIFA has acted to shield
President Dilma Rousseff from a repeat of the boos targeted
at her during the Confederations Cup opening ceremony in
Brasilia.

Rousseff and FIFA President Sepp Blatter will not make
speeches on June 12, though Valcke said they will jointly
present the trophy on July 13 at the Maracana Stadium in Rio
de Janeiro. Valcke said it was “naive” to think Brazilian people
would remain calm for as long as their team stays in the com-
petition. “It goes beyond that,” he said. “Reasons for being in
the streets in 2013 have not changed. There are social prob-
lems in Brazil. It will take time.” While the 2014 World Cup will
certainly be a commercial success for FIFA, Valcke has con-
cerns for fans who clamored for tickets in record numbers. “I
think that the biggest challenges will be for them,” he said. “It
will not be for the teams, it will not be for the officials.” —AP 

Brazil labors toward delivering WCup on time

BRASILIA: Brazil’s huge distances, shaky
infrastructure, security problems and vary-
ing climate have turned the World Cup
into a logistical nightmare for teams, offi-
cials and the media. But the secretary gen-
eral of world soccer’s governing body FIFA,
Jerome Valcke, admitted nobody will face
as many difficulties as the hundreds of
thousands of visiting fans who face high
prices for limited transport and hotel
options. Valcke warned that fans could not
just turn up in cities and sleep in their cars
or at camping sites as they did in Germany
eight years ago while they could not sim-
ply hop on trains to get from one place to
another because there aren’t any.

“The biggest challenge will be for
them,” Valcke told a group of international
news agency reporters. “It will not be for
the media, it will not be for the teams, it
will not be for the officials, it will be for the
fans. “I know it’s difficult to speak without

creating a number of problems...but my
message to the fans would be just make
sure you are organized when you go to
Brazil. “You cannot sleep on the beach,
firstly because it’s winter...Make sure you
organize your accommodation, you can-
not just arrive with a backpack and start
walking, there are no trains, you cannot
drive (from one venue to another).

“Don’t just turn up thinking it is in
Germany, that it’s easy to move around
the country. In Germany, you could sleep
in your car, you can’t do that (in Brazil).”
Brazil’s preparations have been plagued
by delays in building stadiums and other
infrastructure amid mounting public
anger at the cost. Critics say Brazilian
organizers have made life more difficult
than it should be by hosting the event in
12 cities around the country when eight
would have been enough. Valcke said
FIFA was persuaded to agree to so many

host cities by then Brazilian President Luiz
Inacio Lula da Silva.

“How do you say (in advance) it is not
going to work?” said Valcke. “It’s true you
multiply the risk by having more stadiums.
But you face a situation where you have a
government and a president, at the time it
was Lula, who is explaining to you that
the...World Cup should be for the whole of
Brazil and not just limited to a few cities.
“He said that the last time Brazil had the
World Cup was in 1950, that this World
Cup is in a country which is in develop-
ment, that it is important to bring all the
people together and to bring this energy
to Brazil.” Former head of the local organ-
izing committee Ricardo Teixeira, who was
also a FIFA executive committee member
at the time, was equally persuasive, Valcke
added. “When it’s coming to the executive
committee from a fellow member, who
will say no?” he said. —Reuters

Fans face biggest challenge in Brazil

KUWAIT: Former Brazilian football player Ronaldo (center) and his partner Maria Beatriz Antony (right)
arrive to attend a press conference yesterday in Kuwait City. Ronaldo is on a visit to Kuwait to inaugurate a
championship of Kuwaitis supporting various European football clubs. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Playing on left once a 
‘risky game’ in Brazil

RIO DE JANEIRO: As Brazil considers reviewing military era
amnesty laws, former footballers have recalled how, even in
the days of Pele, the 1964-1985 dictatorship regarded the
game as a tool to keep popular revolt in check. Next month,
Brazil will embark on their quest for a sixth World Cup crown
in a country where the cost of the event has angered many
and where the relationship between the game, the fans and
politicians has been a balancing act down the years. The
‘Selecao’ won their first World Cup in 1958 and added anoth-
er in 1962, just two years before the generals seized power.

For Afonso Celso Garcia Reis, better known as Afonsinho
and a former midfielder with Rio de Janeiro side Botafogo,
football and politics were difficult to reconcile in those days.
Strong leftist views marked him out. So, too, did a flowing
beard which the authorities dubbed a sign of dangerous
non-conformism. Though he won domestic titles, a national
side picked by a confederation stocked with military place-
men ensured Afonsinho never wore the national colors. “I
had principles and paid a price,” Afonsinho said. “They
labelled me a possible leader of a subversive movement,”
reminisced the white-haired 66 year-old. 

Bosman forerunner 
At the height of the dictatorship, Afonsinho entered pop-

ular culture as the subject of a Gilberto Gil ballad, Meio do
Campo, and the focus of an Oswaldo Caldeira film, Passe
Livre. The film highlighted how Afonsinho, decades before
the Jean-Marc Bosman case revolutionized the European
transfer system for out-of-contract players, in 1971 became
the first player under the regime to negotiate himself a
move. Botafogo had frozen him out and he won a court case
for the right to move on. Caldeira told AFP his film on the
“capitalist exploitation of football, which is so dear to our
people” sought to showcase a player “who was not just
fighting for his own interests but who wanted to change
society and fight injustice.”

Afonsinho explained: “Football meant so much to me. But
I was socially engaged during that tough period. “Thankfully,
I had another career to fall back upon,” said the psychiatric
doctor-who, as a mere club player never earned the status of
another Brazilian footballing medical man, the late Socrates,
star of Brazil’s 1982 vintage. Writer Joao Maximo, author of
the history of the Maracana Stadium, explained in a Rio
debate on how football fared under the dictatorship that
“the influence of the military regime extended far into foot-
ball.

“To cheer for the team was almost to cheer for the
regime. But there was such passion for the game that people
put everything else to the back of their minds,” said Maximo
of an era which saw the military pull the strings all the way
to the dugout and the dressing room. Former Botafogo
coach Joao Saldanha led the national team to the 1970
World Cup in Mexico but was cast aside in favor of Mario
Zagallo, who duly led Brazil to glory. Saldanha had refused
to bow to demands of then-president Emilio Garrastazu
Medici on squad selection and, as a known Communist sym-
pathizer, his fate was sealed. Today, Afonsinho says “football
helped the military in that it gave people something to hold
onto.” —AFP
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PONTE VEDRA BEACH: Martin Kaymer
birdied his last four holes to equal the
tournament record and seize a two-shot
lead in Thursday’s opening round of the
Players Championship as several other
big names lined up in pursuit. On an ide-
al day for low scoring at the TPC
Sawgrass where the par-72 Stadium
Course has been softened by recent
rain, Germany’s Kaymer raced home in a
sizzling seven-under-par 29 to complete
a nine-under 63. His back nine, holes
one to nine, set a new low for the tour-
nament while his 63 matched the record
scores previously posted at the Players
Championship by Fred Couples (1992),
Greg Norman (1994) and Roberto Castro
(2013).

“I didn’t make many mistakes today,
which was nice,” Kaymer told reporters
after a flawless nine-birdie display in the
PGA Tour’s flagship event which is wide-
ly regarded as the unofficial fifth major.
“I missed only one fairway, which was on
16. So overall my ball-striking was very
good. Fortunately I could take advan-
tage of some putts on my back nine, on
the front, on the golf course.  It was just
a very, very good round of golf.” Kaymer
sank a 16-footer at the par-three eighth,
then got up and down from a greenside
bunker at the par-five ninth to end the
day two strokes in front of American

Russell Henley, who had set the club-
house lead with a sparkling 65 in the
morning.

South Korea’s Bae Sang-moon
opened with a 66 while U.S. Open cham-
pion Justin Rose, England’s former world
number one Lee Westwood and 2008
Players champion Sergio Garcia of Spain
were among a large group on 67.
Northern Ireland’s Rory McIlroy got to
five under after 11 holes on a hot and
sunny morning at the TPC Sawgrass but
then struggled coming home on the
way to an opening 70. “I played well
pretty much the whole way around, I
just let a couple of shots get away from
me at the end,” McIlroy said. “So I’ll
come out tomorrow and try and attack
again, because I feel like you can go low
on this golf course this week. It’s soft,
the greens are receptive.”

‘Make history’
Former world number one Kaymer,

who landed his only major title at the
2010 PGA Championship, birdied the
11th and 15th to reach the turn in two-
under 34. He continued to build
momentum, picking up further shots at
the first, second, fourth, sixth, seventh,
eighth and ninth to shoot the first ever
29 over nine holes at the TPC Sawgrass.
“If you strike it very well, you gain confi-

dence hole after hole, and then you feel
like you can become maybe a little bit
more aggressive,” said the 29-year-old
German, a 10-times winner on the
European Tour. “It’s nice to make some
history. No one shot 29 on that golf
course before and I did it today. But it’s
only the first round of a long, long tour-
nament.” Henley, a double winner on
the PGA Tour who is known for his
streaky putting, piled up six birdies after
the turn to set the early pace at the TPC
Sawgrass.

“I got off to a good start and I felt
really comfortable on the greens today,”
said the 25-year-old from Georgia after
mixing nine birdies with a double-bogey
at the par-four seventh. “As long as I
keep feeling comfortable with the put-
ter, I  think I can putt well on these
greens. Hopefully, I can do that for the
next three days.” British Open champion
Phil Mickelson struggled to an opening
75 while Australian world number two
Adam Scott, who could take over the
top spot from the absent Tiger Woods
after this week’s event, fared even worse
with a 77. With last year’s winner Woods
sidelined since having surgery for a
pinched nerve in his back at the end of
March, Scott needs to finish no worse
than joint 16th this week to become
number one for the first time. —Reuters

Kaymer sets Players pace 
with record equalling 63

Texans snag Clowney 
with first pick in NFL 

NEW YORK: Jadeveon Clowney was the first pick Thursday in
the NFL draft, the annual selection of college players that
helps teams in America’s most popular sport replenish their
talent pools. The Houston Texans took the South Carolina
defensive end to kick off the first round of a draft viewed as
one of the deepest in recent history, with a surplus of talented
American college stars at almost every position. “I am glad to
be part of their organization,” said Clowney. “I am ready get to
work and play some football.”

Clowney was chosen ahead of Auburn offensive tackle
Greg Robinson, who was taken number two by the St Louis
Rams. The first big surprise came one pick later when Central
Florida’s Blake Bortles became the first quarterback drafted,
ahead of Texas A&M’s Johnny Manziel. The Jacksonville
Jaguars made Bortles the first quarterback at number three,
passing on a chance to select former Heisman Trophy winner
Manziel. The Heisman is awarded annually to the top player in
US college football. “It is indescribable,” Bortles said. “I am
looking forward to going to Jacksonville and learning every-
thing. I had no idea they were going to pick me.”

Manziel went 22nd overall to the Cleveland Browns, who
traded up from the 26th spot to get him. “It was tough,”
Manziel said of the wait. “But I went into this saying whatever
team wanted me it would be the right situation for me. “I’m
just going to play my heart out for this team.” The draft fea-
tures all 32 NFL teams choosing players over three days. The
first round is Thursday, the second and third rounds were yes-
terday and the fourth to seventh rounds are today. Teams
select players in the reverse order they finished in the stand-
ings, meaning the last place club gets the coveted first pick.

Biggest supplier of players 
The US colleges are the biggest supplier of players to the

NFL and the entry draft is the most common player recruit-
ment tool for the league. Houston’s pick ended a seven-year
streak of offensive players being selected first since the Texans
took defensive end Mario Williams to start the 2006 draft.
Clowney was the first South Carolina player picked number-
one overall since 1981 when the New Orleans Saints took run-
ning back George Rogers.  The 1.98 meter (6-foot-6) lineman
had 24 sacks in three years for South Carolina, including 13 in
2012. Clowney said he is worthy of being the top pick. “I don’t
mind what people say about me. I am going to approach the
game the way I want to,” Clowney said. He will join all-star
defensive end JJ Watt in what may turn out to be a fearsome
pass rush for a team that finished last season on a franchise-
worst 14-game losing skid. “He’s an impact player,” said
Texans general manager Rick Smith. “We always talk about
adding those types of athletes to our organization and he cer-
tainly fits the bill.”

The Buffalo Bills traded up five places to take Clemson
wide receiver Sammy Watkins at number four in a deal with
the Cleveland Browns. The Bills had to give up their first round
pick in 2015 as part of the trade. The Oakland Raiders rounded
out the top five picks by taking linebacker Khalil Mack. This
year’s draft also includes Michael Sam who is set to become
the first openly gay player selected in the draft. Sam, a star
defensive end for the University of Missouri, is expected to be
taken today. Louisville quarterback Teddy Bridgewater was
the last pick of the first round, going No 32 to the Minnesota
Vikings. There nine defensive backs selected Thursday, more
than any other position. —AFP 

FLORIDA: Martin Kaymer of Germany, hits from a sixth hole bunker during the second round of The Players
championship golf tournament at TPC Sawgrass yesterday in Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla. —AP

Ducks dethrone Kings 
LOS ANGELES: The Anaheim Ducks clinched a much-needed 3-2 vic-
tory over the Los Angeles Kings in Game Three of their Western
Conference semi-final series on Thursday. After dropping the first two
games at home in their best-of-seven series, Anaheim coach Bruce
Boudreau made some changes which paid off as the Ducks cut the
Kings’ series lead to 2-1. The biggest change was inserting goaltender
Fredrick Anderson in place of Jonas Hiller, who played well but lost
the first two games of the series. Anderson was strong before leaving
late in the third period with an injury. Anaheim opened the scoring
on a power play early in the first period, Corey Perry grabbing his
third goal of the postseason.

The Ducks got another power-play goal in the second when Nick
Bonino set up Teemu Selanne. “Since Game 6 against Dallas, he
seems like he’s found the fountain of youth. I hope that keeps going,”
Boudreau said. “The reason Teemu has almost 700 goals is because
he goes to the net and he stops.” Not surprisingly, Kings coach Darryl
Sutter had a different take on the play. —Reuters
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MIAMI: The latest Ray Allen playoff moment was not high-
light-reel worthy. It will not have a catchy name like The
Shot. It probably was forgotten seconds after it happened.
But it might have been the biggest play for the Miami Heat
on Thursday night. The time: 3:10 left in the fourth quarter,
Heat leading the Brooklyn Nets by eight. The play: LeBron
James gets a pass from Allen and fires a 3-pointer from the
right sideline. Allen, standing some 35 feet from the basket
at the time, starts sprinting toward the basket. 

He runs past Paul Pierce and Mirza Teletovic, neither of
whom remembered to box anyone out, then leaped past a
flat-footed Deron Williams. The result: Allen got the
rebound, the first of three offensive boards for Miami in
what became a 100-second possession, James eventually
scored and the Nets were done. That marathon trip down
the floor was the dagger as the Heat took a 2-0 lead in their
Eastern Conference semifinal series by beating the Nets 94-
82. “Ray is always to the rescue,” Heat forward Chris Bosh
said. “He’s amazing. He’s awesome. I want to be like him
when I grow up.”

It was the eighth straight playoff win for Miami, a streak
that began against San Antonio in Game 6 of last season’s
NBA Finals - the game where Allen took a pass from Bosh
and hit the overtime-forcing, season-saving, title-reign-
extending 3-pointer with 5.2 seconds left in regulation.
Bosh knew exactly what to do on that play. And Allen knew
exactly what to do on his eighth and final rebound
Thursday. He could have tried to tip it in, or lay it up, or
maybe even dunk the ball.  Instead, he quickly realized that
time was worth more than points there to Miami, so he
took two dribbles and kicked it out to Mario Chalmers,
allowing the Heat to reset with a fresh shot clock.

By the time Brooklyn touched the ball again, another
minute-plus had passed and the outcome was basically
decided. “Very deflating,” Pierce said. Game 3 is today night
in Brooklyn. James scored 22 for Miami, while Bosh scored
18 and Dwyane Wade finished with 14 for Miami, the last
remaining unbeaten team in this year’s playoffs. Allen was
scoreless at halftime, having missed his only shot, before
getting 13 points - as many as any two Nets combined - in

the second half on 5-for-7 shooting. “I wasn’t worried that I
only shot the ball one time at halftime,” Allen said. “If I was
back in my shoot-the-ball-a-lot days, I might have been ‘I
only shot the ball one time.’ This team doesn’t need me to
score. It helps. But it can be any one of us, any given night.
So I just try to sit, kind of lay in the weeds a little bit and see
how it shakes out.” For the second straight game, Miami
had five players in double figures. “That’s what our team is
all about,” James said. “We don’t really care who scores.”
Teletovic set a Nets playoff record with six 3-pointers on his
way to a 20-point night off the bench. Shaun Livingston
scored 15, and Pierce and Joe Johnson each added 13 for
the Nets. Williams was 0 for 9 from the field, the worst
shooting night of his career. “That one hurt,” Nets coach
Jason Kidd said. “We were right there. We gave ourselves,
on the road, an opportunity against the world champs. We
let the game slip away. That one possession when they got
four offensive rebounds, it didn’t lose the game for us.” It
was three rebounds, but no matter. It was still a backbreak-
er for the Nets.—AP

Allen comes up big again for Heat 

MIAMI: Miami ground down Brooklyn and San Antonio was in control
throughout to beat Portland as the two experienced outfits won on
Thursday to take 2-0 leads in their NBA second-round playoff series. Miami’s
LeBron James scored 22 points and Chris Bosh added 18 as the Heat beat
Brooklyn 94-82, while San Antonio’s players shared the scoring load in a
114-97 win over Portland.  Miami tied a franchise record by notching an
eighth-straight playoff win, with Dwyane Wade contributing 14 points and
Ray Allen 13. Mirza Teletovic set a Nets playoff record with six 3-pointers, on
his way to a 20-point night off the bench. Shaun Livingston scored 15, Paul
Pierce had 13 and Joe Johnson added 13 more for the Nets. Game 3 is
Saturday in Brooklyn.

Miami led by only two points midway through the fourth quarter but
back-to-back 3s opened some breathing space. And then a marathon pos-
session for an NBA team - 100 seconds - sealed the deal for Miami. The Nets
did not get the ball back until 1:59 remained, after the Heat got three offen-
sive rebounds to extend the possession and build its lead to 10 points to
effectively seal the game.  

Miami was scoreless for the game’s first 3:32, the longest Heat drought
to open a home game since 2005. And that set the tone for some serious
offensive struggles in the early going, with the Nets scoring only 21 points
in the first quarter yet still leading by six.  San Antonio’s Kawhi Leonard
scored 20 points while Tony Parker had 16 points and 10 assists as the
Spurs won with some comfort against the Trail Blazers.  Manu Ginobili
added 16 points, Marco Belinelli scored 13, and Tiago Splitter had 10 points
and 10 rebounds in the Spurs’ second convincing victory to open the best-
of-seven series.  

Nicolas Batum scored 21 points for Portland. Damian Lillard had 19
points and LaMarcus Aldridge added 16 points and 10 rebounds, but the
Blazers again struggled to score against San Antonio’s suffocating defense.
Portland hosts Game 3 today. The Blazers found a snake in its locker room
before the game and seemed rattled in the first half before finding its foot-
ing in the fourth quarter, and they closed within eight points with 5:37
remaining. Lillard, Leonard and Ginobili hit back-to-back 3s to put San
Antonio up 110-93 and put the game out of reach.

Snake in locker room
Were the Portland Trailblazers rattled, literally, before their 114-97 loss to

the San Antonio Spurs on Thursday? A snake-the Trailblazers think it was a
rattler-turned up in the locker of their reserve forward Thomas Robinson
before the match, ESPN reported. Robinson said he had only seen snakes
on the Discovery Channel until now. “I was scared,” he said. “I ain’t gonna
lie, I was scared.” He said he screamed and lept “about five feet high and 20
feet back.” Reserve guard Will Barton, Robinson’s neighbor in the locker
room, says he himself kept calm while hopping up on a chair. There was all
kinds of commotion until “our brave trainers,” caught the critter. A Spurs
official said the snake was determined to be non-poisonous before being
safely released back into the wild, ESPN said. The snake was black and
white, the Spurs’ colors, Robinson noted. ESPN said rumor has it that Spurs
shooting guard Danny Green collects snakes. “That’s the No 1 suspect right
there,” Barton said with a laugh.— Agencies 

By Abdellatif Shara

KUWAIT: The closing ceremony of the shooting tour-
nament that was organized by the embassies of
Azerbaijan and Turkey in Kuwait was held at Kuwait
Shooting Sport Club on Thursday. Prizes were handed
in the presence of Secretary General of Kuwait and
Arab Shooting Federations Obaid Munahi Al-Osaimi,
Azerbaijan ambassador Tural Rzayef and Turkish
Ambassador Murat Tamer. Al-Osaimi said participants
in this tournament spent an entertaining day at
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Olympic Shooting Complex,
following the tournament in the air rifle event. He said
40 shooters of both genders participated in the event.
He welcomed the ambassadors and conveyed greet-
ings of the honorary President of KSSC Sheikh Salman
Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah.

Ambassador Tural Razayef gave special thanks to
the President of Kuwait and Arab Shooting
Federations, Eng Duaij Khalaf Al-Otaibi, and board
members for the good reception they received at the
shooting complex. He also thanked Kuwait for the
facilities it presents to members of communities resid-
ing in Kuwait.

Meanwhile, Turkish Ambassador Murat Tamer
thanked officials for their reception and lauded
the facilities at the shooting complex, and the hos-
pitality they were met with. Results of the tourna-
ment are: Kareem Ojeen from the Turkish embassy
was first followed by Hussein Asha from Azerbaijan
and Badee Ali was third. In the women category:
Mai Ziyad from Azerbaijan embassy was first, Narjis
Al-Askharova second and Rokhasarah Khalilova
was third.

Embassy shooting tournament ends

Heat, Spurs win at 
home to go up 2-0

Trailblazers rattled by snake in locker room
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SAO PAULO: Ronaldinho, Kaka and Robinho were
left off Brazil’s World Cup roster by coach Luiz Felipe
Scolari, who selected just five players who went to
the 2010 tournament with the Selecao. Goalkeeper
Julio Cesar; defenders Thiago Silva, Dani Alves and
Maicon; and midfielder Ramires were the only
returnees from the tournament four years ago on
the 23-man roster announced Wednesday. Fred, a
forward on the 2006 World Cup roster, was selected
after missing the 2010 tournament.

“I don’t think this lack of World Cup experience
will play a big part,” Scolari said. “Our players have
been gaining experience in their leagues in Europe,
and I don’t think they will be affected by this too
much, although in certain World Cup situations, hav-
ing that experience would be important. But I fully
trust these players.” There were no major surprise

picks in Brazil’s group, which includes 16 players
who were on the roster for last year’s Confederations
Cup, a warmup tournament in which the Selecao
beat Spain 3-0 in the final. The team includes young
stars such as Neymar and Oscar. “My childhood
dream came true,” Neymar said on Instagram.
“Today was one of the most anticipated days of my
life. It’s time to represent the entire country. I’m
completely moved, anxious and nervous. I want it to
arrive soon.”

Also among the bypassed were Lucas Leiva, Lucas
Moura and Felipe Luis. “We know that not everybody
will agree with all the names. It’s normal,” Scolari
said. “But now that we have the 23 players, we
would like to ask that our fans support all of them, so
together we can focus on our goal of winning the
World Cup.” The roster includes six players from

teams in England, four from Brazil, three each from
Italy and Spain, two apiece from France and
Germany, and one each from Major League Soccer,
Russia and Ukraine.

The announcement at a traditional concert house
in Rio de Janeiro was telecast live and attended by
870 reporters, according to the governing body of
Brazilian soccer. Seeking a record sixth World Cup
title, Brazil has won 13 of its last 14 games. Its start-
ing lineup is likely to have Julio Cesar in goal; Dani
Alves at right back; Thiago Silva and David Luiz in
central defense; Marcelo at left back; Paulinho and
Luiz Gustavo in defensive midfield; and Oscar in
attacking midfield; and Neymar, Hulk and Fred up
front. Brazil plays Croatia in the World Cup opener
on June 12, then faces Mexico five days later and
Cameroon on June 23. —AP

Ronaldinho, Kaka, Robinho 
off Brazil World Cup roster

FIFA president 
eyes fifth term

ZURICH: FIFA president Sepp Blatter yesterday strengthened
expectations that he will soon announce his bid for a fifth term
as the head of global football. “I want to do this, because
things aren’t over yet. My mandate is running out, but my mis-
sion is not finished,” the 78-year-old was quoted as saying by
the Swiss tabloid Blick. Blatter is widely expected to announce
his formal candidacy at the FIFA Congress, before the World
Cup, in the Brazilian city of Sao Paulo. 

In response to the new reports, FIFA stressed that Blatter’s
plan was still to ask the 209 national associations in world body
at the congress whether they want him to run again. The elec-
tion will be held in 2015. Blick said Blatter’s comments came in
response to questions about his future during a debate it
organized in Zurich. Blatter has been FIFA’s president since
1998. He joined football’s governing body in 1975 and was its
secretary general before succeeding Brazilian Joao Havelange
as president. Blatter has previously been guarded about his
plans for a new term.

In February, he told Swiss public broadcaster RTS that he
“wouldn’t say no” to a new mandate. “If I’m in good health, and
I currently am, I don’t see why I should stop work, and especially
the job of consolidating FIFA,” he said then. The only candidate
to have entered the race formally so far is Frenchman Jerome
Champagne, an ex-diplomat and former secretary general of
FIFA, who left the organization in 2010. Champagne, 55, has
said that if his former boss Blatter enters the race, he will pull
out. Michel Platini, head of European governing body UEFA,
who has crossed swords with Blatter over his running of FIFA, is
another potential candidate. The 58-year-old French football
legend said recently that he was the only only person who can
beat Blatter. But Platini, in charge of UEFA since 2007, has still
not said whether he will run in the election. Platini has said he
will announce his decision in the second half of the year after
seeing any reaction to Blatter’s decision. —AFP

ITALIAN LEAGUE 
Hellas Verona v Udinese 19:00 
beIN SPORTS 3
beIN SPORTS 3 HD
Internazionale v Lazio 21:45
beIN SPORTS 3
beIN SPORTS 3 HD

SPANISH LEAGUE 
Villarreal v Rayo Vallecano 21:00
beIN SPORTS 9 HD
Levante v Valencia 23:00
beIN SPORTS 2
beIN SPORTS 2 HD

GERMAN LEAGUE         
Bayern Munich v Stuttgart 16:30
Dubai Sports
Schalke 04 v Nuremberg 16:30
Dubai Sports
Bayer 04 v Werder Bremen 16:30
Dubai Sports
Hannover 96 v Freiburg 16:30
Dubai Sports
Wolfsburg v Borussia M’bach 16:30
Dubai Sports
Hoffenheim v E Braunschweig 16:30
Dubai Sports
FSV Mainz v Hamburger 16:30
Dubai Sports
Augsburg v Eintracht Frankfurt 16:30
Dubai Sports
Hertha Berlin v Dortmund 16:30
Dubai Sports

FRENCH LEAGUE 
Lyon v Lorient 22:00
beIN SPORTS 6
beIN SPORTS 6 HD
Valenciennes v Monaco 22:00
beIN SPORTS 4
beIN SPORTS 4 HD
Lille v PSG 22:00
beIN SPORTS 5
beIN SPORTS 5 HD
Nantes v Saint Etienne 22:00
beIN SPORTS 1
beIN SPORTS 1 HD
Girondins de Bordeaux v Marseille 22:00
beIN SPORTS 10 HD
Montpellier v Bastia 22:00
beIN SPORTS 8 
beIN SPORTS HD 8

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

Celtic seek to finish 
season on high note

GLASGOW: Celtic manager Neil Lennon says he wants the champi-
ons to end the season on a winning note when they take on Scottish
Cup finalists Dundee United tomorrow. The Hoops will be presented
with the Scottish Premiership trophy following the match at Celtic
Park. The Parkhead club have waited a long time to get their hands
on the trophy after clinching the league back in March with seven
games remaining and manager Lennon is looking forward to a party.
“I’m really looking forward to tomorrow now, when we’re presented
with the league trophy,” the Celtic manager said.

“The lads haven’t had the opportunity to celebrate the title win so
to get the trophy at home will be a special day and I want them to
finish the season on a high.” Celtic’s 3-3 draw with St Johnstone on
Wednesday means the Glasgow giants won’t be able to break the
100-point barrier this season. However, Lennon said he couldn’t be
too critical of his players, who have only lost one match in an almost
unblemished campaign. “I wasn’t happy with our defending for the
final two goals, I thought we were lazy,” Lennon said of the draw
with St Johnstone, who are also through to the Scottish Cup final.

“But I can’t be too critical of my players. Since we won the league
we’ve won three and drawn three, so they’ve kept their momentum
going. “It was an opportunity to rotate the squad and that’s what
we’ve done. “We’ve had a look at some players and we’ve learned
something again. “I’m not really disappointed we can’t make 100
points. You set yourself little targets and it would have been a nice
milestone. “We should have done it because we were 3-1 up with 10
minutes to go but we’re on 99 goals and it would be nice to finish
the season off with 100.”

Elsewhere tomorrow, Aberdeen and Motherwell clash at Pittodrie
in the battle for second place.  Aberdeen hold a one-point advantage
over Motherwell and Derek McInnes’s side will be desperate to end
the season on a high to go with the Scottish League Cup they
claimed in March. In the other top-six match Inverness Caledonian
Thistle host St Johnstone. —AFP

Celtic 37 30 6 1 99 24 96 
— champions 

Aberdeen 37 20 8 9 53 37 68 
Motherwell 37 21 4 12 63 60 67
Dundee Utd 37 16 10 11 64 47 58 
Inverness CT 37 15 9 13 42 44 54 
St Johnstone 37 15 8 14 48 40 53
Partick 37 8 14 15 44 62 38 
St Mirren 37 10 8 19 38 57 38 
Ross County 37 10 7 20 41 60 37 

Kilmarnock 37 10 6 21 44 66 36
Hibernian 37 8 11 18 31 50 35
Hearts 37 10 7 20 44 64 22 

— relegated 
Notes: Hearts deducted 15 points for entering administration;
Title winners go into Champions League with second and third
qualifying for Europa League; Bottom team is relegated to
Championship with 11th-placed side entering relegation play-
offs; Top six and bottom six sides split and play only against
each other in last five games.

Scottish Premiership table

GLASGOW: Scottish Premiership table ahead of this weekend’s matches (played, won, drawn, lost, goals for, goals against, points):
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Man City 37 26 5 6 100 37 83 
Liverpool 37 25 6 6 99 49 81 
Chelsea 37 24 7 6 69 26 79 
Arsenal 37 23 7 7 66 41 76
Everton 37 20 9 8 59 39 69
Spurs 37 20 6 11 52 51 66 
Man Utd 37 19 6 12 63 42 63 
Southampton 37 15 10 12 53 45 55 
Newcastle 37 15 4 18 42 57 49 
Stoke 37 12 11 14 43 51 47 
Crystal 37 13 5 19 31 46 44 
West Ham 37 11 7 19 40 49 40 
Swansea 37 10 9 18 51 53 39 
Sunderland 37 10 8 19 40 57 38 
Aston Villa 37 10 8 19 39 58 38 
Hull 37 10 7 20 38 51 37 
West Brom 37 7 15 15 42 57 36 
Norwich 37 8 9 20 28 60 33 
Fulham 37 9 4 24 38 83 31 

— relegated 
Cardiff 37 7 9 21 31 72 30 

— relegated
Note: Top four teams qualify for next season’s Champions
League; fifth-place team qualifies for Europa League; bottom
three teams relegated to Championship.

English Premier League table

LONDON: English Premier League table ahead of yester-
day’s matches, the last day of the 2013/2014 season
(played, won, drawn, lost, goals for, goals against, points):

PARIS: Lille will hope to extend Paris
Saint-Germain’s recent run of poor form
and beat the newly-crowned champi-
ons to clinch a potentially lucrative prize
of their own this weekend. The northern
side have been in the top three in Ligue
1 since the start of October but need a
win at home to the capital club to make
sure of a podium finish and seal qualifi-
cation for next season’s Champions
League. The gap down to Saint-Etienne
in fourth is five points, but a Lille slip-up
coupled with a win for Les Verts away to
Nantes will take the battle for France’s
last Champions League spot down to
the final round of games. Nevertheless,
while PSG have reigned supreme over
French football this season, they have
gone off the boil since being knocked
out of the Champions League by
Chelsea last month and have taken just
four points from their last four games.

On Wednesday, they were con-
firmed as champions just before going
down to a 2-1 defeat at home to Rennes,
while Lille are France’s form team at the
moment, on a run of 13 games without
defeat. “I don’t know what frame of
mind PSG will be in on Saturday,” admit-
ted Lille coach Rene Girard. “Will Laurent
Blanc rotate his squad? Is it a good or a

bad thing that they have already won
the title? Maybe some players will
already be thinking about the World
Cup. “But they remain a squad full of
great players, so we must just worry
about ourselves and take the points we
need to be sure of taking third place.”

PSG eye points record
PSG coach Blanc, who on Thursday

extended his contract by an extra year
through to 2016, has refused to criticise
his team for their poor performances in
recent weeks but has urged them to go
on and set a new record for the most
points in a Ligue 1 season. With two
games to go, Paris are only one point
away from equalling Lyon’s all-time
record tally of 84, set in 2006, and Blanc
said: “I think this team deserves to be in

the record books, but to do that we will
need to get points against Lille and
Montpellier.” Saint-Etienne are guaran-
teed Europa League football next season
but two wins from their last two games
would see them snatch a Champions
League place if Lille took no more than
one point themselves. However, Saint-
Etienne coach Christophe Galtier is more
interested in making sure that his side

finish above great rivals Lyon, something
Les Verts have not achieved since 1993.
“Lille haven’t collapsed so far and I don’t
see why it would happen now,” said
Galtier ahead of the visit to mid-table
Nantes. “I only want us to focus on our-
selves. Our main objective is to secure
fourth place.” Marseille could still pip
Lyon to the final Europa League berth
after winning last weekend’s meeting of
the clubs to move to within two points
of Remi Garde’s side. Lyon are at home
to Lorient today while Marseille go to
Bordeaux in what will be Jose Anigo’s
penultimate game as interim coach
before Marcelo Bielsa takes over at the
Stade Velodrome in the summer. At the
bottom, the battle to avoid joining
Valenciennes and Ajaccio in being rele-
gated to the second tier is intensifying,
with Sochaux a point adrift of safety but
in fine form. Herve Renard’s side are
unbeaten in their last six matches and
travel to Rennes, who are now safe after
surprisingly beating PSG in midweek.
Evian, in 17th, are at home to Nice before
travelling to Sochaux on the final day of
the season, while French Cup winners
Guingamp, two points above the drop
zone, entertain Toulouse knowing a vic-
tory will confirm their safety. —AFP

Lille look to clinch Champions League place

Paris SG 36 25 8 3 77 2283 -
champions
Monaco 36 22 10 4 60 29 76
Lille 36 19 11 6 41 22 68
Saint-Etienne 36 18 9 9 50 32 63
Lyon 36 16 10 10 55 43 58
Marseille 36 15 11 10 51 39 56
Bordeaux 36 13 12 11 47 41 51
Reims 36 12 12 12 42 47 48
Lorient 36 12 10 14 46 49 46
Toulouse 36 11 13 12 43 50 46
Nantes 36 12 9 15 37 40 45
Bastia 36 12 9 15 40 56 45
Rennes 36 10 13 13 43 42 43
Montpellier 36 8 18 10 45 47 42

Nice 36 12 6 18 30 41 42
Guingamp 36 10 9 17 32 41 39
Evian TG 36 9 11 16 34 51 38
Sochaux 36 9 10 17 35 57 37
Valenciennes 36 7 8 21 35 60 29 

- relegated
Ajaccio 36 3 11 22 34 68 20 

- relegated
NB - Top two qualify automatically for Champions League
group stage. Third goes into Champions League 3rd qualifying
round. Fourth and fifth qualify for Europa League. Bottom three
are relegated to Ligue 2. NB - Nantes’ 2-0 win against Bastia on
the opening day of the season was overturned and awarded as
a win to Bastia after Nantes fielded the suspended Abdoulaye
Toure in the game.

French League 1 table

PARIS: French Ligue 1 table ahead of this weekend’s matches (played, won, drawn, lost, goals for, goals against, points):

LONDON: The 2013-14 Premier League season concludes tomor-
row with a number of issues, including the destination of the title,
still to be decided. Here, AFP Sports poses 10 questions that will be
answered on the final day:

Can City hold their nerve?
After overwhelming Aston Villa 4-0 on Wednesday, Manchester

City effectively require only a point at home to West Ham United to
claim a second title in three years. If City draw, Liverpool would
need to win at home to Newcastle United by at least 13 goals to
take the title. But if City lose, Liverpool will be crowned champions
for the first time since 1990 if they beat Newcastle.

Will City or Liverpool 
break scoring record?

City’s win over Villa took their goal tally for the season to 100
and Liverpool are only a goal further back on 99. Both teams are
therefore within sight of Chelsea’s Premier League (post-1992)
goal-scoring record of 103 goals, set under Carlo Ancelotti in the
2009-10 season. If Liverpool score, it will be the first time since
1960-61 (Tottenham Hotspur, Wolverhampton Wanderers, Burnley)
that more than one team finishes the season with 100 league goals
or more.

Can Luis Suarez break new ground?
With 31 goals to his name this season, Liverpool striker Luis

Suarez has already tied the record for the number of goals scored in
a 38-game Premier League campaign, which was jointly held by
Alan Shearer and Cristiano Ronaldo.  He can break the record by
scoring once, while a hat-trick would seem him equal the record for
goals in a 42-game Premier League season (34), currently shared by
Shearer and Andy Cole.

Will Tottenham pip United?
Tottenham need to avoid defeat at home to Aston Villa to claim

the last remaining Europa League place. If they lose and
Manchester United win at Southampton, United will move above
them on goal difference.

Can Ryan Giggs sign 
off with a victory?

After a disastrous season in which they meekly conceded the
title and failed to qualify for the Champions League for the first
time since 1995, United will look to end the campaign on a posi-
tive note by winning at Southampton. With Louis van Gaal

expected to be appointed as the successor to the sacked David
Moyes shortly, it will be veteran player-coach Ryan Giggs’s last
game as interim manager.

Will anyone succumb to 
World Cup heartbreak?

Manchester United defender Phil Jones was the latest player to
suffer a World Cup injury scare after damaging his shoulder in his
side’s 3-1 win over Hull City on Tuesday. His England team-mates
Phil Jagielka (Everton) and Jack Wilshere (Arsenal) are among the
players who will be hoping to prove their fitness in time for Brazil
on the final day.

Can Norwich go out with a bang?
Sunderland’s 2-0 victory at home to West Bromwich Albion in

mid-week means that Norwich City have been all but mathemati-
cally relegated, as they now trail fourth-bottom West Brom by three
points with a vastly inferior goal difference (-32 to -15). The final
game of their three-year stay in the top flight will be at home to
Arsenal.

Where will Stoke, Crystal finish?
Stoke City are already assured of their highest top-flight finish

since the 1974-75 campaign, when they came fifth. Barring a math-
ematical improbability, they are on course to finish 10th and could
leapfrog Newcastle to ninth if they win at West Brom and Alan
Pardew’s side do not beat Liverpool. Crystal Palace, 11th, are
already certain to record their highest top-flight finish since they
came 10th in 1991-92.

Who will be saying goodbye?
Manchester United captain Nemanja Vidic is in line to make his

final appearance before leaving for Inter Milan, while team-mates
Giggs, Patrice Evra and Rio Ferdinand will shortly be out of contract.
Chelsea’s trip to Cardiff City could see club stalwarts John Terry,
Frank Lampard and Ashley Cole play their final games for the club.
Both managers at White Hart Lane could be taking charge of their
teams for the last time, meanwhile, as uncertainty surrounds the
futures of Spurs head coach Tim Sherwood and his Villa counter-
part Paul Lambert.

Can Cardiff avoid wooden spoon?
Cardiff go into the final day on the bottom of the table, but they

can avoid the ignominy of the wooden spoon by bettering
Fulham’s result at home to Palace. —AFP

Ten questions for English
Premier League final day

Loew gambles on
youth to end long
German drought

BERLIN: Germany’s provisional 30-man squad for next
month’s World Cup contains several surprises and although
some of those players will not survive the final others will be
needed to help Germany end their 18-year title drought.
Coach Joachim Loew raised eyebrows on Thursday with his
youthful provisional squad including teenager Max Meyer,
defenders Shkodran Mustafi and Erik Durm and forward Kevin
Volland. Loew will trim his squad back to 25 or 26 players after
a training camp in Italy this month before announcing his final
23 by the June 2 deadline. Germany, drawn in Group G along
with Ghana, Portugal and the United States, have high hopes
of ending their long wait for a trophy. —Reuters



FIFA president 
eyes fifth term 46SportsSportsS
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MADRID: World number one Rafael Nadal
stormed into the semi-finals of the Madrid
Masters yesterday with his 17th consecu-
tive win over Tomas Berdych, 6-4, 6-2.
Maria Sharapova also booked her place in
the last four of the Madrid Open with a
three-set win over Li Na, but top seed and
reigning champion Serena Williams was
forced to pull out of the tournament due
to a thigh injury. Despite coming into the
tournament with doubts following surprise
defeats to David Ferrer and Nicolas
Almagro in recent weeks, Nadal has looked
in fine form in the Spanish capital as he has
cruised into the last four without the loss
of a set. The 13-time Grand Slam champion
will meet compatriot Roberto Bautista
Agut or Colombia’s Santiago Giraldo today

for a place in the final.
Williams was due to face Petra Kvitova

in the quarter-finals but pulled out due to a
thigh injury she had been carrying since
sweeping aside Swiss teenager Belinda
Bencic in the first round tomorrow. “I have
a left thigh injury and, unfortunately, have
to withdraw from this year’s Madrid Open,”
said Williams. “It happened during my first
round match. It started to get better, but
most importantly right now, I just need
some time to rest and recover. “It’s beyond
words. 

It ’s  so frustrating.” However,  the
American insisted that she will  try to
defend her title at the Italian Open in Rome
next week. “I am planning to play in Rome.
Fortunately, I have a bye next week so will

have an extra day of rest. “For now, I will
take it one day at a time and take advan-
tage of some extra rest.”

Sharapova has been beaten by Williams
in Madrid in the last two years, including in
the 2013 final, and the Russian is now the
favorite to clinch her first t it le in the
Spanish capital as she edged a thrilling
match against second seed Li 2-6, 7-6 (7/5),
6-3. “I will say the match was very close. I
think it really could have gone her way
today,” admitted Sharapova. “It was just a
matter of a few points in the second set
and in the third, although I was up a break
throughout the third set, you know she’s
not going to let go. I didn’t win the match
until the last point was played.” Li looked
on course for the semi-finals when she

broke to lead 4-3 in the second set.
However, Sharapova broke back imme-

diately and, despite needing four set
points, finally forced the match into a
deciding set when Li netted at 5-6 down in
the tie-break. 

There were three breaks of serve to
open the third set, but Sharapova took
control when she finally consolidated the
break at 3-1 and was gifted the final game
when Li double faulted on match point.
The four-time Grand Slam champion will
face third seed Agnieszka Radwanska or
French qualifier Caroline Garcia in the
semi-finals.  Also into today’s semis is
fourth seed Simona Halep as she set up a
meeting with Kvitova thanks to a 6-2, 6-2
thrashing of Serbia’s Ana Ivanovic. — AFP 

Nadal, Sharapova storm into semis 
MADRID: Maria Sharapova from Russia serves the ball during a Madrid Open tennis tournament match against Li Na from China in Madrid yesterday. — AP 

Reigning champion Serena pulls out due to injury


